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PREFACE
As fair housing laws have been adopted during the late 1960's and the
70's, tools have been forged for implementing integration and fighting discrimination and segregation . One such tool, affirmative marketi ng. has come
to public attention as the implementation of affirmative action became an important issue in the Un i ted States.
For those groups interested in avoiding (re)segregation and promoting
integrated cornnunities through affirmative marketing, literature on the subject
is sparse and scattered. Because of the need for a coqirehensive guide, we
pulled together existing information, and pooled our own ideas , observations
and experiences concerning affirmative marketing to form this handbook.
This guide is directed to fafr housing organizations, municipalities,
members of the housing industry, and coll'ITlunity organizations who are interested
in the implementation of an affirmative marketing program, a nd want to know
what and how actions might be taken.
Many people have helped us with our research. We want to especially thank
Kathy Cardona , of the South Suburban Housing Center. for her editorial assistance
and Kale Willi ams and the staff of the Leadership Council for (Chicago) Metropolitan Open Conrnunities for their overall comnents and legal analysis.
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GLOSSA~Y

OF TERMS

AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING: A special effort to attract to a development or a community merrbers of racial and ethnic groups which would not ordinarily be expected to be attracted through the normal mechanisms of the commercial market.
BLACK CLUSTERING: This term is being used to describe the situatioiijn which
several black families live as immediate neighbors within an area cbnsisting
mainly of white neighbors.
BLOCK BUSTING: Soliciting housing listings from white homeowners, after the
initial entry into the vicinity by minority group buyers or renters, by inducing the whites to fear wholesale racial transition and/or neighborhood deterioration.
CHANGING COMMUNITY: A community in which the traditional class or racial
make-up 1s undergoing change, sometimes as a result of "white flight." but
more usually as a result of whites dropping out of competition for housing.
A changing or transitional community is not an integrated community.
DESEGREGATION: Opening of housing, services and facilities to all groups of
people.
DISCRIMINATION: Unequal treatment based on membership in a certain group
without relation either to individual capacity or merit.
DUAL HOUSING MARKET: Two (or more) systems of housing delivery practices,
differently and independently operated in the areas of real estate.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY: Access by all people to full participation in all institutions.
GHETIO: An area in which the residents are determined by racial, political
and social pressures, and from which they cannot freely move.
ILLEGAL RACIAL STEERING: Practices by real estate sales people and others
which tend to limit, bar or circumvent integration and promote (re)segregation.
INTEGRATED HOUSING MARKET: A market in which people of different races, ethnic
groups and religions are competing for housing in numbers generally reflective
of their presence in the total area population. 100% of the people competing
for 100% of the housing options.
INTEGRATION: Deliberate cooperation in affording access to housing, services
and facilities to all groups of people.
INTEGRATION-FUNCTIONAL: The continuing desirability of a community as a place
of residence for all people.
INTEGRATION MAINTENANCE: The use of educational and service programs to encourage the continuance of integration in the community.
INTEGRATION MANAGEMENT: The use of programs intended to assure the continuance
of integration, including efforts to control (manage) racial composition of a
community, sometimes done at the expense of the individual's right to make the
final determination.
MAJORITY: The dominant group in society.
MINORITY: Designation for groups other than majority.
MULTI-RACIAL: Many races.
NON-DISCRIMINATION: Equal treatment for all people.
OPEN COMMUNITY: A community which affords equal opportunity in housing, services
and facilities to all people; may be all white; all black, mixed, in transition
or integrated.
PANIC-PEDDLING: A mass effort to list homes for sale on the basis of racial
fear; rumors are sometimes circulated by real estat'e sales people and residents
who allege it is "time to get out before the neighborhood goes down" a form of
block busting.
PREJUDICE: An unfavorable attitude toward a people as a group drawn from
irrational emotions and assumptions.
RESEGREGATION: Change of an integrated (or desegregated) residential area to
a segregated area.

SEGREGATION: The separation of residence area, services and other facilities
on the basis of race, religion, ethnic group or social class, whether involuntary or voluntary, the latter often being the present consequence of past
discrimination.
SELF-STEERING BY RACE: White and black "voluntary" avoidance by foreclosing
housing options based on the other's presence. It is not illegal, but is
caused by the impact of unrectified past discrimination.
SEPARATISM: The theory or doctrine of people living in separate societies
according to racial or other distinctions.
UNITARY HOUSING MARKET: A single open housing market in which members of all
races and groups rece1 ve the same services and actually compete on equal terms.

Part One . The Aff1rmat1ve Marketing Concept

1) Affirmative Marketing

Introduction
The commitment to equality is at the very heart and soul of the American
experiment.
For those who share that commitment the spectre of " ... two societies, one
black, one white - separate and unequal" raised by the Kerner Commission is the
greatest threat, and its replacemnt by one free, open society, the greatest
cha 11 enge . 1
"Two societies, separate and unequal" is a valid description of the segregated communities and neighborhoods which characterize most major urban areas.
Those segregated communities are the product, not of individual choice, but of
a complex and inter-related set of practices by private parties - builders.
real estate brokers, lenders and owners - often abetted by governments - federal, state and local - designed to keep people separate. Affirmative marketing works to overcome segregation and maintain racial diversity.
This chapter will discuss open housing, the dual housing market, and the
need for affirmative marketing.
"Segregation in housing ... is the result of past discriminatory practice~
in which the private housing in~ustry and federal, state and local government
have been a,ctive participants."
The institutionalization of these discriminatory practices has created
a dual housing market which for six decades has operated to create and enforce
segregation, and to provide additional housing for growing black and minority
population only at the edges of the ghetto.
One approach to overcoming housing segregation centers on open housing.
Open housing can be defined as a state of affairs in which people of all races,
colors, or ethnic groups, and people of all economic stations have free and
equal access to the full range of housing options.
Open housing is a relatively new legal concept. Although blacks have
resided in America for over 350 years, racial discrimination in the sale or
rental of housing has been a violation of federal law for only ten.years.
In 1968 Congress first declared, "It is the policy of the United States
to provide, within constituti~nal limitations, for fair (open) housing
throughout the United States" and enacted a series of prohibitions against
discrimination in housing on the grounds of race, color, religion or national
origin.
The passage of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 outlawed housing
1-1

d1scr1•1nat1on as a 1Wtter of national law
The saimo year tn• U.S. Su:>reme
Court. In Jones v, Mayer. applied an 1866 federal statue to a Missouri case
and found racial discr1~inatlon in tne sale or rental of ho~lng LO violate
lhe constitutional quarantee of equal protection of the law.
Despite the requiremen ts of the law. all llclJOr metropolitan areas rer-e1n
highly segregated by race. If the housing inarket were truly open, one would
expect a qradu.il filtering of minority households from highly segreqated
nelqhborhoods Into the larger connunity. In general. however. this has not
been the case. Our cities continue to resegregate neighborhood by neighborhood w1th the resegrega t ion process "jumping" to certa In suburban areas.
The racial resegregation of neighborhoods and con111unlties conti nues
despite open housing laws and civ il rights organizations. Patterns of behavior on the part of housing suppliers and consumers, formed ovpr decades If not
centuries, are not easily altered with the mere passage of national and state
laW). None of the legislation provided for any remedial affirmative action
to correct the present effects of past acts of discrimination del!tlll!d to have
been soc la lly destructive.
Integration has been widely percehed as a br1ef period of Interracial
occupancy separating the arrival of the first black fa111ly and the departure
of the last white household. Even the vigorous enforcement of open housing
laws will nol guarantee an integrated cOlll:IJl!lty. Where open housing la~ are
1n force, the comainlty my be all wl!He. all black. iaull1-rac 1a1. in racial
lrans1tion. or Integrated.
The Dual Housing Market
C00111Un1t1es faced with the prospect of racial resegregatlon lllUSt come to
understand the dual housing 111cJrket (which creates traditional housinq patterns)
1f they are to maintain racial diversity. The dual housing 111arket ls one ..tilch
separates the housing supply into one virtually all-white nirket Md another
for blacks and other minorities.

A un1tary irurket would exist if. throughout all parts of the Fllilrket
area, people of all races and ethnic groups were looking for housing, applying for housing, and living in nunbers which are generally reflective of all
the melfber races who desire and can afford the types or housing available.
In the dual housing l!lilrket, blacks are steered or stePr themselves to
conmunlLies predominantly occupied by blacks, or to those few conmunities which
have qalned reputations as open to minority residents. Whites focus their
housing co"1)etition on sections of the market where blacks are not co"1)etlng.
The long te,,,. effect Is a conti nuation of a social order in which blacks and
other minorities reside in one place and whites In another . Interracial
co..,,..nitles seeking stability continue to find It difficult to remain racially
heterogeneous as disproportionate Njority and 111tnorlty tlousing dttr.ands are
channeled toward them.
Causes of the Dual Ha rkel
Thp dUil h0usln9 .arket Is caused by three 111jor societal forces (1) l'l!rket lnstttut1ons. (Z) qovernment. and (3) indlvlduals. Of all the forces, the
real e~tate co"""'nlty. includino developers and financial 1n~tllutlons. has
the \tronqest control over housing. The real estate connunlty has greatly
con fr 1butrd to the du.i 1 housing onarket throuqh racia I steering
1-2

Racial steering is a term used to describe discriminatory activity in the
showing of homes to prospective buyers. Steering is encouraging a homeseeker
into or away from specific geographic areas and/or downgrading certain communities through negative remarks. When steering is based on the skin color
of the homeseeker, it is termed racial steering. The U.S. Department of
Justice and the courts have regularly construed such steering as a violation
of the requirement that all housing be available to everyone equally.
Before 1968, it was not necessary to practice racial steering. Neighborhoods were segregated by race. This segregation was considered the natural
state of affairs and racial segregation was necessary to protect the property
values and life-styles of all involved.
In the South and in some northern rural areas, whites and blacks could
live together because the blacks worked for and were subordinate to the
whites. Blacks in that society were individually known and accountable to
the whites in the neighborhood. On the other hand, in northern industrial
cities, working class blacks and whites became competitors for jobs, housing,
and so forth. Many blacks were imported to break the unions organized by
white workers. Conflict between unions and strikebreakers made separation
for the sake of peace seem a responsible action. The separation of blacks
and whites benefitted the business community by (1) reducing social unrest,
and (2) dividing the working classes.
Past governmental rulings and activities have also contributed to the
present dual marketplace. The early separate but equal Jim Crow laws contributed to a dual society in which whites lived in one area and blacks and
other minorities.were encouraged to live in other segregated areas.
The effect of administrative practice in housing programs such as the
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loan programs was to 1imit new construction to white areas. Furthennore, until 1948 racially restrictive covenants
on land ownership were used to keep blacks out of certain residential areas.
Even now, with the exception or a few municipalities. govemmental law merely
prohibits discrimination--it does not attack the problem of segregation.
Individual decisions in the housing market have tended to follow the
path of least resistance. Homeseekers, both majority and minority, have
directed themselves toward certain communities. Minorities have directed
themselves toward communities perceived as open and away from those perceived
as closed, while whites have reserved their competition for areas that exclude
blacks.
Racial self-steering continues; it is neither-illegal nor unnatural. Most
minority group members will gravitate to areas of least resistance and away
from those of greatest resistance. Similarly, non-minorities seek to avoid
what they perceive to be problem areas.
How Neighborhoods Resegregate
Most neighborhoods in city and suburban areas began.as racially exclusive.
Relatively few whites would think of selling or renting their homes to minority
buyers and few minority people seriously considered living in all-white areas.
With the advent of fair housing legislation, rising minority income, and
the large increase of the black middle class, pressure began to develop within
both the white and black community to provide for add'itional housing for minorities in previously all-white areas. Racial transition started when the first
1-3

blad families ll)ved into a few all-white neighborhoods . For the lllOst part.
tile new black families had incomes and aspirations that were sf•flar to those
of lheir new neighbors; however. the "'1ite 111ajorlty vi1Wed wllh ala,.. the
growing nurrber of •lnority families.
Next. typically. racial transition has occurred when whites were either
pushed out of the local housing market by panic peddling realty flnas or. as
has been ITOSl often the case . white families have dropped out of the housing
market for racially diverse neighborhoods . This racial transition has been
~deled to show how resegregation and Integration take place in the dual and
unitary housing markets. The Market Model and Economic Models 111ay help you
understand the p~ocess of racial resegregatlon . These are outlined on the
following pages.

SEGREGATION - RESEGREGATION MOOCL

Nel qhborhoods and corrmum t 1es resegrega te 1n a fa Irly predictable process. The
market irodel of resegregatlon may help you understand the dual housinq market.
1.
2.
3.

MARKET MODEL OF RACIAL SEGREGATION - RES[GREGATION
All white neighborhood (no homes sold to blacks). Separate black neighborhood.
A few blacks move into previously all-white neighborhood and whites leave
housing 1111rket (irost homes sold tD blacks)
Area becoines 111-black (no homes sold to whites)

TH£ PROCfSS Of INT£GRATIOH CA~ AtSO BE OtfTtlNEO IN A THRE£-ST£P MOOEt
1 s:epa;:ite racial ne-ighborlioods (no hOlles sold to other race) .
2. Some people of other race rove into the neighborhoods.
3. Whites and blacks freely compete for housing.
AJIEA JS SLICCESSFULL Y JHTEGAATED
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The process of racial resegregdtlon can al~n ·• " ••rstood by examining an
economic model based upon market forces.
First let us consider the housing market supply- oemand functions. Figure 2
represents the initial stage of the resegregation ncdel. Demand for housing
is represented by curve 0. The supply of housing is represented by curve S.
As long as the total population vying for housing i n the corrrnunity stays fixed
- curve 0 will remain fixed . S. the s upply curve. will remain fixed unless
new housing is built .
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Figure 3

Since the dual housing market exists, then It ~hould be possible to identify
the impact of ra cial r esegregation
Figure 3 shows what wi 11 occur when a
minority population begins to compete for housln(j The supply of housing
w11 1 remain cons tant. however. the demand curve will shift to a new position ,

D. because more famili es are competing for hous inQ

Note that the price of

housing increases. If lhe conmunity continues to at tract both majority and
minority fami l ies, then a unitary market exists.
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Figure 4

Unfortunately. often majority demand for housing "dries up" and the supplydemand functions shift to another configuration as shown on Fioure 4. The
supply curve remains constant. however. a new demand cur ve. oll. is created
which is less than the original curve. The minority population alone cannot
produce the previous level of demand. Once majority famiJ;es stop competinq
for housing in a c:OOl1lunity the prices fall.
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Figure 5

The key to underst.•rding the process of racial resegregation is that whites
who have many housing options can easily choose from a wide variety of neighborhoods. As the larqer volume white del!lilnd fo,. housing in a neighborhood
declines it is replaced in the marketplace by the lesser volume black demand
for housing. This process tends to concentrate minorities in areas where
apparent houslng opportunities are available. When a neighborhood is Identified as "going black" the White demand falls off to almost nothing. See Figure
5.

Racial Stability
Racial stability is described in detail in a report by the National
Academy of Sciences.
"The stability of mixed neighborhoods depends on a continuing balance
fn the racial proportions between the initial resi dents and the new ento-ants ..
.. If a higher percentage of new entrants than of residents are of one racial
category. the neighborhood is. in a crucial sense, unstable .... Complete racial
transition occurs if the demand for hom&s by a previous minority in the area
is large enough to absorb all the properties that become available in the
neighborhood . .. . If white demand is reduced significantly, for example. then
even a rroderate level of non-white demand may absorb all the housing un1ts
comi ng on the market in a part1cular neighborhood. This phenomenon can occur
at very low levels of non-white occupancy. As it does . expectations among
Whites 111ay become less favorable and a transistion process accelerated . ...
Demand from whi tes may drop as the proportion of non-wh ites rises . but no
proportion of non-whites is so large as t o nBke stability ~ithin a development impossible. There is no consistent evidence to identify a particular
'scare point' at which whites will flee or refuse to enter; too much depends
on local circ1M11stances .. .. Open access in a free market is the ultimate objective. Meanwhile. progress toward equal opportunity may require countervailing intervention to offse t the effects of dfscdminatlon ... 5 This intervention is called affirmative marketing.
1- 8

Affinnative Marketing
Affirmative marketing may be the single most important technique that
Jt is a positive, race-conscious,
op ti on-expanding approach to housing which attempts to rectify the effects of
past discrimination.

can eliminate the dual housing market.

In 1972 the federa 1 government took its first steps to advance the goa 1
of a racially integrated society with the publication of affirmative marketing regulations. All developers using FHA insurance are required to file
affirmative marketing plans, including specific "efforts to reach those persons
who traditionally would not have been expected to apply for housing." As
exarrples, the regulations continue:
For instance, for housing in a white suburban area, special steps
may be needed to make its availability known to minorities; similarly ,
if the housing is located in an area of minority concentration . special steps may be needed to make its availability known to whites.

Although the affirmative marketing regulations have very l imited applicability, the regulations put the government on record as recognizing that
simply legislating future equality of treatment in the housing market has done
little to rectify the wrongs of the past, nor has legislation undone the segregated living patterns that are the legacy of the dual housing market. HUD, in
issuing the regulations, not only condoned, but required that people of different races be treated differently in the marketing of housing.
Differential treatment under affirmative marketing is designed to profll)te
integration, that is, to render the artificially divided market whole, while
differential treatment under Jim Crow was designed to preserve segregation.
Affirmative marketing has nothing to do with the establishment of racial
quotas. The legitimate governmental function of promoting residential racial
diversity which would help to rectify the present effects of past discrimination, much of it government supported, must not be carried out so as to limit
options of individuals. Affinnative marketing does not suspend Title VIII or
the rights affirmed by Jones v. Mayer. No one may lawfully be denied access
to the housing of his or her choice because of race.
Affirmative marketing does prescribe a marketing approach by which racia lly conscious attempts are made to create an i ntegrated living environment.
Special outreach efforts are used to attract racial groups to a corrmunity that
are overlooked in the real estate market. In some instances. whites can and
should be defined as the underrepresented group and be targeted for special
outreach programs. 6
This guide shows how to implement an affinna tive marketing program.
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2) Historical View of Se_gregation

-

The present pattern of segregation of black households in metropolitan
areas of the United States has a continuous history extending back to the
influx of blacks into northern cities during and after World War I. The in/
dustrial centers were popular targets for this migration beca use of the availav
bility of jobs. Blacks were not the only group attracted to these cities as
/ large numbers of European irmligrants had preceded them in this influx. People
1 of similar cultural background were encouraged to group together in settlements
commonly located i~ the inner city. Though they backed the segregated pattern
of living, the rea.J estate industry was not completely responsible for the
concentration of tliese settlements. Family, friends, and financial position
also exerted a great influence on newcomers to the city.
As more blacks from the South and irrrnigrants came to the cities, the
ssure to expand the settlementy grew. A block by block expansion was encourd by the real estate industry.
At the outer edges, the expansion of the
black belt in the cities was fought by some homeowners with racial zoning and
racially restrictive covenants, resulting in blacks being trapped in the inner
areas. This confinement to designated areas resulted in the overcrowd\ city
ing of dwelling units and the eventual deterioration of these areas.
Many ethnic groups managed to assimilate into the general American society.
thus breaking out of the segregated pattern. Blacks, however, regardless of
their educational achievements or income, were a very visible minority, and
found assimilation an impossibility. "The crucial difference between their
(the blacks') position and that of white ethnic groups is that actions of the
dominant majority are based on the visibility and unchangeable fact of race. "2

v

With the New Deal in the 1930's and the popularity of the automobile, the
great exodus of whites to the suburbs began. The Federal Housing Aaninistration (FHA) and Veterans Administration (VA) encouraged the building of suburban
single family homes through their mortgage insurance programs, further encouraging the movement outward. In 1961 a report by the United States Commission
on Civil Rights stated, "There is an ever-increasing concentration of nonwhites in racial ghettos, largely in the decaying center oj our cities --while
a "white noose" of suburban housing grows up around them. "
Support for the segregated pattern of living comes from many sectors of
society. "A nurrber of forces combine to prevent equal ity of opportunity in
housing. They begin with the prejudice of private persons. but they involve
large segments of the organized business worlds. In addition, government on
all leve l s bears a measure of responsibility ... "4
One determinant of segregation. as noted by David McEntire in Residence
and Race, is prejudice. "That racial prejudice is very widespread in the
white population and thdt it affects behavior is apparent to all. ,,5 Attitudes
and beliefs held by whites about blacks. whether true or 'not. contribute to
2-1

2) Historical View of Segregation

The present pattern of segregation of black households in metropolitan
areas of the United States has a continuous history extending back to the
influx of blacks into northern cities during and after World War I. The industrial centers were popular targets for this migration because of the availability of jobs. Blacks were not the only group attracted to these cities as
large numbers of European immigrants had preceded them 1n this influx. People
of similar cultural background were encouraged to group together in settlements
co111110nly located in the inner city. Though they backed the segregated pattern
of living, thereat estate industry was not completely responsible for the
concentration of these settlements. Family, friends, and financial position
also exerted a great influence on newcomers to the city.
As more blacks from the South and immigrants came to the cities, the
pressure to expand the settlement~ grew. A block by block expansion was encouraged by the real estate industry.
At the outer edges, the expansion of the
black belt in the cities was fought by some homeowners with racial zoning and
racially restrictive covenants, resulting in blacks being trapped in the inner
city areas. This confinement to designated areas resulted in the overcrowding of dwelling units and the eventual deterioration of these areas.
Many ethnic groups managed to assimilate into the general American society,
thus breaking out of the segregated pattern. Blacks, however, regardless of
their educational achievements or income, were a very visible minority, and
found assimilation an impossibility. "The crucial difference between their
(the blacks') position and that of white ethnic groups is that actions of the
dominant majority are based on the visibility and unchangeable fact of race."2
With the New Deal in the 1930's and the popularity of the automobile, the
great exodus of whites to the suburbs began. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and Veterans Administration (VA) encouraged the building of suburban
single family homes through their mortgage insurance programs, further encouraging the movement outward. Jn 1961 a report by the United States Commission
on Civil Rights stated, "There is an ever-increasing concentration of nonwhites in racial ghettos, largely in the decaying center o~ our cities--while
a "white noose" of suburban housing grows up around them."
Support for the segregated pattern of living comes from many sectors of
society. "A number of forces combine to prevent equality of opportunity in
housing. They begin with the prejudice of private persons, but they involve
large segments of the organized business worlds. In addition, government on
all levels bears a measure of responsibility ... "4
One determinant of segregation. as noted by David McEntire in Residence
and Race, is prejudice. "That racial prejudice is very widespread in the
white population and that it affects behavior is apparent to all ."5 Attitudes
and beliefs held by whites about blacks, whether true or not, contribute to
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segregation. Many of the prejudices whites nurture develop into an actual
fear of living with blacks. This fear takes various forms, fear of crime,
fear of racial conflict, and the fear of deterioration of their neighborhoods.
Parents are also concerned about the possible effects their black neighbors
may have on their children. A prevalent fear is that as the percentage of
blacks in a school system increases, the quality of education decreases.
Perhaps the strongest fear is the possible negative effect on property
values that the arrival of a black family in an area may have. A great many
people, especially working class people, have their life savings invested in
their homes and cannot afford to move outward to more expensive suburbs, as
they might want to do. Not only do they fear that the value of their homes
will decrease rapidly, but that the social status of the neighborhood will
fall as well.
The policies of private institutions have historically reflected white
attitudes on segregation. In the past, real estate brokers and mortgage
finaricers openly refused to deal with blacks. If they did work with minorities, it was wit~in the designated guidelines of segregation. Private builders have long neglected the housing needs of blacks although some have set up
subdivisions catering to blacks exclusively. Whether there has been marketing
exclusively to blacks or whites, however, segregation still has been the
result.
Builders and Financers
While it has been prejudice at all levels that has been responsible for
the segregation of blacks, it is the real estate brokers, builders, and mortgage financers who translate the prejudice into discriminatory action.
The builder-developer has contributed to residential segregation in two
ways. First, the builder has located most new housing in suburban areas,
since inexpensive land and high demand there hold the promise of substantial
profits. Because of the traditional exclusion of minorities from suburban
areas and the financial position of most blacks, such new housing has traditionally been unavailable to them.
Second, builders have tended to market exclusively to one race, most
often whites. Many developers fear that as black families move into a neighborhood the demand by whites for the area will decrease. The profit margin a
builder receives is dependent on a rapid and complete sell-out. Therefore,
the developer will seek out thg white market through selective advertising
or by discriminating directly.
Direct discrimination is accomplished by
emphasizing exfstent or nonexistent faults of a hOIT'e tc a black homeseeker or
by declaring that the home has already been purchased. Once a development is
established as white, it tends to remain so even though the builder only has
control over the initial sales.
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A developer can also contribute to segregation by practicing discrimination in an opposite manner, creating an "instant ghetto" by marketing exclus:~ely to minorities.
This has been done by some builders even though financing may be difficult to arrange, and mortgages may be obtained on favorable
terms. Sometimes, the reason for doing may have been civic responsibility
for housing blacks, but profit, the prevention of government intervention and
regulation, and unloading housing thought to be unattractive to whites have
been far more widespread incentives.
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In general, financial institutions have passively followed the lead
of real estate brokers and builders in maintafoing racial segregation. Lenders
and their property appraisers sometimes lead the way in moving a price of
geography from the white to the non-white market, using the tool known as
"redlining." While many institutions have been active in providing home loar:s
to blacks, they have traditionally required the property being purchased to be
located in an all-black or transitional area. In the past, a black requesting a loan for a home in a predominantly white area would be refused.
The practice of keeping black families out of white areas was seen as
having a number of advantages for the lending institution. Lenders felt they
were not only protecting property values, but keeping good relations with real
estate brokers and homeowners in the area as well.

While outright forms of discrimination in lending practices were outlawed with the Civil Rights Act of 1968, disinvestment has continued to be a
collll\on means of maintaining segregation. Disinvestment, or redlining, consists of money not being put into an area because of the racial, economic,
or physical characteristics of tpe area. When an area becomes redlined, it
becomes difficult for the residents to buy or sell homes due to the unavailability of mortgage money. Redlining is common in the inner city, especially
in older sections or areas undergoing racial transition. Once an area is
"written off" even whites (or especially whites) find it difficult to obtain
a loan in the area. Not only mortgages, but home improvement loans become
scarce. When an area is redlined, it is practically inevitable that white
demand will drop and that the area will undergo a racial change.
Speculators in search of profit also contribute to segregation by moving
in on a racially changed neighborhood. They buy the property cheaply from
white homeowners who have panicked, then rent or sell to incoming black families at top prices. The speculator often acts as the financer by selling
the house on an installment contract rather than the conventional mortgage.
In an installment contract, unlike a warranty deed. the buyer only has contract
interest in the property. The reason the speculators are able to use such
contracts is that many blacks do not have the downpayment money required for
a regular mortgage. A major problem for the minority buyer with the installment contract is the risk of total loss resulting from any lapse i, payment,
promp~ing foreclosure and then resale at a further inflated price.
The third member of the real estate industry responsible for residential
segregation is the real estate broker. The United States has a highly mobile
population, and a great percentage of those buying and selling homes do so
through a real estate agent. The following pages deal with the ideologies
and practices of the real estate brokers in the shaping of the segregated
pattern that exists today.
Real Estate Brokers
Historically, the basic ideology of real estate brokers has been that of
preserving the homogeneous neighborhood and protecting property values. The
U. S. Commission on Human Rights has stated, "Traditionally, the private housing industry has operated on the assumptign that residential segregation is a
business necessity and a moral absolute." This exclusionary ideology is
exemplified by the traditional view the real tor has had of himself as the
"gatekeeper" in a community, the protector of white homogeneous neighborhoods
and property values. By selling to people of the same cultural background as
those already in a neighborhood, the realtor sees himself as maintaining the
stability of the area.
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Rea\ estate brokers offer two grounds for their defense of residential
segregation. The first is the argument that "it is what people want." This
is in fact, a weak argument. Evidence has shown that regardless of the
seller's wishes, real estate agents generally will refuse to participate in
transactions violating traditional racial practices.9 The second ground is
that of property values. "The role of the Real Estate Board in restrictions
upon Negro residential movement has a history of fifty years, during which
a basic tenet of the real estate conmunity has been that the restrictions are
necessary to protect property values." 10
How responsible is the real estate broker for the segregated residential
pattern of metropolitan America? Undoubtedly, his/her role has been a large
one as (s)he stands between the supply of housing and both black and white
homeseekers. Hecht states "In a way real estate brokers did for discrimination what the mosquito did for malaria. While brokers were not the basic
cause, they were the vector. And 1ike T~e mosquito they eventually received
a disproportionate share of the blame."
A report by the U.S. Conmission on
Civil Rights in 1961 states that realtor policies and practj2es are among the
foremost influences determining where a minority will live.
Traditionally, realtors have been active agents in changing neighborhoods from white to black. The basic premise for changing a neighborhood's
composition is that once blacks move into an area, its transition is inevitable. The transition of a neighborhood from white to black can be viewed as
passing through two stages. First, an investment speculator introduces pioneer black families into a neighborhood by buying at the market price and
selling at high prices to blacks anxious to get better quality housing. Once
a few black familes are in the area the second phase of the transition begins.
Often, outside real estate agents are lured into the area by the chance to
make quick profits by introducing the first blacks. Later, local real estate
agents will join in the sales to minorities when it is their belief that the
area is inevitably "going black." Some real estate agents have a policy of
waiting until a certain percentage of the area is black before they begin to
handle black traffic. Those agents who still refuse to sell to blacks, sometimes termed "l ilywhiters," operate in white areas adjacent to the changing
conmunities, holding tightly to their role as "gatekeeper. ul3
Brokers and speculators in the past strove to accelerate the transition
by "blockbusting" or "panic peddling." This involved preying on whites'
racial fears and prejudices to obtain housing listings. Telephone calls,
personal visits, and letters were all used to facilitate the transition. Both
speculators and brokers would warn whites "that the neighborhood is changing"
and "you better get out now before the value of your home drops." The following are some of the devices that can start a panic: renting to a black family
of the lower socio-economic status than white families In the area, selling to
low income famili1a• and hiring blacks with old, noisy cars to drive around
the neighborhood.
Advertising has been another technique used by the "blockbusting agents" to accelerate the racial change. Some real estate agents
placed.comer~" ads designed to attract naive purchasers with unrealistically
low prices.
White brokers were not solely responsible for neighborhood turnover.
"Negro brokers as well as whites avail themselves of the blockbusting technique; actually, the Negro brokers are eveo more insidious, since they are so
heavily relied upon by the Negro clients."16
High profits have been conman for both real estate agents and speculators
in changing areas. By turning over an area quickly, brokers have received
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large total ccrrmissions, both on
homes. 1ypically,
speculators would buy property in the pat~il:li-1kk movement, then resell
to blacks at inflated prices.
The second type of discriminatory activity, colllllOnly practiced before
1968, included refusal to show blacks homes in white areas. Blatant refusal
on the part of the broker was only the most apparent form of discrimination,
however. A less noticeable method was misrepresentation. A broker would
claim the home in question was sold, or would misquote the price of the home
or cost of the utility bills. Stalling was another device used for dissuading
minorities. The broker would claim that he could not find the keys to the
house, or that light bulbs were not yet installed, or he might create confusing red tape for the minority homeseeker. Convincing minorities that "they are
not welcome" or "wouldn't feel comfortable" in a white area was another form
of exclusion. Real estate agents would feign ignorance of the property, not
show the property to a good advantage, and break appointments without notification to discourage black homeseekers.17 Another method, described by the
National Convnittee Against Discrimination, was restriction by the homeseller.
Jn Essex County, New Jersey, as recently as the early 1960's, the symbol PATO
(Purchaser must be Acceptable to Owner) would appear on the MLS if the seller
desired. Brokers sometimes used this symbol without the seller's knowledge
as a form of discrimination.18
Treatment of blacks by brokers was documented in L. K. Northwood and Ernest
Barth's study, Urban Desegregation: Ne;ro Pioneers and Their White Neighbors
(1965), an in-depth study of the firstlack families in fifteen neighborhoods.
The study reported the families were "quite vocal and detailed about the unhelpful activities of real estate agents. Criticisms indicated a refusal to
show homes. appointments made but not kept, 'lukewarm apologies' for rude
behavior, and lack of diplomacy. 0 19 Blacks not only had problems with real
estate agents when searching for homes, but after the sale as well. "Even
after Negroes purchased homes, some realtors continued to engage in what the
newcomers ca11ed annoying behavior. One respondent reported that a realtor
continually called at his place of business to offer him a profit for selling
his new home. "20
The Civil Rights Act of 1968 made many of the methods of discrimination
that had been popular with real estate agents illegal. However, practices had
by then established a dual housing market catering to whites and blacks separately. In a 1969 study in the Chicago South Shore area, Harvey Mo lotch found
no signs of the instability (rapid turnover of housing), in this changing
neighborhood. associated with blockbusting techniques. Molotch pointed out
that the entire population of a coumunity replaces itself in fifteen years
with normal residential turnover. In the turnover occurring in the South
Shore area blacks bought the homes of whites as they moved out at approximately t21 normal rate. This is an example of the dual housing market in
process.
Racial steering is now used to maintain the dual housing market. Racial
steering consists of influencing or encouraging a homeseeker to select a geographical area for racial reasons. Usually, this means encouraging whites to
move into white areas, and blacks to move into black and transitional areas.
While steering is illegal under 1itle VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
it is a subtle form of discrimination, difficult to detect. In an address at
the 65th conference of NAR, Malcolm Peabody speaking for HUD stated; "The
average victim of steering never hears an unkind word from the agent with whom
he deals. The victim--usually black, but other minorities are also involved
and whites are victimized in another way--the victim is usually surrounded by
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smiling faces and 'yes sirs.' There is no overt discrimination. But his
treatment 1s far from right in one important respect. He is being silently
manipulated."

I

Some methods used in support of steering are the same as those practiced
earlier for purposes of racial exclusion. Negative descriptions of an area
and misrepresentation of a particular property are common. The difference
is that these methods are applied to whites as well as blacks. A white family
searching for a home in an integrated area may have trouble from the real
estate agent, who will try to steer him to an >11-white area. When performing
racial steering, the agent ass1.111es the racial ,..•·eference of the homeseeker.
Real estate agents sometimes volunteer racial information on an area or relate
incorrect racial information in an attempt to steer someone. The white broker
will advertise the services of his firm, rather than the available properties,
to enable himself to select suitable listings for each prospective client in
person. He might advertise only properties he is willing to sell to blacks.
For sale signs are commonly avoided to eliminate racially unidentifiable
contacts such as telephone calls. Blacks may also be discouraged by being
refused such services as inspections of 31ectricians, plumbers, or termite
experts, and being told to buy "as is. "2
Communities that have declared themselves as "open" often become targets
for rea1 estate agents engaged in steering. Dudley Onderdonk and Donald DeMarco
noted this problem when the Villages of Park Forest and Park Forest South,
Illinois became open to minority homeseekers. "Realtors knew that blacks were
accepted and welcomed in the two towns. This became the place, then, where
blacks 'should' live. The area had black visibility. Through the realtor
grapevine, the area became known as a place where prospective black homeseekers could find good housing and be comfortable too. It was an easy and
convenient way to make a sale. "2
Not all steering is done by real estate agents. Even without steering
on the part of realtors. self-steering of both races would take place to a
certain extent. Blacks automatically avoid white areas where they fear harassment, and many whites choose "closed areas" where blacks are excluded. This
is a present consequence of past discrimination.
Steering on the part
same effect as the racial
the pattern. In spite of
still manifests itself in

of real estate agents or homeseekers can have the
practices of the past and self-steering perpetuates
the Federal Fair Housing law, the exclusion ideology
residential segregation.

Government Policies Conducive to Segregation
Along with the private housing market, the federal government has contributed to the segregated pattern of metropolitan America through the discriminatory policies of its own agencies. in particular the Federal Housing Administration.
After the Depression, New Deal programs were instituted offering aid to
the real estate industry and to individual homeowners. As part of this program. the FHA was formed in 1934 providing federal insurance on mortgates to
encourage lending by financial institutions. According to Abrams, "From its
inception the FHA set itself up as the protector of the all white neighborhood. It sent its agents into the field to keep Negroes and other minorities
from buying homes in white neighborhoods."25 The discriminatory attitudes of
the FHA at that time were identical to those of the real estate industry. The
FHA even used its underwriting manuals to support its segregation philosophy.
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Charles Abrams believes that the real estate industry was responsible for
establishing the homogeneous neighborhood as the acceptable living pattern.
"Worse still, the theory became part of the unwritten official policy in
government appraisals ... It set u~ thousands of FHA neighborhoods inhabited
only by 'homogeneous' groups ... " 6 In this rranner private policy developed
into public policy, receiving government endorsement and assistance.
The FHA was not the only government agency advocating segregation in the
l930's. The Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC) was established in 1933 to
assist in the refinancing of small home mortgages that were in foreclosure
during the Depression. The homes acquired by the HOLC in white neighborhoods were not permitted to be sold to black families.27
In one respect, it must be granted, FHA appears to have complied fully
with desegregation law. In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled that courts could no
longer uphold racial covenants. This ruling, along with the 1949 Housing Act
which called for "a decent home and suitable living environment for every
American family" (Public Law 171, 8lst Congress), forced the FHA to change
their policies. The FHA ruled that no mortgages would be insured for property
having restrictions (such as those imposed by covenants) placed on them, after
February, 1950. In 1963 an additional rule allowed the FHA to insure properties under restrictive covenant if the properties were being sold to blacks.
By 1968, the FHA could insure any property restricted by covenant provided
the owner agreed to void the covenant.
The 1968 Fair Housing and Urban Redevelopment Act provided a new opportunity for segregation through the FHA. The Act was passed to help blacks who
found it difficult to obtain mortgage money in areas where disinvestment was
occurring. The Act relaxed mortgage lending standards and reduced downpayment
requirements. Real estate brokers and mortgage bankers discovered that selling to minorities barely able to meet FHA standards in traditional neighborhoods was very profitable. As a result, "government-financed resegregation"
took place.
This practice was examined in a study by Gregory Gordon and Albert
Swanson entitled Chicago: Evolution of a Ghetto. The study dealt with the
problems of the changing neighborhoods in the Marquette Park and Englewood
sections of southwest Chicago. Englewood had already "gone black" at the time
of the study and was deteriorating. Many white homeowners who had previously
occupied the area accused the FHA of causing the loss of their houses since
the government was backing mortgages to unqualified buyers. When minority
buyers could not keep Hp on the payments of their new homes, the buildings
were often abandoned. 2
Since 1975 there has been a crackdown by the FHA on such practices, but
much damage had already been done through exploitation by the brokers. Again,
rectification of damage done by past discriminatory practices has gotten
short shrift.
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Evolution of a Ghetto,"

3) T he La w

The Fair Housing Laws of 1866 and 1968 combined make it clear that discrimination on grou~ds of race, color, national origin. religion or sex in
housing is illegal.
The following section asks, assuming basic housing guarantees. is it legal
to take special affirmative steps to attract into the market, buyers or renters
of the racial group least likely to apply (white or non-white. depending on the
circumstances}; to fully inform all home seekers of the range of choices; to
advocate the advantages of integrated living and encourage home seekers to
make choices which promote it; and to regulate the solicitat~on and/or advertising programs of real estate agents to further these ends?
We shall look first at Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act and then
at related law and policy.
A.

1968 Ci vi 1 Rights Act

The 1968 Civil Rights Act has established that, "It is the policy of
the United States to provide, within constitutional l imitations, for fair
housing throughout the United States. ,,3 However. the precise meaning of
fair housing, and its application to the complex. dynamic situation of
racially diverse communities has not been spelled out.
This brief review of legislative hi story, judicial interpretation,
and executive implementation surrrnari zes the l egal basis for affirmative
action for integration in housing.
l. Legislative History. The legislative history includes statements
by then Senator Mondale, the chief Senate sponsor, "The rapid block-byblock expansion of the ghetto will be slowed and replaced by truly integrated and ba l anced living patterns."4 and also, "I emphasize that the
basic purpose of this l egislation is to permit people who have the ability
to dg so to buy any house offered to the public if they can afford to buy
it." Clearly both feeedom of choice and integrated living patterns are
purposes of the act.
2. Judicial Interpretation. No definitive interpretation of the legality of affirmative action for integration has yet been given. However,
a growing number of decisions support the view that achieving integrated
COITltlunities is an important objective of the federal Fair Housing law.
In Trafficante v. Metropolitan l ife Insurance Co . • white residents
of a housing complex sued to end discriminatory practices charging that
they were denied the benefi ts of interracial association in violation of
the Fair Housing Law. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld this interpretation
and, quoting Senator Mondale (above), said" ... the reach of the proposed
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l•w was lo replate the 9'1etto 'by truly integrated •nd bilanced 11ving
panems ... fi
In Barrie~ Rulty Inc .• v. City of G•ry, a rNI eslate? broler ~ought
to overturn 1 ban on 1for Sale" signs ;;+\!Ch the city of Gary had adopted
to prevent r1pld r•clal tr•nsitlon. The District Court found for Gary.
In afflnning lh1s dechion the U.S. Court of Appe.ls for the ~ventn
Circuit sa id . " • • • the n9ht to open housing .,..ans more than the right
to ntl•e from an old ghetto to a new ghetto ... It Is clearly consiHent
with the Constitution and federal housing policy .. to pul'\ue a policy
of encouraging stab le Integrated nelghborho<ld~ and dfscouragfng l1rief
integralion followed by prof11lt re-segregation, even If an effect of th4t
pollc;y ts to reduce the n\lt'lber of blacks moving into certain areas of the
cHy . .. 7
In Llnmark Assocf1les v. Willingboro. the Supreme Court was aho
considering 1n ordinance banning 'F'or ~le" signs. In this case the
Court concluded, "T,,. record here demonstrates that (Vie toi;nshfp of
Willingboro) failed lo eslabl1sh that this ordinance h needed to assure
th•t \itllfn91>oro ,._ins 1n integrated COllllUlit,y . • However. the Court
said, "Respondents do seek to distinguish Bigelow 1nd Virgin!• Phll'l";IC)'
Bel. by rely1"9 on thr vitll gOal this ordinance \erves: n•nrly, pro1110tin9 sllble, r1ci1lly Integrated housing . Thfre un bl' no question
•bOut lhe lmport1ncr of achieving this goal. Th1s Court has expressly
rrcoqnlzed that substantial bP.nezits flow to both whltrs 1"d blacks
from Interracial associ•tlon and that Cong.-.ss hu 1111de 1 stro119 nationtl
c
1ti;ient to pr011>te 1ntegrated hous1ng.•8
111 Otero v. llN York Hous1n9 AuthOdt~, the Issue was wnettier the
housing 1ut1iorlty "as oblig.Ced to 91ve first priority to former res1drnts of an urban renewal site. when this would rtsult In a pred0lll1nantly non·"'1ite project in an existing lnterr1cfal 1re1. Thr U.S .
Court of Appeals for the ~cond Circuit ruled, "The Olstr1ct Court held,
t.hat although the aulhorlly was under a constltuticnll 1nd stltutory duty
to foster and maintain racial integration. th1s duty could not as •
""1tter of law be given effect where to do so would be to deprive a nonwhite minority of low-cost public housing that would othcn.lse be as'igned to 1l under the authority's regulation . We dtsaqree os to the
District Court's interpretation of the authority's duty to Integrate.
We do not vie< that duty as a 'one-way street' · limited to the Introduction of non-while persons into a predominantly white cornunity. The
1uthority fs oblfg.tted to uke affirNtive steps to pron>te r.tclil lntegrat ion even thoulJh this 111y in SOllll! inst111ces not operlte to the 1~
d1ate advantagp of somr non-White persons •• • The authority y not, tor
instance. select sites for projects which 1<111 be occupied by non"'11tes only In areas already heavily concentr•led with • tifgh proportion
of non-""11tes •. • Not only inay such practice be enjoined, but aff11"1111tive
action to erase the effects
past discrh1iNlion and desegrtgate h0us1n9 Pltterns lffay ~ordered . "

o'

In KlnQ v. tlarris. the Staten Island ~p and otncr co nity or·
ganlutTOiiS sought to prevent a HUD Sec. 8 rental developtlll!nl because It
would result In undue concentration and segre91tlon of •1norfttes and
tnrHten the destruction of a racially 11hed aM balanced nef!jlbornood
on St1ttn tsl1nd The District Court. rullnq for the plaintiff$. said,
"It is rt0w .,.11 sPttled that HUD has an afflrJ:»f1ve d~ty to pl"()IDC>te
racial integration through Its housing policy.• 0
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In Gladstone v. Bellwood, the issue was whether a municipality and/
or its citizens had standing to sue under Title VITI to stop racial
steering. The Supreme Court quoted both Trafficante and Linmark. above.
to affinn that "' (t)here can be no question about the importance to a
conmunlty of prorroting stable racially integrated housing .' . ... If sales
practices actually have begun to rob Bellwood of its racia l balance and
stability, the Village has standing to challenge the legality of that
conduct." Further, the Court said. in respect to individual standing,
"The Constitutional limits of respondents' standing to protest the intentional segregation of their community do not vary simply because that
corrm.mity is defined in terms of city blocks rather than apartment buildings. uJl
In these cases, now including three Supreme Court decisions, the
courts have derived from Title VIII a clear national housing policy in
support of integration and have applied that policy to actions of HUD,
a developer, a local housing authority and municipalities.
These findings , at the least, strongly suggest that other affirmative actions by municipalities ani supportable, so long as they do not
violate Title Vlll's prohibitions of individual acts of discrimination.
3. E)(ecutive Action. A statement on federal policies on equal opportunity housing in 1972, by President Nixon said, "! interpret the 'affirmative mandate' of the 1968 act to mean that the administration
should . .. {judge) the extent to which a proposed project, or the overall
development plan of which ft is a part, will in fact open up new. nonsegregated housing opportunities that will contribute to decreasing the
effects of past housing discrimination ... Separation of the races, particularly when it is involuntary has damaging consequences . One is
racial isolation ... by equal housing opportunity , I mean the achievement
or a condition in which individuals of similar income levels in the
same housing market area have a like range of housing choices available
to them regardless of their race, color, religion or national origin. 12
00

The affinnative provisions have led to regulations in two areas site selecti on of federally-assisted housing and affirmative marketing
of federally-assisted or insured housing.
The Project Selection Criteria have, a11X1ng others, the stated objective to provide minority families with a wide range of choice in housing
locations and to open housing opportunities in a way to decrease the
effects of past discrimination. HUO is obligated, under these regulations, to consider the racial impact of proposed locations of assisted
housing and not to approve those which would have the effect of concentratino minorities and/or lower income families in particular neighborhoods . l 3
The Affinnative Marketing Regulations apply to all HUO assisted or
Insured housing and require of the developers of such housing the filing
of plans for outreach and advertising to attract buyers or renters of
all minority and majority groups. The form on which the plan is to be
submitted notes that, "For iousing in a white suburban area, special
steps may be needed to make its availability known to minorities" while
"if the housing is located in an area of minority concentration, special
steps may be needed to make its availability known to Whites . 14
00

The thrust of these regulations is clearly to encourage and foster
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integration.
8. Re lated Laws
1 The Housing and Corrmun1ty Development Att of 197a has given rise to
regul•tfons similar to the Project Selection Criteria, above. •nd to
regulations requiring that fonded .ctivittes shall proeote a greater
choice of housing opportunities and avoid undue concentrltions of 11lnodty
and assisted persons . Specifically, the requlations require disapproval
of a proposed site for Sec. 8 new tonsti-uttfon rn "A racially mixed area
If the pi-oject •Ill cause a significant lntrease ~n the pl"Oportlon of
m1norlty to non-minority residents 1n ttw> area .• 1
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 has been cited, In
Trinlt~ E~lscopal School Cor~ration v. HUD, as requ1rln9 the considera-

tion o a ternate s Iles rorO.. income housing ..nen such housing appeared
to Increase the denslly of such housing In a ~rlfcular block, In apparent violation of an urban renewal plan. The U.S . Court of Appeals for
the SKond Circuit s. Id. "Those "'10 l Ive tlu!re •nd those "'10 hoPf to 1 Ive
there an! entitled lo obtain their housing aided by federal furlds In a
balanced and integrated cOt'l1tJnity as envisaged by the (West Side Urban
Renewal! Plan •.. The purpose of the plan Is integration - not COlltl'ntutfon. • 6
There Is strong support in legislation and case la• concerning desegregation of schOols and equal opportunity in employlM'nt for affl1'916tlve
action to achieve public policy objectives and, specifically, for raceconscious activities for the benign purpose of creating racially diverse
school and work envlro11111ents. It Is a reasonable Inference that sh1ll1r
actlvltlfS undertaken by 1111niclpalltles or volunt41')' organiz1tlons for
I.he purpose of encouraging a racially diverse living envlrorenent are
equally val Id.

Cn SlmNlry. there is strong, inferential evidence frOll the legislattve
history. executive regulation and judicial Interpretation of Title VIII.
supported by la• and regulation In related housi ng fields and In the fields
of education, e"41loynient and enviro.-nt that affll"lllltlve action for racial
diversity In housing Is a legal and appropriate l~lerrentatlon of national
policy. when carried out In strict conformity with guarantees of Individual
rl ghts.
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4)Who 1s Responsible for Atftrmative Markermg

Ko one organization or agency is totally responsible for aftinnatlve
marketing programs. Rather. the responsibility can be shared between national.
slate and local levels in both the private and public sectors.
On the national level. HUD has set affirmative marketing policies for
non-voluntary and volunt~ry programs (both are discussed in Part II) . The
individlllll states have licensing powers that 111191\l require sutll groups as real
estate agents to go through affirmative marketing training, though tlO sute Is
p!'esently doing so. On the local level. 111.1niclpalltles can adopt affirmative
mar~et1ng programs as well as fair housing ordinances. Private organizations
such as fair housing centers and clvtl rights groups can advocate affirlllltive
marketing or even set up affinnat1ve mar~eting programs.
While afflrl!lilt Ive r1o1rketing ls obviously a col lee ti on of efforts by many
organizations, any group interested In integration and fair housing should ta~e
it on as Its own responsibility . This ls especially 1~rtanl since 1t is not
yet manila te<l by the law

Part Two Starting an Affrrma11ve Marketrng Program

5) Goals and Ob1ec11ves

SetLlng up a sta tement of purpose, goals and objectives 1s a necessa ry
prerequisite for any program. These wi ll vary among organizations dependfnq
on tlle exis t ing houslnq s1Lua tfon and the spec ific probl!!ms t o be tackled .
The sta tel"ent of purpose o r intent is fllPOrtant for Iden tifying the organization. It should bl' a broad. general state11ent giving the rrasons for the
01"91n1ution's hlstfntt.
he follo,.ing is an exa111ple fro111 tlle Soutll Subur-Nn
Housing Center. the Chfcapo Hi!tropolitan area .
Stattlllt'nt of Pu7ose: The prfl!l!ry purpose of the South Suburb11i ~ouslng
~er 1S to al
the realfzatfon of a 161lldry, hlr and o~n housing
mar~et wllich operates ~lthout rrgard to race. stx. Nrltal status. religion. etllnic or cultural background; to assist c
nlty leaders. re1ltors, tlected officials. business. and financial intertsts in tht descdptfon, analysis. and Interpretation of housing issues. and to provide 1
local fair housing center which facilitates the fonoulation, clarfficatlon. 1od resolution of local housing problem. This stat1111ent of pur•
pose l'f'sts on the pr..ise that an enlightened and invol•ed public can la~•
direct and responsible action to enhaoce the quality of social and economic 1ffe in thttr respective co11n.nities; 1ts attal~nt fs predicated
on the en11gntened 1nd rrsponsible involvel!ll!nt of all sectors of the local
c
n1ty .
Goals ere also broad, and reflect an "ideal stale.• lhl' fo1 lowinq 1s a
goal of the V11lage of Oak Park, Illinois 1n 1ts con~r ehens1ve plon.

Q.2!1: To preserve and enhance Oak Park's stable res1dent1al env1ronn~nt
so persons of 111 ages . races and religions can live here in sound.
affordable housing .
Organizations should not set up a large nuwt>er of goals for the111Selves.
or they w111 find It 1q>oss1ble to "°rk toward any of them effectively.
Objectives are specific 1nd attainable. They suggest that the organization "get someplace. • pertiaps within a defined tl111e period ObJect1•1s
generally relate to goals, as reflected by the following exaniples of the South
Suburb1n Housing Center.
I,

The Goals of the Center: To prOllllte the clarff1c1tion ind strengthening
of afllrN11Yi!airtetlnq procedures and techniques to acquaint minor! ty
and 111jorlty housing consumers with the range and 1v1il1b111ty of housing
opportunlt les throughout the south suburbs .
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A.

lo encoura9" the strict ellforcement of federal, state and local
laws prohibitinq discriminatory or other activltleS wr>ich limit
residential opportunities and choices:

s.

To increase awareness that afflrr.atively lllilrketing residential
opportunities to all persons of all races and ethnic or cultural
background is supported by l•w a11d that a unitary. fair and open
housing market reflects sound economic sense:

c.

II.

To fo$ter a regional response to the prevention of resegregation
and encourage the adoption of strategies fQr cotm1U11ity stabll lratton tn the south suburbs .

lo Increase the overall deill<lnd for residential. institutional. and
6\JsTness pNJperty through an i111C19e butld1ng ca11'4'aign designed to affirm<I·
ti•ely market the south suburl>s as a sound soctal and econom1c region.

Goal·

A.

To protect and enhance the value of residential. in$tituttona1,
and business property through an active illldge building campaign
which stresses the positive aspects of social and economic conditions in the soulh suburbs:

8.

To support proqrar; wflich pr()(ll)te cooperation between local 11&1ntcipalities and encouraqe a regional approach to meeting present and
proj~ted housino needs:

C. To increase awareness that coJm'IUnity meneers. realtors. elected

officials. business. and financial interesis have a state in the
social and economic future of the south suburbs.

Ill.

Goal·

To collect systematic data on the den109raphit. institutional,
wtial. and economic life of local 1111Jn1cipalities so that coim1Unity leaders
can Intelligently plan to meet present and projected houslnq nl!l!ds 1n the
south suburbs.
Ob,Jecti~:

A.

To collect and disseminate current. accuiate. and systeiratk data
on local ~unlcipalities . housinq issues, opportunities, and pro·
grams;

S.

1o ll()nitor and encoura9e tile se.1f-iron1toring of reallors and
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others In the housing industry;
C.

To quantifiably demonstrate that an enlightened and involved
public can tdke direct and responsible action on the subtle but
explosive issue of fair housing;

0.

To assist cOIT'nlnity leaders in the measurable evaluation of the
goals and objectives stated above.

There are three basic reasons for the preliminary step of setting up
goals and objectives. The first is that they help to define an organization
in its environment, giving it an Identification. Secondly, setting up goals
and objectives gives direction for policies. strategies and action . They help
to coordinate decfsions and reduce conflicts between decision-makers. Lastly,
they provide perfonrence standards, giving a basis for program evaluation.
Goals and objectives may change over time due to an increase in experience
and knowledge as '<ell as a change in the housing situation. When these changes
occur. the organiiation should be careful about objectives becoming too specific and losing their flexibility.
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6 ) Data Collection

Good data is vital for an efficient, effective, affirmative marketing
program, especially racial data. When accurate racial data is availoble. the
fair housing organization knows what group is underrepresented in the cor1111un i ty.
One source of data is the national census. It wil 1 provide population
numbers broken down by race as well as other valuable information. However,
the complete census is taken only every ten years. Special censuses are
taken throughout the decade. Censuses tend to give population numbers over
large districts. If requested, the information is availabl e broken down by
sma 11 er districts -- census tracts.
Other sources of data are surveys taken by fair housing or corrmunity
organizations. These tend to be local in nature , but can give a good overview of residential characteristics.
Raci a 1 record keeping by the p ri va te housing market is not il 1ega1 if
not used to deny access to housing. Many agencies and offices keep this data.
Frequently it is computerized. It provides the researcher with information
about who is in place, by race, as well as who is looking in what areas .
This kind of detailed data is absolutely essential in determining the focus
for special outreach efforts. Though real estate agents. rental management .
and developers may agree to share such information, cooperation is sometimes
difficult. One way to recei ve cooperation is through affirmative marketing
agreements, covered later in this manual. Check with local utility companies
(municipal and private) also. Most keep records on rrove-ins and rrove- outs.
Municipal governments may provide a wealth of informat i on on their own
corrmunities. Records and printed materials on facilities and services existing in the area should be available. such a s transportation, schools. population, housing stock . and recreation. This is especially important to
organizations which will be counseling homeseekers. School district information may also be helpful.
Fair housing centers which counsel home seekers keep records on client
characteristics. Records may incluck! income , age. race. sex, occupation,
marital status, etc., of each client, and can gi ve a good overview of homeseeker characteristics. However. such data shou l d be used with caution. As
a group, people using the services may not conform to the derrographics of
the population in the region. For example . apartment traffic is usually
heavier than traffic for single family homes and demand by mi norities may be
dispropor tionately heavy with light demand from whites.
There are three basic uses for data. First of all, it is needed for
affirmative marketing and integration maintenance programs. You wi 11 want to
analyze ra ci al data for each corrmunity in order to take act ion towards objec tives and goals to determine which groups are underrepresented in which areas.
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A second use of the data wil 1 be for hol'l!'seel.er counseling prograi!'S -to inform potential homeseekers of wlldl 1s available in e.ich cOl!11lJnity. Along
with services and fa cilities . clients ~hould be aware of What type of housing
1s available, and what types of fin.inctng can be arranged
They will be
interested in the racial characteristics of the areas you reco111t1end
Finally. providing this type of information to schools, municipalities.
financial institutions, regional planning agenc1eS. the lllE!dia. and housing
providers, such as real estatl' agents and ~ntal management is also important.
It is vital that accurate infonnation be made availabll' to these ent\ues 1n
or der t o keep false ruirors and beliefs from spreading. The i1na9e of a region
or neighborhood frequently suffers when inaccurate information Is allowed to
create negalfve impressions. More about col!ll•unity image W1 ti be discussed in
Chapter 12.
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7} Organizational Details

When getting an affirmative marketing program started, there are other
considerations that go along with setting up goals and gathering i nformation.
To get an i dea of some of these details, a list written by Bobbie Raymond of
Oak Park Housing Center has been incl uded and expanded upon. This l ist appl ies
specifically to the formation of a housing center, but contains some ideas
app1icable to all groups.
l.

Form Board of Directors.

2. Decide on name of organization.
3.

Write bylaws.

4.

Work out rough budget for first year of operation.

5.

File State Incorporation Forms, Registration Statement for Charitabl e
Organizations.

6.

File State Department of Revenue Forms.

7.

File IRS Forms for Tax Exemption. 5Dl(c) (3) classification.

8.

Reserve telephone lines - 3 or 4 consecutive nurrbers, for example 848-7150, 7151, 7152, 7153.

9. Oesign logo and get letterhead printed.
10.

Print simple brochure for general use.

11.

Office equipment:
files, furniture.

typewriter. rr.imeograph (if possible), postal scale,

12. Make lists and files of volunteers.according to geographical area.
13. Devise card file system for all apartment developments . management
and rea 1tors.

firn~ .

14. Obtain maps, brochures, other printed materia l from various suburbs to be
covered - should include information on schools , day care facilities ,
transportation. parks and recreational facilities. cultural programs.
libraries, etc. Most of these materials can be obtained free from municipalities and Chambers of Commerce .
15.

Decide on schedule of office hours and begin to slot volunteers.

16. Coordinator should meet with leaders of industry in suburbs to be covered,
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try to "°rk out systs of
17.

~ferrals

of their •inorlly ""'loyees.

Coordinator should meet with referring agencies - HOl!lf tnves
HIRC, OPRC , and leadership Council.

nts Fund.

18 . Training of coordinator and volunteers in legal 112th0Qs · testing. etc.,
by Leadership Council for ~etropolitan Open Coo:nunltles .
19. Press releases to be sent to Chicago daily nNspapers and Chicago Defender
announc Ing nN program.
20.

Set up schedul e of speaking engagements by board mef!t>ers and/or coordinator
to church soci al action qroups - request support from them.

A few points In this 1 lst meri t further discussion . In point one , the
for"14tion of a Soard of Directors. lhere are so!le considerations to be taken.
First of all, consider lhe racial make-up of your board Since racial diversity is an Important aspect of your program. It should be rtflected in the
organization Itself. Also. board meflOers should be co11111ltted to lhe concept of
Integration since they will be active In lllilklng policy decisions .
Staff selection, ..title not on the I ist. fs also iq>0rtant. The ti«> conslderat Ions 111&de when selecting board 11errbers apply here. Two other points
should also bt ~ept In •ind when selecting a staff. If your or9anlzatlon
antlcfp.Jtes a high percenta~ of •lnority clients, It Is helpful for these
clients to have a •lnorlty contact In the organization to help the• with ho111t
selection. It my be e1sie r for 1 •inority person to sell the ic!H of a prolntegratlon .,.,. t.c 1nolher cnnorlty person. On the other hand, lt !Illy be
wise to have both JOr1ty and 111nority coni.tts with tht inedfa.
lte partlclpltion helps to relieve ..nite suspicion of the organization's nittve. for
exa~le. believing falsely that the actual purpose of the organl1atlon is to
promote 111lnor1ty innlgration to places where minorities already reside. In
effect, this 1s a 180 degree misunderstanding Without 111lnor1ty 111edia contact,
there 1s the question of ..nether or not ai nodlles are supportive of the organization's efforts . By having both races in contact with the 111edia. these
concerns and suspicions will be allayed.
Job selection for volunteers can be a tricky matter . Volunteers are
people who donate their t ime to the organization and, as such, they must be
given meaningful Jobs. On the other hand, a strong training program should
be implemented to assure that al l counseling volunteers understand affirmative marketing and can perform well within the organization.
Otll more consideration .men starting a fair housing org•nfz•tfon ls contact w1th other local and regional fa1r housing organizations and civil dghts
groups. Since you do not want your 11Yltives misunderstood by ettablished organizations, c01m1unfc4tlons should be Nde at the earl lest date possible, Hot
only ls support hel pful fron these organizations. but infor'lllltlon shu1ng can
prove to be invaluable to a young on,ianlzatlon.
Etrly contact with other fair housing organizations 1111y not only lead to
support. but to the forution of a coalition. A coalition 1s an organization
where various groups Jo1n together to achleYe cOl!'llOn goals. This organization ..y be pe,,,.nent, or in existence only until goals 1re re.llzed. While
each group should stri~ to hold onto Its own id,~tlty. It ts 1 900d opportu·
nlty to learn about and deal with other attitudes and Ideas . Conflict 1n a
coalition ls Inevitable but it should be used constructiv,ly , not destruct1v,ly.
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With individual bel 1ets and conflicting attitudes , il is very important that
the coaltt1on hold~ itself together by continually putting emphasis on its
goals.
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Funding for afffrm4tive marketing programs can come from a nullter of
sources in both the private and public sectors. When revi ewing funding
requests most granting agencies are interested in 1) a cl early defined program
with measurable objectives; 2) some deioonstration that the grantee hu the
know-how and staying power to l111>leinent the program; and 3) a local conmltinent. usually utchlng funds, which del!llnstrates a w1 ll ingness to pursue a
progra11.

""°"9 the

fllflding sources to be investigated are:

Foundations - Traditionally, foundations have provided "seed" noney to organ1zatfons conducti ng affil"Pliltlve ~rketing Cclr.'Clalgns. Several foundations set
aside funds for fair housing and Interest in this are• has grown steadily.
Foundation support. wllile often substantial, usually 1s prl1111r1ly for st.Jrt
up costs or special projects - not for support of the operating budgets of
organizations. Continuing su1>1>ort is possible, however, especially frOlll
foundations with f1lr housing comltments. through llliltching grants and/or
wllere strong local support for the programs can be deronstrated .
Loc•l Institutions - In sonie localities local businesses, churehes and flnancla1 lnstltutlons all contribute funds to fair housing efforts. Real estate
offices, banks, savings and loans, chant>ers of conirerce as well as churches
and synagogues have supported affirmative marketing activities. Not only
have these institutions provided cash contributions. they have provided office
space and office equipment.
Social Service Organizations - Service or9ani2ations suth as the league of
ilomen Voters can provld·e 71riancial resources and, equally important. human
resources for fair housing
Educational Programs - Fair housing organizations often ch1rge fees for special services ana seminars. Although this Is an unlikely source for ongoing
operating funds. ft can provide • te1!'9orary revenue source to cover the cost
of a special project.
Subscriptions - ~ershlp subscrlptfons frOll both Individuals and groups can
add revenue to a fair hOuslng organization. This source of revenue Is lllPOrtant because it shows a comitnient from the mel!Oership to the goals of the
organization. Equally i111>ortant. funds from this source are provided "without
strings• and they Ny be spent on a wide variety of activities including
tnat(:hfng funds for other grant programs.
Contracts - Fair housing organizations can sell certain services. Many housing centers are in a unique position to provide 111arket data to developers.
real estate salespersons. etc. furthern>re. SO<lll! housing centers provide
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•fflr1'111tlve 1Rtrletlng counseling. housi119 referral and rt>locatlon assistance.
Govenvrontal units l"lllY wish to contract with the hou\lng organization; c1t1es.
townships and even count1es have contracted for fair housing services.
Governinenl Grants - Many governmental agencies have supported fair housing
organizations through di reel grants. Munic lpa l It ies and coon ties have supported housing agencies using revenue from the general fund and/or from the Comninity Development Block Grant Program. Revenue snaring is another grant
program used by ~,nlclpalitles, townships, counties and slates which can be
widely applied to fund a variety of fair housing activities.
Fund for an OPEN Socielt - lhe Fund for an OPEN Society (OPCN) Is a non-profit
corporation fo1'1"1!d to grant home l!llrtgage loans to persons riaklng hoosing
purchases that decrease segregation. Mortgages inay be granted for single or
mult1-fam1ly housing at rates below those offered by conventional lenders.
These loans <tre an economic incentive to both ma Jori ty and ' inority group
fa1111l ies to make housing purchas6 to decrease segregation - whites in
areas wflh fow white move-ins. and 111inor1ties in areu w1th few 111inority
ll'Ove-ins . For 1110re infol'ftlatfon contact : Morris M11gram, President. Fund
for an Open Soc1ely, 1901 East-West Highway. T-2. Silver Spring, Maryland
20910. Tel~one (301) 585-4156.
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Part Three A ction Strategies

g) Dealing w11h the Federal and State Governmen\S

Federal Government . Thero are various federal agencies which have direct or
indirect impact on fair housing, neighborhood development, and affirmative
marketing. Any agencies working in the area of housing, banking, transportation. or economic development can affect the living environirent. Any organization concerned with fair housing should be on the mailing l lsts of these
agencies in order to kttP up with the latest developments.
The agency 110st directly connected with affir'!llilthl' mrlceting in housing
Is tl>e Dl!partment of Housing and Urban Develoj)llll!nt (HUD) . In 1972 HUD released affll'tllltive 11111rketing regulations for all FHA sii>sidlzed and unsubsidized housing projects for develojllleflt or rehabilitation of subdivisions.
lllll tl-fa!!!lly units or single-family dwelling units . The stated purpose of
the regulation 1s " to prQlllClte a condition in ...ti1ch individuals of si1111lar
incoine levels In the sallll! housing market area have available to them a like
range of choices in housing regardless of the individual's race. color. religion. or national origin. • The participant is required to carry out programs
to attract buyers and tenants of all minority and majority groups. A fair
housing inarketing plan 111.1st also be sub~itted to HUD
As well as placing stipulations on FltA housing. !IUD advocates
affil'lllat1ve marketing agreements. The idea behind such agr~nts
lnvol ve the housing f ndus try. conrnunity groups, and the govemrrent
ab 1e. effect1ve agreetnPnt. An example of such an agretment Is the
(Nat1onal Association of Realtors) Voluntary Affirmative Mar~etlng

YOluntary
Is to
1n a workHUO/NAR
Agr~el!l'nt.

The staled goal or the Agreement is to "provide Information that wf 11
enable mlnol'fty buyers to make a free chOice of housing localion " The program covers affirmative marketing advertising. developing educational materials. training courses in affirmative marketing. and recruiting 111fnorHy
brokers for the NAIL It encourages keeping records of 1 istinqs shown by
minority/non-minority status. See sample form at the end of this chapter.
How far this Agreement has 1111ved Realtors In the direction of aff1nnatfve
inarketing Is questionable. In a recent publication of the (Ch1eago) South
Suburban Board of Realtors, a different interpretation was expressed than that
found In the stated ~1 of tile AQretflll!nt . It states : "By beC01111ng a party
to the NAR/HUD Agreement, you w111 see by reading the 'lgreetrent that you are
prconis1ng to abide by equal opportunity for al\ as spelled out In the law of
the land, and you will be doing no 1110re than you are rfght now. You are sl~ly
affil'!llfng that you are obeying the law. Signing this Agreement w111 not guarantee that you will never be Investigated by HUD. it will, however, stand 1n
your favor should such an 1nqufry occur.• The South Suburban Board 1111de no
mention of provld1ng 1nlonnation to 11inority homeseekers. the original 90al of
t lie ;.~ l"ffmtn t .
Not only are the i ntprpretations of the Agreement hurting Its effectiveness.
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but HUD's definition of affll'!llathe riarketing is not as c~rehensive as it
Note that the goal states lnfol"l!lltlon ls to be provlaed to
btnority buyers, no inention is made of providing lnfor1111tion to '(9~oriti
uye s s we 11. Thf s does not fo 11 ow with the true lll!'aning of a fl nNt i ve
111arkettn9. to ghe all hoineseekers an infonned choice in housing. In spite of
protest about the definition, HUD has failed to nt9ol1ate an appropriate
modification. However. tile llAR Agreement language Is rontrtdlcted In the
affirmative marketin~ agreement HUD set up wfth the tlatlona1 Association of
Rc41 Estate Brokers (also known 4S Realt ists, a predominantly non-white asso•
elation of rea1 estate brokers) in February of 1976. The stated goal of the
Agreement 1s to "provide information that wi11 enable non-minority and minority
buyers to make a free choice of housing location." rurther on, when d1scuss1n9
the advertising program, the Agreement states that members w111 "make special
outreach efforts to Inform mfnorftles of housing opportunities available In
areas of majority concentrations and lllilke similar efforts to Inform 111ajor1ty
white population of available housing opPortunitfes loc1ted in areas of minority concentration.• The HUD/KAA Agreement ignores the question ot a special
outreach to whiles where wh1 te traffic is underrepresented. As 1de froa these
tlOO points, the AgreePl'nts are almost ldentlul. Jn view or the HUD/National
Association of Reel Estate Brokers Agreement. llJD should be promoting a comprehensive a11d consistent definition of afffrmtlve marketing In all hOusing
matters.
needs to be.

To lhOnltor and assist with proble1115 local Realtor boards 11111y have with
ll!'Plementing the Agreements, a Co11111Jnity Housing Resource Board (CHRB) Is
set up In each Realty !>Oard area. It consists of representatives ff'Ofll com111n1ty organilatlons in the area having an interest in fa1r housing and equal
opportunity. The CHl!B has considerable "apparent potential." Bue ft Ny only
be realized If Realtors decide that their KAA/HW Agreement should be used to
1nst1tutional1ze Realtor accountability to conmm1ty Interests. As this is
unlikely, the CHRB lllily be expected to serve Realtors by deflecting or swallowing up demands from cO<!lllUnity interests. Despite the shortcomings of the
CHRB. consider participation on it; llldke dem.inds of ft, thus forcing ft
to deliver or be exposed for what 1t is (not).
Along with federal aqencies, fair housing organizations need to be aware
of what fs happeni ng In Congressional co11mi t tees on banking. housing, elc .•
as well as current 1rg1s latl on. Contact with your Congressman Is important
for collecting information as well as putting 1n your 1nf1uence ln such
matters .
Stete Government. On the State level, housing organizations should keep uo on
whit Is happening. Any bills or licensing concernlnq real estate agents.
mortgagers. or ban~ers should be analyzed for n:it1ves and effects. Anet.Iler
1o1y of obtaining current lnfo111J1tion 0<1 leolslatlon ls- to subscribe to r"I
estate or financial publications. or to a state leq1slative reporting service
Tho~e orQanizat1ons interested in fair housing should meet periocl1cally with
the state legislator~ from their district. These meelfngs build br1dqes
between the organ1zat1on and the policyaakers. ~t til!!l!s the legHhtors'
staff can help an or~an1zation keep trarl of r~Jev1nr legislation
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10) The Fa ir Housing Organization and Homeseeker Counseling

The role of the fair housing organization can be valuable t o an affirmative marketing program in a conrnunity or region. Many such housing organizations offer housing referral services through c lient counseling programs .
Some deal with both sale and rental properties; others handle only one or t he
other.
Housing organizations can prollllte affirma t ive marketing t hrough other
methods, such as compliance with fair housing compl aints/suits, settlements
arising out of auditing procedures, positive promotion of a conrnuni t y, and
education . These wil 1 be discussed in other part s of the handbook. What
will be discussed here is the actual counseling procedures used fo r prospective homeseekers, and relationships between the housing organization and real
estate brokers and rental management. We will emphasize techniques used by
agenc ies which are consnitted to integration in t he housing market.
In dealing with homeseekers. whether sale or rental prospects, all races
are counseled in a like manner. Many organizations pl ace a prior ity on nontraditional placements, also known as affirmative marketing or pr o-integration
roves . These may be defined as moves to areas which would not usually be
considered by the homeseeker to be appropriate because of r ace. A non-traditional move for a black would be one to an area where not many blac ks historically have been competing for housing. Si milarly, whites moving to multiracial areas where whites may have ceased competing would be considered a nontraditional move.
While racial issues may be difficult to discuss. a color-blind approach
in the counseling process is not effective in promoting integration. The dual
housing market is too deeply entrenched in our thinking. To only expose people
to what they say they want too often fosters (re)segregation because people
tend to choose areas which historically have been "safe " to them by race, thus
forec 1os i ng severa 1 other options. l ns tead, the counse 1or needs to promote a
positive race consciousness by recognizing and acknowledging the client ' s race
and suggesting pro-integration moves accordingly . Segregatory moves are not
to be encouraged, but neither should they be unlawfully frustrated. The
sample dialogs which follow this chapter illustrate positive race-consciousness and a conrnitment to integration . They inc lude sale and rental prospec ts
of both races and varying degrees of interest in integration.
There are several aspects of the counseling dialog which are essential
to every counseling situation. The first thing to be discussed with the client
is the purpose and policy of the organization. It should be made c lear to the
client what services are provided and for what purposes. Explain that the
agency is conrnitted to the promotion and maintenance of integration (racial
diversity) through affirmative marketing. Ask the clients if they are familiar with these concepts. If not, explain them. Check the c 1i en ts• understanding. Your explanation should be kept simple. " In conrnunities where
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111inor1ty population is underrepresented we give rererrals to black no see~ers .
l;hite hoineseekers are referred to cQllS!!llnit1es thu are already integrated or lo+lere ~ites are underrepresented in the ne ..er p()pulation of the
contllnlty .• Then as~ the clients if they agree with the policits and serv1ces
your tent.er provides . If the clients do agree, continue with the referral
procedure . If the individuals say no, or indicate they lolQuld like you to
help them with a l!'Ove that is not pro-integration, direct them to resourcl'S
they can check or the type of referrals they seek. Suggest that they look in
the COlll!llnity newsl)'1per or seek the services of a real estate agency. Explain
that while people have tlle right to move anywhere they ere finanda 1 ly able,
the housing center provides pro-integration referrals . COfl'llare your situation
to a merchant who has only apples to sell. If a person comes in wanting to buy
oranges, you cannot he l p him because you do not have wha t he wants. Vou are
in the busi ness of selling integration. Howe ve r . pol itely give clients any
di rections they may ask for t o search fo r other referra l s .
Once the client has aqreed with your policies, obtain and record the personal tnfor Ntlon necessary. Have a card designed for such tnfonn1tion , and be
careful to take all inforination listed. Obtain the (1) name , (2) address
(street and city), (3) phone mir.Cer, ( 4) r ace, (5) erriiloyer's phone nuirber,
(6) income and spouse's income from the client. You will also wa.it to record
lheir housing needs. (1) type of rental or home. (2) specific requtre111ents, and
(3) 111axi11U rent they feel can be paid. {See sample cards tn this chapter)
Huch counselinq 11111y be done over the phone w!len people call in for referrals. If the person calling is In agreement with the policies of the housing
orgdolzation , you lllilY proceed to ask the needed infonaation. One of the
hardest things to ascertain over the phone is the client's race . The best
.tpproach is the direct one. •would you tell 111e if you •re wnlte. bl.tek, or of
another race?" and then proceed wfth the interview. Although far from errorless. the address thl' client ghes as his/her present residence lllilY offer an
Insight into th~ race of the client Phoning. If the area 1s pred011inantly
blacl or minor ity , one might assume the caller is a 11inor1ty . If the area Is
predominantly wilt te, one might ass\Jllll! the caller Is white . It should be cautioned. however , t hat assumptions are not always right. even when 11111de with
the benefit of additiona l impressions based on name or accent. The direct
approach of asking t he cl ients their race pr ovides for great accuracy and
should not be discounted.
Based on c l ient ' s race, Income and needs, t he counse l or se l ec ts the
referral area or areas t hat woul d eff ect a pr o- 1ntegrat1on rrove. 01scuss the
area wfth the client
Your file should be up-to-date on rental cost , transPortation, shopping, schools. etc .• in all of t he areas you cover. Sa~le
criteria of what constitutes a pro- integration move 1111y be found on the following page.
There 11111y be sa.ie differences in counseling the renter and hol!l?buyer. The
hOl:ebuyer wl 11 need to be assured of tne ~ effect a pro- integrat Ion
iaove can have on housing values. Renters are not as future oriented and can
"afford to take a chance• on a pro-integration 1110ve becausl' of the ease 1n
which they can ll!Ave a sltudtton. l.nile you should be direct and truthful
about the racial statistics of an apartment cooplex tr the client asks. stress
how affinnatfve 111arketing techniques are being used. If white clients are
hesitant about a pro-integration "10Ve. let them ~now you •re lfOrkfng to stimulate whltl! decnand in that co~lex and minority traffic for areas which lacl it.
If they express Interest 1n a white area or apart11111nt coq>lex, let them ~.now
you are referring blacks there . Assure black clients that "too Wlllle" areas
are being targeted for black demand. Some black clients 11111y e•press fear of
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dlscrl•lnatory treatment 1n a pr~inantly white area. Let the11 know If
there Is 1ny such trut.ment, to get back in touch with you. Set up procedures
with loal HUD Fair Housing 1nd Equal Opportunity offices to process such COlltplalnts. Soli1e areas 1lso have non-profit legal action agencies spec1alizlng
In housing dfscrf11fnatlon . Develop relationships with these agencies and use
them.
Haking the Referral
Clients seeking t.o rent are given the addresses and phone nul1Ders of the
referral units. The counselor may want to make calls right then for Lhe client
to ffnd out which complexes have vacancies with the proper requirements, and
possibly seL up appointments. Be sure to give specific directions to the re·
ferred un 1 ts.
Referrals for sale housing are usually worked through a broker. Some
fair housing organizations offer training classes in affirmative rrerketfng to
local re11l estate agents. Those agents who go through such training may be
referred to as "preferred Brokers" and will be put on a 1lst by the housing
organization. By rotating this list, the counselor reco11111ends and sets up
appointments with real estate agents for clients seeking homes. If real estate
agents are aware that the housing organization is sending them business, they
riay be even iaore cooperative toward affirmative marketing goals. If no such
list exists, recoanendations ny be made by the counselor, or clients MY seek
their OIOl'I broker. In such a case ft fs extremely 111portant for the counselor
to sell the idH of a pro-Integration 1S>ve, because the real estate egent may
not.
Wllether renting or buying, the follow-up on the cl lent Is lqiortant. This
should be done et least once weekly to check on progress and ma~e additional
referrals if needed . When a inove fs made, even ff it fs not pro-integretlon,
it should be recorded on the client's card at the housing organization. Such
records will be 11111ortant when evaluating an afffrl!lilt1ve marketing program,
which will be discussed later 1n the handbook.
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South Suburban Housing Center
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EXCHANCl A'vfNUl

PARK FOREST SOUTH. ILUl'IOIS 6<M44

HOMEWOOD, IUJNOIS 60430
(312) 199-B JO

(l 12) S}4.4818

WHAT IS AN AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING/PRO-INTEGRATION HOVE?
It is impossible co set hard and fast statistical guidelines in
defining our criteria {or a pro-integration QIOVe, as each situation
is unique.
Racial traffic and demand for housing in an area is of ut:lllOst
importance. Special steps must be taken to promote traffic where
it is racially underrepresented. An area experiencing little or
no white demand should be affirmatively marketed co the majority
race regardless of the % or minorities already living there.
Conversely , an area experiencing little or no black demand should
be marketed to minorities. Raw census data do not always reflect
these phenomena .
Rowever, where the buyer i a white, tc is safe to say that a move
to any area which is 20% minority or over would be considered a
pro-integration 1110ve, expecially if the % of minorities has been
increasing,
Additionally whites buying a home within a neighborhood which is
20% minority or over, and which itself is within a white coamunity,
would be considered an affirmative marketing move.
Where the buyer is black, it is safe to say that a move to any
area which is over 95~ white would be counted as a pro-integration
move, except where close to a black neighborhood or a heavily black
neighboring community unles s tha t community is so separate geographically or politically as not to matter .
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SAMPLE RENTAL AND PURCHASE CLIENT INFORMATION CARDS
CLIENT INQUIRY (Purchase)
1 2 3 4 5
Date
Prepared by_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age (H) _ _ _ _ _(W) - - - - - - - - Name

-(~L-a-st~)~--------(~F~,-r-st~)~-----~(S~p-o-u-se~)~-----

Address

- - ---------------------------

Home phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Bus iness phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
No. of Bedrooms_ _ _ _Garage_ _ _ _ _ _Basement_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Other Requi rements_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Children

Boys_ _ _ _ _ _ _Ages_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Girls

Ages _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Employment
(H)

(W)

~
(CO~mpa
_n
_
y~
)--------~(P~o-s~it-i~o-n~)-----~(H~o-w-Lo_n_g---M~o-.-.ln
_c_
ome
_)~

-r.(C~o-m-pa_n_y~)--------~(P~o-s~1t~1~0-n~)-----~(~Ho_w_Lo_n_g---M~o-.-.-In_c_o_
me
_)r-

M S 0 Sep W

123

Date- - - - - - -

Rental Client's Name

Phone

Address

Bus. #_ _ _ _ __

--------------~

-------

Employer_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Length of emµl . _ _ _ _ _ _ _lncome_ _ __

Spouse/Room mate's Income
Bedrooms

# People to Occupy Unit_ __

Other Requirements_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

Max. Rent_ _ _ _ _ _ _Ch il dren

Boys
Ages_ __ _ _ _ _ __
Girls_ _ _ Ages_ _ _ _ _ __ __

Pets
Car
Date Needed
Referred to_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- - - - -- - --- - -- - -

----------

Learned of SSHC From_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _Prepared by: _ _ _ _ _ __
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PURCHASE DIALOGUE
r.}

Black Clients
Loretta (counselor):

Hello, can I help you?

Mr . B.: My name is Mr. B. and this is 11\)1 wife, Mrs. B., and I'm just
starting to work over here at the industrial park. I've heard a lot of good
things about Langsville. We're interested. We drove out to look around and
saw your sign (Langsville Information Center) and thought we'd stop in and
get a little information about the area.
Loretta: 1 'm Loretta Washington. l can give you information on Langsville and all of the comnunities surrounding Langsv111e. let me find out a
little about what you are looking for. Your name is B. and where you liv1ng
now?
Mr. B,: On the south side of the City.
Loretta:
Mr. B.:

And what price range of home are you looking at?
Somewhere in the $60.000 to S70.000 price range.

Loretta: Three bedrooms? Oo you have children?
Mrs . 8.:

We have (children.

3 bedrooms would be f1ne.

Loretta: Well fine. we have information about hOusing in that price
range. Before I tell you about it. let me tell you a little bit about langsville lnformation Center. We're a not-for-profit, multi-racial. citizens'
organization. Our services are completely free. Our goal is to promote integration through a unitary housing market. We encourage wtiite homeseekers to
contlnue to look 1n tangsville and other integrated areas, and we urge black
homeseekers to 1ook not only in Langsville. but in all the conmunit1es around
here that have a few black families but that many black people don't know
about.
Mr. B.: I know a 1ittle bit about Langsville from my friends but 1'm
nol that familiar with blacks living in these other areas. Perhaps you can
tell me a little about that.
Loretta: If you look at this map you see Langsv11le here . Here's Allen
Park, Woodland Hills , Free•~od and Parkview. Here's Wayne, Elsburg and Huth.
You'll see that these conwnunities are all fairly close together and
there are black families living in all of them.
Mr. B.:

You're right

They don't look too far from Langsville.

Loretta: They're not far apart ~nd there is very little travel time
between them. You wouldn't be isolated from your friends in langsville or
from any black families in the area .
i?l

Mrs. B.:

Where is the state university?

Loretta: Right over here. (pointing to map) There is a YMCA there with
excellent facilities open to all persons. and each of the surrounding villages
has recreation programs that provide activities for adults and children.
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Mrs. B.: One thing concerns me. A friend of mine lives in Langsville
and he tells us that his children are being bussed to other schools.
Loretta: That's true. The School District is made up of Langsville,
Huth, Elsburg, and a sma ll section of Foreston, and if you move in to this
area your children would be cross-bussed throughout the district, so that they
might go t o school in any one of those four towns. The schools are all completely integrated, although Huth and Elsburg have predominantly white populations.
Mrs. B.:

Was there any trouble with the busing like in the City?

Loretta:

No, it wen t very smoothly.

There was no trouble at all.

Mr. B.: That ' s well and good for Langsville, but what about some of these
other areas? What has been the reception of blacks moving in to some of these
other areas that you mentioned?
Loretta: As far as we know it's been very good. We have contact with
black families in these other areas. some of whom we helped make the decision
to move to an area where few blacks were seeking housing. If you 're a little
worried about the kind of reception you'll get moving in to one of these communities, we can put you in touch with black families who al ready live there
and they can tell you firsthand about the quality of life and the kind of
reception they got moving in.
Mr. B.: I would be interested in talking to some of them. One of my
concerns is maybe being isolated, but I can see that these communities are
close together. What about transportation as far as getting back into the
City?
Loretta: There is no problem. All these communities l ink into transportation systems back into the City.
There are some other advantages to a pro-integration move that I'd like
to tell you about. There is an economic advantage to living in an area where
100% of the people, black and white. are competing for your house. Statis tics
show that the average life of a uortgate or stay in a home is about seven
years, so you do have to be concerned about your investment value when it's
t ime to sell your house. At this point this metropolitan area is about 80%
white and 20% black. If you've got that 100% demand competing for your house
when you're ready to sell it, then yo u can get top dollar for your home . If
you sacrifice the black demand, if it drops out or is pushed out, then you
sacrifice 20% of the demand for yo ur house. If, on the other hand, you sacrifice the white demand -- they're not competing for your house -- then you've
sacrificed 80% of the demand f or your house, and there i s no way you can get
top dollar for it. So the advantage to a move to promote integration is expec ting to get top dollar at resale time . There is also. of course, the
socia l advantage. It's important that you and your children are in an atmosphere where you interact with people of different races. because in today's
world you have to be comfortable with people of different races and it helps
if you li ve in a situation, and your chil dren grow up and go to school in a
situation where they are accustomed to seeing people different than they are.
Mrs. B.: Well, that sounds pretty good. although I'm sti ll pretty much
interested in Langsvi lle. We would be willing to see housing in some of these
other areas though, and talk to some of the blacks living there so we might
get a first-hand view of how living in Huth might be.
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Loretta: Good, I'll ca ll one of the black families and set up an appointment. I'll also put you in touch with a Realtor, because we do not sell houses
here. We are a refe rral agency. We have a rotating list of Realtors who have
completed affirmative marketing training at seminars which our organization
sponsored jointly with other housing organizations .
Mrs. B.:

What is affirmative marketing?

Loretta: Affirmative marketing is a way of correcting deficiencies in
the housing market . It is promoting black housing traffic into communities
where black traffi c is underrepresented, and it's pronr>ting white traffic into

corrrnunities where white traffic is underrepresented.
Mrs. B.:

Aren't you steering people still? Steering is illegal.

Loretta: Well, affirmative marketing is just the opposite of steering.
With illegal racial steering, or even self-steering, people are foreclosing
some of their housing cho ices , or ha vi ng them foreclosed for them. Affirma·
tive marketing is a way of offering a homeseeker more choices than he ordinarily would have had. Then the homeseeker can make an informed decision about
where he wants to buy his home based on the knowledge of all of his available
housing choices.
Mr. B.: Well, that sounds interesting. We would be interested in viewing some of this housing.
Mrs. B.:

Can we see some houses today?

Loretta: Yes, of course; I ' 11 put you in t ouch with Adams Realty, the
next company on our li st. They're located in Wayne, and I'm sure Mr. Adams
would be able to show you some housing in the area in your price range today.
11.

White Clients
Counselor :

1 'm

S<tlly Kline, c<tn 1 help you?

Mrs. W.: I'm Mrs . W., and this is my husband Mr. W. We stopped by to
get some information about Langsville. We really don ' t know that much about
the town, but we saw your sign (Langsville Information Center). We are interested in moving from the City.
Sa lly: Are you interested in buying a house or renting?
Mrs. W. : Buying.

We would be buying.

Mrs. W.: We are somewhat hesitant about the racial stability of Langsville, b~t we have some friends out here, some white friends, who told us that
with the reservations we have . we ought to come talk to somebody here at the
Informa tion Center .
Sally : Let me tell you about the Information Center and then find out
what type of house you are interesie din. The Information Center is a not-forprofit. multi -racial. citizens' organization. Our goal is to promote integration through a unitary housing market . in which 100%of the people are
looking at 100% of the housing available. given some difference fo r economic
ability. We urge white familes to continue to look in La ngsville. and urge
bl ack families to consi der housing not only in Langsville. but also in
10-8

corrmunities sourrounding Langsville where not many blacks have been seeking
housing.
Mr. W.:

Those surrounding corrmunities are all white?

Sally: Those surroundi ng corrmunities are perceived to be all white,
but there are actually a few black families li ving in all of the corrmunities
around here.
Mr . W.: We are coming from the City and we are anxious to look to
another corrmunity. But we are concerned. We don't want to move into another
corrmunity that is racially changing.
Mrs. W.: Our problem is we really don't want to move. We like our house
and we like the City. But we've already lost about $10,000 value on our house
-- and we are one of the last few white families there and I guess we're feeling like we have to leave. We don 't want the same situation again. In fact,
we think an all-white suburb might be safest.
Sally: You're living now in a resegregating area. Langsville is a
stably integrated area, one where all races are competing for housing . If
you feel that you've lost money on your house already, let me say that it's
primarily because you lost some of the demand for your housing. In an integrated housing market, blacks and whites are competing for hous ing . If you
get a situation where only blacks are competing and whites are not corrpeting,
then you have an area that is deficient in white housing demand. and you cannot get top dollar for your house, especially in view of the fact that this
metropolitan area is about 80% white. and about 20% black. So you've lost
80% of your marke t if you've got no white familes competing for housing.
Mrs. W.:

Tha t' s what's happening in our neighborhood.

Sally: If, on the other hand, you have an area where only whites are
corrpet ing for housing and no blacks are competing, then you've lost 20% of the
demand, because again you are not getting the 100% demand you need to get top
dol l ar for the house.
Mrs. W.: Well, what's the situation in Langsvil le? We've heard some
stories about Langsville. Are there more blacks here than there are whites?
What is the status now?

Sally: No, Langsville may be about 15% black, but we are not as concerned about the black and white people who live in Langsville as we are
concerned about integration - about black and white people competing for
housing in Langsville and in the entire area.
Mrs. W.: Is there anyth ing being done to insure that there are white
people looking at houses out here?
Sally: The village i s corrmitted to integration and to the avoidance of
resegregation. At this time village officials are developing an affirmati ve
marketing program with the purpose of stimulating white demand for the village.
A professional public relations agency is developing promotional materials and
is seeing to it that the media know what a fine place to live Langsville is for
all people. The village has given the Information Center a grant for an affirmative marketing education program. Hopefully , everyone in the village will
eventually know what affirmative marketing is, how it works and why it is
10-9

!><!Ing done . And also. the level of services 1n langsville h very. very hi gh,
and th~ village keeps lh811 high so the housing values re111ain high.
Hr. W.:
Sally:
not

Do you have homes in the S60 - 70 . 000 range 1vai lab le now?
Yes.

Hr. W.: We are llll)re interested in homes that have alr-eady been lived in,
constructed homes .

nP~ly

Sally: Yes, 'Ne do have those. The village 1s only about 10 years old
so the homes ar-e not very old. We do have some homes that are up for resale. but we don't sell homes her e. We are a referral agency. But I can put
you in touch w1th a Realtor. We have a r otating list of Realtors who have
gone through af f irm.Hive marketing seminars and graduated , and are trained in
aff irmative marketing techn iques . Do yo u know What affirmative marketing
means?
Mrs.

w.:

Not rea lly, te ll us.

Sallr lt's 11 way of correcting deficiencies In the housing tr1fffc;
it's a way of avoiding all white or all black CC>nlll\Jnities. We proaote white
housing traffic to those areas where white traffic is underrepresented. and
we prOll'Ote black hous1ng traffic to areas where black traffic is underrepresented . Our pro9rams are successful. There is no a11-w'11te corm..n1ty tn this
reqion . And other housln9 centers are workin9 In their regions to accoqil lsh
the sar.ie thing .
Hr. W.:
live?

Do you have areas In Langsville where alrrost all black people

Sally: No. there 1s 1ntegration throughout the coomunity.
no poc.kets of all white or all black people .

There are

Hrs . w.: I'm really concerned with the school system. We have two
children -- one tn grade school and one in junior high, and would li~e to know
sollll'tlilng about the schools .
Sally: The schools dre excellent. They serve Langsville, Huth, Elsburg,
and a small portion of Foreston. If you rrove into this area your ch11dren
would go to a school with children from all those cofl'l11unittes.
Mr. W.: Ano the r concern that we have which was expr essed earlier is that
we lost rnoney on our home 1n t he C1ty. How are housi nq values here 1n Langsvllle? Are they appreciat1ng . remaining the same , or depreciating?
Sally· They are appreciating. Here's a reprint of an article by an
appraiser which you can have . It illustrates the rate of appreciation In
Langsville and a nuni>er of other integrated COlm!Un1ties. You will see thllt
the rate of appreciation 1n integrated co1'111Un1tles ts equal to and often
surpaues the rate in non-integrated comnunit1es .
Mr . W.:

Well. I don't have any otner questions.

Mrs. W.: S1nce 'Ne both have a day off . perhaps we ought to see a Realtor
and look al SOllll! homes wllile 'Ne are out here.
Hr. II. :

1 'm not convinced langsvllle is for us but I would be will Ing
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to see some homes here.
Sally· The next realtor on the list is Mr. Jackson, and he's got an
office here in langsville. I can call his office and see if he can show
you s001e homes 1n Langsvl lle this afternoon.
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RE'iTJ\t Dl.AiOG!JE

I ) Siad. Clien_li
Wi Ima:

He 1 IO. l 'm Wi Ima Sc.Ott

Mr. B.:
Wilma:

Hello. I'm Mr. B. and this is my wife. Ann .
May I help you?

Mrs B.: Yes. we're interested in renting an apartment in this area.
friend of ours told us to come here and that you might be able to help us.

A

II fl ma: Well. good. k'hy don• t you nave a seat and 1 wf ll explain what our
services are and find out What your needs are.

Mrs. B.:

Okay. fine

Wilma: (Counselor fills out the client infonn.ition card wilh the assistance of Mr. and Mrs . Douglas. Mr . Douglas works for an accountant and ma~es
120,000 per year They have 2 chi ldren (girls) and are interested in a threebedroom apa r tment. Maximum rent is between S300-S400.) It looks as though
your incooie level is quite adequate for the reoul unlts in this area. You
shouldn't have any difficulty securing an apartment.
Hr. 8.: Well. we are interested in a nice apartnent In a nice area.
Something that is near publ IC transportation. I'm also concerned with the
school syHem.
Wi1111a:

I will be happy to give you information on each cOl!l!IJnlty.

Let

me tell you a liltle about the Langsville Infornia tion Center and our goals.
We are a not-for-profit. multl-ra,ial citizens' organization Our services
are completely free. We pronx>te a housing market in wh ich the racial composition of the people looking for housing is generally reflective of the
racial proportions of the Chicagoland area. We encourage white homeseekers
to loo~ in cof!llllmitles where th~ are underrepresented In the nwrber of people
looking for housing in the comnunity
We encourage black inoivlduals to look
for housing 1n co"'1!unitles where ~lack people are underrepresented In the
number of people looking for housing Our Center encourages stable, integrated livlnq and actively d lsco11r11gcs the perpetuation of segregated comn>Jnl ties.
If you would like us to help you. we will be encouraging you to look in
co111nunllies where minorities are underrepresented In the housing market at
this tlme .. .. con1m1n1tles like Elsburg. Freewood. Huth. Allen Park and others.
Is this something you would be interested in?
Mr. B.:

Yes. but what exactly will you do?

W1hoa : we will give you infonnation on the cotm1Unlty : scl1ools. shopping,
transportation dnd recreatton. In addition. we will refe,. you to available
hous1n9 in lhP area based on your needs .
Mr . B.:
wi I l you?

Thal

sounds fine . but you won't refer u<; to dny hostile are~s.

Wilma : llot if I know that is the case . You should be ~ware. however.
thdt almost all of the cOf!IT'.\lnitie~ in the south suburt>an arra have m1nor1tles
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livinq there. We could
we have placed in these
have been discriminated
initiate a suit in your

even put you in touch with some of the black c li ents
communities. If, however, you should feel that you
against , the Information Center will investigate and
behalf, if necessary.

Mr. B.: That's a very good service. and we are interested in any referrals you can give us.
Wilma: We do ask that if you decide on any of the referrals we may give ,
that you contact us and let us know what community you choose.
Mr. B.:

Oh. yes. we'll definitely do that.

Wilma: Okay, let me see what referrals I can give you today. (The
Counselor gives information on each area she/he will make referrals in and
talks to the client about the apartment complexes and what they offer. Apartn~nt availability is checked by telephone and referrals are made.)
II.

White Clients
Wilma :

Hello, may I help you?

Ms.W.: I hope so.
bedroom apartment.

was told you might be able to help me f inu a two-

Wilma: Well, we will certainly try. Why don't you have a seat and I 'l l
be with you in a moment. (Counselor gets client information card and fills
it out with all pertinent information. Ms. W. is d i vorced. has one child (7
yrs.). She is employed as a nurse and her income is $15,000. In addition,
she receives $240/mo. in child support.) What are you prepared to pay in rent?
Ms. W.: Well, I don't know. For the past 10 years. we owned our own
home and I just have had no reason to consider renting until now . What does
the average two-bedroom rent for?
Wilma: In this area. two bedrooms start around $275 and go up from there.
The extra amenities a complex may offer, like swi mming pools, club houses, etc.,
have some relationship to how much the rent will be. Ar e you interested in the
additional facilities of a complex, like the pool?
Ms. W.: Yes, both my son and I swim. so I'd like that i f possible. I'm
not interested in a highrise. They are so impersona l and I would like JJ1Y son
to have a feeling of a home and a community. Do you know what I mean?
Wilma: Yes. I think so. Before we start looking at complexes , let n~
tell you a little about our Center. We are a not- for-profit or ganization
dedicated to the maintenance and promotion of viabl e, stable, integrated
comnlJnities. We believe in racial diversity in housing and work toward a
unitary housing market where all people are competing for housing in all areas
regardless of their race.
Si nce you are white, the referrals I would encourage you to consider v10uld be
in integrated communities. If you were a minority client. I would encourage
you to consider housing in communities where minorities are not actively looking in numbers reflective of their population . In this way. we hope to expand
housing options for everyone.
Ms. W.: I've always lived in integrated communities and I want to continue. especially because of l11Y son. I am concerned that when communilie~
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integrate. sometimes whites leave and the com111.inity becomes all black.
to live in an integrated comnunity. but not in an all black conmunity.

I want

Wi Ima: Well, this is what the Information Center is concerned w1 th. We
define "integration" as a condition of the housing market where blacks and
whites are competing for housing ln numbers representative of their respective populations. For example: if you are living in a colllllUnity where both
blacks and whites are competing for housing and they are competing in nunbers
reflective of their population . then that cOITlllunity would be considered stable
and integrated. If. however, either race drops out of the market for housing
in the c011111unity, the community is no longer considered stable and is perhaps
in danger of segregating or resegregating. The Information Center works to

avoid the segregation or resegregatlon of tOl111lUnltles by ident1fy1ng the group
that is underrepresented and encouraging that group to consider housing in
these communities.
Ms. w. · Yes, I see. I thin~ It's a good Idea. At least I'm glad to see
there are people who care. Oh. do you think I can find what I want for $300?

Wilma: I'm sure we can find something you'll like in this price range.
(Counselor goes over the conTI~nities with the c lient and gives speciflcs on
apartment complexes . Counselor and client select complexes together, availability is checked. and client is referred.) Please make sure to contact me
after you've seen these apartments and let me know what you decide. We'll
keep looking until we find what you like.
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11) Educational Programs

Introduction
For affirmative marketing to be effective, it must be accepted and used
by those groups having ail influence on the housing Jl'lilrket. This includes the
real estate iMustry, rental management, corrmunlty organizations, and loca l
government. While it fs obvious that the first two groups have an firportant
influence on I.he market. the influence of the latter two ~Y need clarifying.
Ultimately, it is the corrmunity whfch must understand why affirmative mdrketing is needed throughout the area. Whites and blac~s in racially mixed areas
must COl!le to appreciate that their desire~ for stable racial integration
require not only diverse and rull housing demand. but that fl requires the
opening up of new options for non-white minorities
If blads are be1ng
encouraged to consider housing in a ''white area." the property owners there
must understand lhfs 1s not an "invasion, and that the area need not •go
black" if they avoid starting a pan1c.
If the 1111nicip~l1ty accepts the concept and provides some leadership, it
is easier for the citizens to feel comfortable.

Real Estate Brokers
Real estaLe agents, as shown in the introductory chapter. have hfstorical)y fought to maintain segregation. Because of tnelr tremendous Influence
on the racial patterns of COl!f!IUnitles. ed11cation on fair housing laws and
affirmative! marketing Is a necessity
Affirmative marketing education for real estate brokers fn a corrmunity
These seminars may be set up by
the terms of conclllaticn agrf!el'"ents for brokers charged with discriminatory
housing practices. But ft is best to educate real estate agents before such
charges occur. Many real estate agents who have questions on the )egality
of racial practices, or feel uncomfortable in racial situations. would be
Interested in voluntary se111lnars.

may be acCOl!lplished by co~ducting seminars.

After securing an appropriate place to hold the seminar, and conffrmlnq
the avail1bility of needed speakers (rore on th3t later), invitations to the
real estate agenLs need to be authored. Indicate the place, til!ll! and the
registration fee needed for materials and refreshments
Include a form the
real estate agent PlilY flll out and return. stating name of real estate agent.
name of ffnn. address, town. and phone. A cover letter that sells the Idea
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of the secln•r to the real est4te agents is 101Portant. Also. t•lk to the
leading real estate f;,.. owners and to realty organization officials. Their
participation and/or endors~nt - or at least absence of •ctlve opposition 1s lqiort1nt to eventual success. Point out that there 1S v•luablt, oracttc1l,
and self-protecung lnfoMTIAtion covered in the classes. Be prepared to give a
c.crt1flcate to those who "graduate" the seminar and 111entlon this In the letter.
If you counsel homeseekers and intend to use the graduate real estate agenti on
a rotating referral list, this Is another sellln<J point . Your willingness to
ln~rvene on their betlalf should the real estate agent's efforts~ called into
que<t on by goven>-.ent or private parties 11111y be a key attraction .
The purpo~e of the seminar. of course. Is to educ.Ile real eHBle agents
A signed affirmative markl'tlng agreel'l!nt to
insure cooperation Is also desirable (see eXalT11)le at end of chapter) between
a fa Ir hous Ing group and real estate agents. The agreemf'nts help to assure
that real estate agents agree to practice affirmative marketing, and 1111lntaln
racial record~ that are open to the housing group The fair housing organization will provide counseling and training where needed. Along "1th the goal
of education on 1fflrrative 1111rket1n9. the seminars should provide education
on what Is lege l 1nd illegal in the housing Nrket. Even H the real estate
agent leaves I.he seminar disagreeing with the concept of afflnnathe rarketing
or without having g•lned sufficient skills. he/she fs aware or tile lllegalit.Y
of segreqation· tosterin9 steering practices, which 11111ny real estate agents
presently feel are "natural."

on how to n11rkl't affirmatively.

Before ~ttlng things started at the first mteting, you rNIY want to give
the real estate agents a multiple choice "exam• (see exa"'llle). This will help
1111ny real estate aqents to realize that they m1y not know everything concen>im~ fair housing laws or coqiliance w1th these la11s. and that the se11lnars
will Indeed bt helpful to their practice. A questionnaire to reveal wtlat the
real estate a11Cnts' expectations are relative to the semfnar N1 also be helpful .
The seminars may be broken into three sec.tfons:
ative Market in9 Principle• and ( 3) Role Playing.

( 1) The Law. (Z) Afffm-

(1) The Law ror this session. it is desirable to bring In a spt>aker who Is
leqalryr;:al'n!!d and active In legal situations concerning dlscrfminotion in
housing . This speaker should aho be someone who Is interes ted In housing
market integral ion and not mt>rely the processing of claims of discrimination
or servinq as on advocatP of minorities or disadvantaged per\ons. Title VIII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 should be covel'td in detail, and the i~rtance
of each section to real estate agents should be spelled out. Also, applicable
state and l ocal fair housing laws must be covered , as well as real estate
bro~er licensing acts. After the law is covered, the speoker should take
quest Ions frOlll the floor . M3ny of the real es tole agents come up with qu.istions pertainfng to specific racial snuations and how to handle the111 legally.
Such cOl!mJnlcatton NY be the n:ist educational part of the usston.
(2) Afflnnative Marketing Principles. The session on afflf'lliltive ,.rketlng
should cover tile followln9 concepts: The d... l housing 1111rket. the unit•ry
111rkft. hOusing value, prOllOtlon of affln-atlve 1114rtettng. and the
role of the rHl estate agent in a'flnra~he marketing , lhe t 1rr.t four concepts are covertd 1n the first chapter or the nandbook. The role of the real
estate agent 1111y be covered through questions asked by the participants on
handl Ing special situations affiMT1Atively and what language should br ~ed.
This also helps preiure for the third session. role playln9

ho~tng
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(3)

Role Playing. The pur"pose of this session is to practice the affln1111tlve
languagt covered In tile prevlovs session. Sftuat!ons are set up
where blacks end whites seel racially traditional l'lOves. Four people are
needed on INICh te1 : a buyer, a real estate agent. an observer-recorder. and
& lll"OCll>ter ..nose job 1l is to see that the others Hay in lheir roles a~d also
to Miisper reminders, that fs, language that •ight effecthely overcome objections. Be sure uch participant gets a chance at the role~ of llomeseeker and
real estate agent. Evaluations of each session should be short and led by the
mar~eting

obser1er-~corder.

At the end of the session. another "exam" should be given. This will show
participants what they have learned, and if the results can be recorded, will
show those who ran the seminar how successful lt was. (An example of a truefa lse exam Is In this chapter.) A seminar evaluallon sheet with specific
questions regarding convenience as well as seminar organization and contents
would also be valuable in assessing appropriate changes to be made. (Caution:
Changes should be made in order to more effecthely foster affirmative marketing and not merely to give seminar participants what they might better enjoy.)
A Note on

B~ck

Real Estate Agents

Ther• are presently two national real estate boards In the United States.
The "4tfonal Association of Realtors (NAR. fol"llt'rly the llat1onal Associatton
of Real Estate Boards) was founded in the early 1900's. Heatiers are identi·
fled by the trademark Real tors. (The same term but >ti th a lower case "r" fs
often used to refer to- anyone In the real estate bosiness. regardless of trade
associ.ition affllfalion.)
Tradltfonally. black real estate agents were kept oot of this organization. By the 1940's, soaie blacks were accepted; however. financial and social
b4rrlers still existed to Board ~lltlership Wll!te Realtors found it advantageous to ktep blacks out. as noted by Davis Mclntire in ltesfdente and Rate.
"If minority brolers were adllltted to ~Eni>ershlp on the same basis as whites.
the board would, at least. have to listen to the minority viewpoint, and their
maintenance or a double standard In business would be sedously eirbarrasSed If
not destroyed." (p. z4g)
The NAR recommendl'd that minority real estate agents form their own board.
They did so, forming the National Association of Real Estate Brokers, refrrred
to as Reahlst as distinguished from NAR's Realtors. Problems have evolved
from the formation of two separate organizations, especfally for the Rcaltist.
Today, minorities are becoming ment>ers of NAR . Socne whites. from the
start, have been meiri>ers of the Realtfst groups. Soll!P a;ents belong to both
organizations, wllfle SOftl! real estate agents belong to neither. The location
of t/le real estate finn is usually the determinant for which organization Is
Joined. Ho..ever, a large percentage of Realtists are minority agents working
in Inner city areas. The problem arises wllen the Realtist tries to obt•ln
listings outside establisho!d 111inorlty areas for minority clients. Local Boards
share a N~ltiple Listing Service (HLS) in order to paol available housing. However, Kl.S's are not CJl!neral ly shared bet..een Realtors and Real lists. nkin9
suborban referrals difficult for the inner city real estate agent. With this
system, the dual housing.market Is blatantly protroted.

Ed11tation of black real estate agents is i11>ortant in ~trivlng lor a
unitary market. It should not be assumed that black real estate agents •re
tot.lily aware of racial housing problems, or that minority clients are re"tving all housing options. Just as white Realtors. they must br. senslt1ve to
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preSSU1"CS on the housing 111arket alld ha~ accurate information on thangtn;
areas . And also. just as 11111ny "'1ite agents . minority agtnts lrf! not aware of
the triie meaning of Sl.ith ten:is u "blockbusting.
blacl r al estate
agents fear th.It by $elllng a holll! to a blac~ In a wllite co
lly they .ire
"bloclbustfng" and could lose tnelr lfcense . Sud! nrtsconceptlons need to be
con-ected through education of real estate agents of all races.
Ren ta 1 H.in19C111Pnt

setting up an aff1t'IMtlve marketing program with apart.111ent coq:1lex operThe agreement. covering the goals . expectations . and requlrr nts between the rental rnanagerrt'nt and fair housing organllat lori ~hould be ~i gned by both parti es. (Soe example of aqreernent and 11t1nth ly
rPports at end of chapter )
ato r ~ in t he area I~ impol'tant.

Raclol s1tu4lfons In apartment cOll'plexes can affect tlll' racial stability
of a whole conrunity. for examp le , where minori ty tralfic ts underrepresented
1n the CQ!lt'lUnlty as a whole. yet Is high at one particular complex. the cocplex
will become prrcl!fv~d as being "open .• and inay become the only spot in the
area IOhere 11lnodtfl!S are steered or steer themselves. resulting in a segrc·
gated encldve or 11fni-ghetto. Another danger is within the apart nt c~lex
Itself Hlnorftlcs 1114.Y be placed or ask to be plec d In certain buildings or
floors In buildings, resulting in segregation or racial Isolation within the
c~lcx .

Semtn.srs for rent.a 1 llli!nagement ay be ~ed as they are ror rea I estate

agents

These are usually held with the inanage!llent and staff of lndh1dual
cOC?lexes, u each coni;>lex has a U!lique situation. -nest. too.
y be covered
1n three sessions, and will, hope'ullJ. end with the signing of an dflrmative
marketing ogree:: nt. Sueh scmiria~ rey also be the result of conc11tating
1 coa:;ilalnt. ~lso see chapter 14 on auditing . )
lhP rental l:!in.igement seminar has scxm basic dlffel't'nces from the real tor
secilnar. The law sess1on 1s si1111lar, federal. state and local fair housing
laws ore covered, and the participants are told what they can and cannot do
le901ly, It should be explained that it is not Illegal t.o collect racial
data. and ask that the c~le• do so for the next seHlon. With the data
coll1·~ted {nunbers ot blac~ and white ~parlment scekt'rs and If dnd wllrre they
were placed) , both lhe co,,ilex and the fair housing or9nnizdtlon can better
unders t and lhe complex's racial situation. The develop111ent of racial maps 1s
anothP.r concept to be covered, without thl!' it 1s dlff1cult for the complex
to know where to pldte peop l e
The role playing session is similar, and may be done on 1 11t1re info1T~l
level than In the 1'1ll1 estatf' se11:ir.ar. Be.:ause or the s1111ller nUl!i>er of participants. 1t should not be necessary to divide into te.ir:os. (You NY also want
to 1dd slt~atfons tr subsidired ho~sing ls involved as rac ind 1nc
category situations are not synon}":'Ous and :i.hould not be confused . )
Municipal

Gov~

Any local or reg1ontl support you can ge~erate for the efforts of affirmative
rket1ng Is of the utlllOst ii:iportance . Getting In 1 position to NDrk
with realtors and 1part.ment c""'lexes Is difficult at best unless you ore
wor Ing with a Rmtcipallty that supports your goals . Approach the amtcipel
govemment. preferably the public or c0c:trunhy relations officer. if one 1s
~loyed ,
Tile approath should oot be In 1 publ le eting, wh re you hne
ltttle ti
and may .-eceive a ir.lc:ally supportive respons
If the fair

housing organization does not successfully approach municipal government,
citizens (either integrationists or segregationists) may take their gripes
to the local government, prompting the initial governmental stance to be wary
and not helpful to you.
When you do approach the 1oca1 government, explain both the problem of
segregation and the root of the solution. Tell them what it is possible to do,
and where they can seek professional advice. Point out other colTJllunities that
have had success with their programs, and explain - though your co1m1unity and
its problems are unique - that there are some transferable techniques that may
be used.
If your organization has been running an auditing program, you may want
to share the results. Show the government how present practices work to the
disadvantage of the colTJllunity. and how affirmative marketing - not neutrality counteracts th1s.
Keep up relations with the municipality. Work with appropriate officials
to draft and adopt a statement (Resoiutioo) entiracing integration (maintenance).
(See following sample. ) See that the percentage of staff time spent on the
problem of (potential) segregation and benefits of integration increases. Obtain a municipal affinnative action colTJllitment to achieve and maintain a workforce which is racially reflective of the citizenry--very if!llOrtant for credibility on the housing issue.
COl11nunity Organizations
Citizen and conmunity organizations also play a vital role. The education of these groups is important, especia11y if affirmati~e marketing
policy and techniques are new in your area. There can be a great deal of misunderstanding and concern regarding your motives unless you actively work to
educate the people from whom you want to gain support or avoid opposition.
Contact colTJllUnity organizations and schedule speaking engagements or
conduct workshops with its merrbers. Contact not only local and regional
groups, but national groups with local branches as well. It does not matter
whether the organization is social service or business oriented; e.g., homeowner associations, civil rights groups, fraternities , sororities, aod voter
organizations . In these workshops, cover affirmative marketing and what may
be done within the law, without focusing on any particular neighborhood. Bring
in outside experts to speak on disinvestment, appraisals, real estate transactions. assessment, etc. , and the relationships between them.
Show concern for the problem of segregation , but take care not to foster
alarm or panic with the talks. Do oot set up "villains" to be "attacked;"
the idea is to work in cooperation with a11 those invo1ved in the housing
market.
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RESOLUTION
lll!£REAS, it is the declared policy of the Vlllaqe of
to
encourage and maintain within
and encourage everywhere a
housino market which is open to all persons and in which persons of differing races. religions. national origins and incomes seel rental and owned nousfng throughout the COl!lllunlty; and
WHEREAS. it has been found and deter~ined that people of differing races.
religions, and ethnfe origins livinq in peace and harmony is a benefit to the
co111l1Unlty; while the isohtion of persons according to their racial. religious,
or ethnic orlg1n. by total col!Y'lUl'lity or neighborhood. would be a detriment
deserving the full legal ,mo progratmll!tlc opposition ot the Village of
- - - - ; and
--WHEREAS, it is the policy of the Vflhge of
that efforts to
establish and ma1ntain a unitary housing market require more than enforce111ent
of prohibitive law but shall in no way encourage or permit any unlawful discrimination in the sale or rental of property against any person because of
race , national origin, religion. sex. marital status, or age of such person.
nor the aPP11cation of any ''quota" thereto; and

WHEREAS, the nationally and regionally prevailing dual housing trarkets - one
for whites and another for non-whites, separate and unequal - milihtes against
the creation and 1114intenances of unitary housing 111C1rkets and makes affir111ltlve
marketing for a unitary housing market necessary if the people o f - - - - - - _ _ _ _are to Pnjoy Its benefits; and
WHEREAS. affirmative marketing 1s defined as a special. supplemental outreach
technique which involves supplyinq information about housing opportunities
which within the local market are routinely not provided to or not requested
by certain potential purchasers because of their race. whHe. blad, or otner;
mai-eover. while avoiding the reinforcement of those choices which are tradltiona ll y pressed upon homeseekers because of race, affirmative mar~eting does
not deny access to requested housing options or information, rather It compensates for irrba lance of the racially distortell dual housing market by high1 ight Ing housing options which are riot ordinarily and favorably exposed to
individuals of one or another race, thereby enhancing the progress toward
racial parity in the access to and attractiveness of all housing everywhere
in the area market and the avoidance of racially identifiable and 1solated
residential ~tterns.

llOW. WEREFOllE , BE IT RESOLVED that the President and Board of Trustees of
the Village of
call upon every person who participates as an
owner of real property. real estate broker or salesperson or agent of any of
the foregoing in regard to the sale or lease of three or l!llre dwell Ing units
within the calendar year in
• to consult with lite
Corrmission on Human Relations or its deslgnee. the Corrnunity R-erla~t~l~o-n-s~D~i~r-e-cto-r-.for an explanation of the unitary housing market pol icy of the V11 lage and
thereafter as my help further the purposes of this resolution .
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that such real estate involved persons or finns are
encouraged to formulate their own 11\lrketfnq plans. with technical assistance

trom the Village available upon request. specifying means for the furtherance
of a unftary housin9 market, one wnerein persons of all races. religions. and
national origins are actually in the market for housing and that their numbers
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are generally reflective of the proportions of such groups within the region.
Adopted this

day of

• 19

•

APPROVED:

Village

ATTEST:
vlllage Clerk
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Presfdent

AFFIR.""-TIVE MARKETING PLAN - RENTAL

POLICY STATEMENT:

Fedenl and local govel'lUll!nt pol1cy •nd the comiercial
Interests of the developer of
support the proi.>t1on of an Inclusive or integrated population of tenants. Strong demand fn>111
all racial and ethnic groups in nulli>ers that generally reflect their representation In the re9ion's population is not to be taken for granted while any
vestiges of a dual (and unequal) housing 1111rket exist; therefore, the developer and management of
~ledge themselves to a
policy of afflnnatlve fair housing marketing. The affirmative marketing
effort is designed to attract tenants of all groups. giving spec1a1 attention
to those which are or ma,y be reasonably expected to be underrepresented in
residency, de11111nd, and t raffic.
This policy and the fol l owing plan, whi ch is to be regularly reeval~
ated in light of legal constrain t s and curren t market conditions . have been
arrfved at in consu ltation with the staff and integration maintenance consultant of the South Suburban Housing Center. l11'4llemen tation of the plan will
also involve such consultation.
PLAtl: Planning is the link between knowledge and considered action. for
i'iij)roprfate, responsible action relative to affi....ative 1111r~eting, apartment
managetatnt recoqnizes that it 111st assU111e a positive, racial consciousness.
Racial and ethnic data shall be generated to be used solely for the purpose of
plaMing and impl-ntat ion of affinaative marketing.
1.

A 90tlthly record will be kept and will be filed with the South Suburl>an
Housing Center with regard to:
a. Race of current residents and their placelll!nt in the pro;ect.
b. Race of parties lllilking application.
c Race of parties making inquiry.
d. Nlllllbcr of v1cancfes.
ronns will be provided by the South Suburban Housing Center.

Z.

Regular periodic assessment will be made relative to the group or groups
by race which are underrepresented in the traffic, the demand, and in
residence, given the most recent Chicago SMSA demographics.

3.

Advertising and promotion wfl 1 be conducted with the purpose of reducing
any underropresentations.

4.

Staff members will be trained in terms of fair housing requirements of the
law and the integration goals of
and this
project.

5 • .Apartr.ient flllnagement will Sl'ek South Suburban Housing Center counseling
for those individuals whose choice of a unit in the project would constitute mov-nt toward (re)segregation and away fl'Olll racial diversity reflective of regional dell'Ographics.
6.

Evaluation of perfonnance relative to this plan will be conducted by
on a quarterly basis and that evaluation will be shared w1th
the South ~burban Housing Center.

111nage~nt

1.

The obJect of affirllliltive 111arl<eting is to encourage 100' of the people
seeking housing to consider 1001 of the options considering economic
J l111itatlons.
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INTROOUCTI ON:
This plan sets forth an affirmative program to attract prospective tenants
of all •inority and non-•inority groups to the housing, Including Whites
(non·•lnorities) and meri>ers of minority groups: Black. Spanish Alller1can,
Oriental, American Indian, or other minority groups in the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) or housing 1111rket area who may be subject
to housing dlscrl•lnatfon on the basis of race. color. religion, sex or
national origin.

!.

APPLICANT AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:

ti.

A. APPLICANT'S:

B.

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AOORESS:

ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RENTAL RA/fGE OF UNITS:
FROM S
TO S

F.

I. Hurit>er of one bedroo._ms_ _ _ _ _ 1G.
2. Nll't>er of two bedroolllS
J. NU'lll>er of three bedroo_ms_ _ _ _ 1H.
4. Nll!t>er of other (spec I fy

0.
It I.

PROJECT:

NAME:

N~er

Date of Construction,_ _ _ _ __
Financing,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other afffnnatfve marketing plans
f11 ed? 1-nes L /No
If yes, 9fve' detalTS""
_ _ _ _ _ __

of elderly units._ _ _ _ ,

NEICOOoRAooo CllMPOsiTloM:
Indicate the specific area for which this plan appltes:
~hlte (non-minority) Area
C?'Minority Area L:::J'Mixed area
( _ _..minority.
Remarks : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IV

OIRECTIONS or MARKETING ACflVITY : Signatories to
this agreement are required to carry out an affirmative marketing program
to attract tenants of all minority and non-minority groups to the housing.
The purpose of this program Is to assure that any group( s) of persons
norlllill ly NOT 1 lkely to apply for the housing without spechl outreach
efforts (beCause of existing neighborhood rachl or ethnic patterns) know
about the housing, feel welconie to apply and have the opportunity to rent.
Indicate below which group(s) are least likely to apply for the housing
without special outreach efforts.
~1te (non-minority) L__ Black L _ Spanlsh-Ainerican .l:JOriental
--American Indian ---,Other Htnorl t
s ec1f
N
a vert sing w1
nc u ""t
s o at racl
ttinority and non-minority persons. especially persons in the group(s)
checked on this page.
A. C!MCERCIAl MEDIA : Check the media to be used to advertise the availabf!_!Y of thiL!!!!,using. ~~spjer(s)/Publication(s) _ T V
L_ Radio__; Bfllboardlsl
Others (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Page 2
Attach a copy of ad or state when it will be submitted .

requency
NA/1£. OF HEOIA 1--+--J=~~~---+--~~.!:..!.!~-µo:...r..:1.:.:n~te:::r..::v.::".a.:..1_ _

brochures . ea ets or andouts be used to
If yes. attach a copy or submit when avail ·

t . COMMUNITY

CONTACTS: To further inform the group(s) least likely to apply
for housing. the applicant agrees to establish and maintain contact with
the groups/organizations located in the housing 1111rket area or SMSA
listed below. If 1110re space is needed, attach an addft1onaf sheet.

n 1ca e lie spec1'1c
prox.
erson
ress
funct i on to be underte of Contac- and
on tact ted
Telephone taken by group/organin t Ion.
Nurrt>er

O.

"J

LJY"

SIG'I • Will • ''"' bo
[=1"' If m.
Attach a photograph of sign or submit When available.

'""""

,,,._x_

vl:--1U'.Nll(f1fNITS:

Check the block{s) that best describe actlv1t1es to t111
vacancies as they occur.

LJ"NPWspapers/Publ ltat Ions _

Radio ..__TV

L

/ Conmun1ty Contacts

_:::-Brochures/Lea fl cts/Handouts ...=-others ( sprci fy) _ __ _ _ _ __

vii. ANTICIPATED OCCUPANCY

RESULTS "(State In nUiit)er of units the racial/ethnic
mh anticipated u a result of Implementation of tMS affinnetive market1n9 pl1n

Wh1te(non-mlnorlty)
Black
Spanish All'erlcan
--An>orlcan Indian
Other Hinorfty (specify)
VI 11.

Oriental
-

STAFF IN~RUCTICiiS: Fair Housing and Affinnat1ve Karket1ng: All persons
enqaged in the rental of real property have to bl' instructed periodically
to insure that they are knowledgeable of Fair Housing • Affirmative
J1.trket1119 ~qulre111ents.
A. A.':!..!.eqular ,,,.ntal staff 11eetings conducted? £:::'Yes. WllPn? _ _ __
_ _ No
If yl'S, Is Fair Ho~ing-Afflrwt1ve Market I~ training provided
to t~e rental staff at that meet1ng? I
Yes
No

..=-
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page 3
B.

C.

D.

If you answered "no" for either of the questions in item VIII A, when
is Fair Housing - Affirmative Marketing training provided to the
rental staff or when will it be?
Is a copy of the instructions us-=-e""d-o'"'r-p-,ro-,-p'"'o'"'s_,e-,d-t'""o_,..b-e-u--=s--:e"'d"'fo-r,,-;:t-ra-1~n"1_n..,.g
rental staff in Fair Housing - Affirmative Marketing attached to this
plan? ~es L::::?No; Indicate when information will be submitted.
Do the instructions include and relate to local, state and Federal Fair
Housing laws, including Executive Order 11063. the Civil Rights Act of
lg6s and this Affinnative Marketing Plan? ~Yes ~No; Explain

IX.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS: Other Efforts: Please describe other efforts
you plan, as part of your outreach program. to attract persons in those
groups that you have designated as least likely to apply for housing under
consideration, that are not covered elsewhere in this plan._______

X.

The signatory agrees to report monthly providing stat1stics g1ving traffic
and rental data from the time that the dwelling units are offered for rent
to the comp letion of such transactions.

SIGNATURE OF PERS(Jl SUBMITTING PLAN:
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOTE:

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TITLE & COMPANY_ _ _ _ _ _ __

The language of this affinnative marketing plan is almost identical
to the HUD-Rental Agreements signed in the early 1970's .
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ATTACHMENT

PROMOTION OF ECOtl<X>llC O!VERS!TY
The monagement of
agrees to
make --~ of a l•t_u_n_1~ts-a_v_a1~1~a~b·1e~f~o-r~s-e_c_t1-0-n-s-e~I~1g"""'1""6~1-es-.---'

Toul nud>er of subsidized units available per this agreement_ _ _ _ __
Anticipated occupancy result by race with regard to subsidized unit al location.
_ _White (non-11fnor1ty)
_ _Oriental

_ _Black

_ _American Indian

_ _Spanish Arrr1can
_ _Other Minority (specify)

The Affirinatlve Marketing effort is designed to attract tenants of all racial
groups, giving special attention to those -nlch are or 11111y be reasonably
expected to be underrepresented in the residency, demand, and/or traffic for
this housing .
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HONTHL Y HOUSING REPORT - RENTAL HOUSING
REPORT FOR THE HOHTH OF_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

19_

COMPANY NAME· - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - COHPANY ADDRESS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
REPORT PREPARED BY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'POSITION_ _ _ _ _ __
Total nUITber units: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total occupied units: _ _ _ _ _ __
Total units vacant: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Percent vacancy: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total nwrt>er white lllDYe-ins• _ _ _ __
Total nud>er white mve-outs*' _ _ __
"MOVE-INS 111eans actual occupancy
..MOVE-WTS Includes evictions, skip-outs. broken leases. etc .

OCCUPANCY ANO TRAFFI C
Spanish American
uther
Total Wh ite Black American Indian
Orienta I Minorities
Units occuoied
stimated number
of visitors to
ental office
To be filed with South Suburban Housing Center, 850 Exchange Avenue, Park Forest
South. IL 60466. phone 534-0818. Report is due the first week of each rronth
for the month previous .
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MODEL AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING AGREEMENT

REAL ESTATl
WHEREAS, racial segregation in housing results in separate and unequal societies to the eventual dctri.tnent of all:
and
WHEREAS , racial segregation has in tne past been fostered
by, among othe r forces, the real ostate industry, mortgage
lenders, and various levels of government: and
WHEREAS, racial segregation continues as a consequence
of steering of majority and minority group persons, among
other things, and is illegal discrimination; ~_nd
WHEREJ\S , the present enforcement of laws prohibiting
housing discrimination based on race are necessaty for the
protection of individual rights and can serve the inlerest
of integration but have not sufficiently pranoted and maintained functionally integrated housing markets, thereby
failing to fully remedy the effects of past discrimination;
~d

WHEREAS, the avoidance of segregation and rese9ra9ation
~equire• pl~nning and illlplementation beyond the enforcement

of prohibited acts, including affir:native marke~ing , defined
by tho United States Department of Housing and Urban Dcvelopcent as:

"A program which should include efforts to reach

these persons who traditionally would not have been expected
to apply for the housing.

For instance , for housing in a white

suburban area, special step• may be n•eded

lo

make its avail-

ability known to minorities; similarly, if the housing is located
in an area of minority concentration, speci. 1 stops may be
11 - 14

- 2 -

needed to make its availability known to whites;" and
WHEREJ\3, Affirmative Marketing is a legal, prescribed
approach to develop a housing market in which persons of all
races are well and fully represented, within economic means,
in competing for housing throughout each portion of the housing market; and
WHERE/IS, Affirmative Marketing requires special efforts
to develop housing traffic and demand where it is racially
underrepresented--niajority or minority--in order that a
unitary housing market might come into existence; and
WHEREAS, Affirmative Marketing, if it is to be both
effective and non-discriminatory, requires careful racial
record keeping with respect to housing traffic and demand as
well as current residency; and
WHEREAS,
firm in the State of Illinois and
a non-profit Illinois corpor ation which purpose is

desire to enter into a mutual understanding relative to affirmative marketing efforts to be conducted by the realty fi:cn
and by the non-profit

corpora~ion

and by the two together:

NCM, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements
contained herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:
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to info.t111 its custaners and clients of housing options throughout its service area.
a.

Taking special care to make majority group persons
(whites) positively aware of housing opportunities
in areas where they are presently underrepresented
in the current housing demand:

b.

Taking special care to make minority group persons
(black and other non-whites) positively aware of
housing opportunities in area• where they are presently underrepresented in the current housing demand;

c.

Monitoring its own agents to assure that each is
working to develop housing traffic for company and
non-canpany listing in furtherance of the establishment of a unitary housing market.

2.

Realty agrees to

maintain racial records by which it will monitor its a!fi.t111ative marketing perfo.t111ance.
3.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~- Realty agrees to utilize

the counseling services of
to assist in its efforts to encourage its custaners to consider housing options which they seem to be foreclosing because
of perceived racial factors .
(the fair*bousing group)

4.

agrees to provide counseling services described in three (3)
above .
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5.

(•) agrees to provide

consultation and training to---------------~
Realty in connect.ion with one (1) and (2) above.
(*) agrees, in the event

6.
that

Realty i• questioned

regarding a matter of possible racial discrimination , whether
in pursuance of tho policiea set down herein or not, to inform
the inquiring partie• of

Realty'•

c ooperation in promoting an equal opportunity housing market
through affirmative m11.rketin9 • The names of such inquiring
parties •hall be forwarded with 48 hours to --------~

-------··
7.
Realty and - - - - - - - _ _ _ (•) agree to file copies of this agreement with the

Leadership council For Metropolitan Open Communities and Kome
.Investments Fund, which,alon9 with the prinicipal parties hereto,
have been instrumental in establishing this agreement.
8.

The parties hereto agree to r eview affirmative

marketing performance on a regular basis and not leas than
a t six (6) month intervals, giving a t tention to deairabLa
r evisions •• dictated by the development of fair houaing law
and the relevant market.
9.

Nothing stated herein •hall be construed to abrogate

the obligation of all parties to observe all applicable fair
housing laws.
10.

Thia agreement shall begin - -- - - - - • 1976 and

continue for

t~elve

(12) months, until

, 1977.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have each caused this Agree11-17

- s ment to be signed on its behalf by its duly authorized officers .

Date

Date

ATTEST:

-..
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USl'oG HOIJ'>ING MAl!ICC1 TESTS AS AN EDUCATIONAL DEVICE

Introduction.
The following tlolO " tens• (or self-assessment devices) have bten used at
the bl!ginnlng and end of affirmative market1n9 seminars for real estate brokers
and agents.
The first device has oflen found the bulk of the class fail Ing to choose
the response which best completes the statement in more than 50 of the Hems.
The nurrber of errors al lows the broker to recognize that "the conwoon wisdom"
( s )he posesses does no l provide the corr ect response. Or al ternat Ivel y. tha l
his or her notions about correctness. in part gai ned from other training sour ces
are open to challenge The discussion of the individual iiems can shed considerable light on the law and housing market operations
The second device has been administered prior to seminar graduat Ion.
Because education has taken place (and because it is an easier test) scores
ar-e generally quite good .
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CHOOSE THE SINGLE

RESPO.~SE

WHICH BEST

C~PLETES

THE STATEMENT-CIRCLE THE LETTER.

R.cfal record keeping by realty fil"llS is:
a) Lawful
b) Unl1wful
c) Han~tory
d) Penwfssible, but should be prohibited.

1.

Z.

Z.

3.

J.
4.

4.

5.

Of scuss1on
Federal law and State (Illinois) law neither mandates (c) nor prohibits
(b) minority-non-minority record keeping. It is permissible and encouraged by HUD and the NAR and most fair housing and pro-fntegration-antisegregat1on advocates .

'l

Equal opportunity in housing is:
The same as affirmative marketing.
b Provided ff the agent acts without racial mal 1ce.
c A '<lay of guaranteeing desegregation .
@ None of the above.
Discussion
Affinnatfve inarketing is non-neutral and goes beyond equal opportunity laws
(a) which are often violated without lllillice (b) . Equal opporwnfty laws
speak to non-dfscri•ination and not clearly to integration (c) .

'!

Equal housing opportunity la'<IS are enforced :
By Government
b By private parties bringing suits .
c By adllinistrative procedures .
@) All of the above.
Dtscussfon
Self-explanatory.
Introducing the first black family into a block or a neighborhood
a) l s blockbusting ard therefore a violation of some fair housing laws.
® ls COfllllendable as a move to prOll'Ote an increase of black demand. a form
of affirmative marketing.
c) Should be avoided if the realty agent feels that the black family will
be harassed or made unwelcome .
d) Should be accompanied with assertions that the black family will be
well received by neighbors.
Discussion
Blockbusting (a) or panic peddling ma,y be said to occur ""1en seeking
I fstfngs by "threatening• the second or subsequent black inove-lns on the
block. Real estate agents ll!USt avoid interposing their racial apprehensions (c) bet"'een minority buyers and non-traditlon1l options and lllUSt
not practice psychiatry or fortune-tell ing (d) .
Illegal r1cf1l steering
1) Is co11111itted anytime a real estate agent provides racial lnfo....ation .
b) Is c<11W11itted when so called fair housing Ol'1Janizatlons Ul'1Je blacks to
consider living In Westchester or Berkeley.
c) Is c0111111tted when real~y agents urge whites to consider an area In '<Illich
llOSt of the buyers are black .
d) Cannot be avoided. given the curl"l!nt fnterpreut Ion of the law.
E) Is not 111entfoned in federal statutory law .
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5.

6.

6.

7.

R~~~~lsl~7onnatlon

that 1s correct. solicited. and not likely to prol'l)te
Unlawful
seg1"e91tion are not violative of federal or state law (a)
steering is not COl'Tllltted by encouraging whites or blacks to consider the
non-tl"ldltlonal options (c & b). Steering is covered but not ~t1oned Dy
fedel"al statutory law (E') and it can be avoided by obey1n9 the laws and by
encouraging housing seekers to consider racially non-traditional options.

Integration 1n the real estate market
a) Is selling houses to blacks in al"eas where whites are.
b) Is being as cordial with blacks as with white people .
(c) Is a market condition whel"e blacks and whites are in competition for
houses in numbers proportionate to their racial population and buying
power .
d) Is maintained when area realty agents observe t he law .
e) Is a term that refers to a "changln9 neighborhood."
Discuss ion
lnteqration in the houslnq market is defined by "c " It does not refer
to changing nelQhborhoods (e) ..nere whites (a) are not found as buyers for
their own residences
In a limited sense. law violations (d) and noncordi1llty (b) are not Involved in most segregatory 1110ves
Equal Opportunity laws, Open Hous1n9 Ordinances. Afffr..ative Harketlng
Guidelines. Fair Housing Codes'
a) All refer to basically the same tning.
b) Each refers to SOO'lething quite distinct.
It) One tel"lll is quite distinct frM the other three
d) Are si111flar 1n 11eanlng. but each refers to different protected classes .
Dlstussion
Affinnat1ve 111rketlng refers to 1Mrketing and Is non-neutral. wh1le the
other te,..s refer to non-dlscri•lnatlon law

8.

8.
9.

A dual houslnq market exists
a) When majority and minority home buyers are given listings in different
neiqhborhoods or conmunflles.
b) When whites are warned about racial problems In Haywood and comparab le
blacks are warned about hostility In Westchester
c) In v1olal1on of the law.
d) largely because of the present effects of past discriminat1on.
© Al 1 of the above.
f) All but one of the first four responses.
Discussion
Self-explanatory
llleoal r1c1a1 steering cases
Are often built on thP testhnony or whites who charge differential

~l

treata~nt

b) Usually occur because 1 real estdle agent has personal feelings against
blacks .
cl Cc1n be avoided by prohibiting the ~ntion of race .
d) Al 1 of the above .
e) lk>ne of the above
9.

DI scuss Ion
Paclal St!'ering case\ ha•!' u<ually been bunt on " tester• testimony Real
estate aoents havl' q1vt>n white testers (a) different and 1110re extensive
housino options than blac•~ ana warned whites about certain undesirable
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ne I ghborhoods. •
10.

10.

Resegregation
~) C.n be blamed pr11narily upon red-lining .
~ Blacks and whites having been conditioned to foreclose certain options.
c) llh1tes fleeing their homes .
dl Results because of too much integration .
e Can be blamed primarily upon enforcement of laws related to integration.
Discuss Ion
Resegregation results from "a" and "c" but studies indicate homeseeker
mindset (b) is a larger aggregate factor. There Is no such thing as "too
much integration." (d) and there are no laws enforcing integration (e).

11.

Home values are determined by the hws of supply and demand: therefore
a) New black demand on top of constant white demand will result in
appreciation.
b) The dwindling of white demand will be translated into a sacrifice
In value.
cl The absence of potential black demand means thal house values suffer.
d) The maintenance of white demand after blacks enter the 11111rket will
mean higher than ever values .
e.l
of the above.
(!) 11 of the above.
Discussion
11. Self-uplanatory.

ll't'

12.

12.

13.

13.

If bl1ck people maintain their property properly. then
a) Their property and others around It will be Protected no 1111tter who is
or fs not coaipeting in the 1111rket.
~ Their Investment may still suffer If only other blacks compete for
housing In their area.
c) Other black people will be welcollled to the same area .
d) Whites will continue to take care of theirs
e) All of the above.
f) None of the above.
DI scuss Ion
There are no real bases for "c" and "d." If the laws of supply and demand
are operative, "a" 1s not a good answer. Response "b" 1s unfortunately
true and the result of the absence of demand from the largest segment of
the potential market, i.e .• those not black .
"Equal treatment, disparate (different and unequal) effect" fs a concept
which means
1) An agent can effect discrl•fnatfon in some Instances whfle treating
all races and all conamitles alike .
b) An agent can avoid discrl•lnatory effects by always doing the same
thing no matter what the characteristics of the tCMTl\lnfty.
cj That equa 1 opportunity advocates w111 cry 'foul" no •tter what the outcome.
d None of the above.
Discussion
The Grfss v. Duke Power S!Jpre111e Court dictua. "equal treatment. disparate
effect,• ls readily seen In real estate sol !citation .
For exanple, "Heet Your New Neighbor• cards frOll realty agents selling to
whites In an all-white neighborhood 111kes a very different iq>act than when
Introducing "Lavelle Washington" to a changing neighborhood. The first
11-22

neignborhood accepts or i911ores the corrnercial courtesy.
neighborhood del!lilnds a stop to panic peddling.
14 .

14.

15.

15

llOTE :

The second

If 1!1411y black hooeseekers •sk to see listin~ in Park Forest South.
Ole agent shows them Richton Park and Crete. he is liable to be
found to have illegally steered
b) An a9tmt can show them Par~ Forest South only, no matter wnat he dOes
with comparable whites. and not fear illegal steering charges.
cl And they &re so shown and comparable whites ask for and see Matteson,
then a unitary market e~ists because both are treated equally.
«!) Two of three or the above.
<e.l ~one of the above.

a) And

Discussion
Jn "a" It does not say P.F. South (k"own widely to house blacks) is not
shown. only that traditionally white areas are (also) shown. This is not
unlawful . Response "b" 1s obviously wrong. and "e's" first clause does
not describe a un1 tary mdrk~t -- even though what ft does describe f s within
the 1aw.
What is the goal of a program of integration maintenance and how does 1t
relate to equal opportunity law?
Discuss 1 on
The goa 1 is a unitary housing 111arket with a by-product of resegregation avoidance. Equal opportunfty law does not speak directly (only by
reference) to intl'gration or segreqatfon: it relates directly to the rights
of certain c1 asse~ of Individuals.
The "d1scuss1ons" or explanaClons. of course . are not provfded when the
"test" is administered. They are provided orally following administration.
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SELF-ASSESSHEHT TEST FOR REAL ESTATE SALESPERSONS
REGARDING

CHOOSE TliE

Sl~GlE

THC QU[STJ()l,

RACIALLY SENSITIVE ISSUES-Seminar Finale

RESPONSE WHICH BEST COMPLETES THE STATEMENT OR AtlSWERS

CIRCLE THE LETTER

1)

Racial record keeping is unlawful.
a
true
~
false

2)

Equa 1 opportunity legal observance means about the same thing as
affirmative marketing.
a
true
b false

3)

Equal opportunity laws are enforced by privale parties a nd gove rnments
in administrative procedures. civil su1ts and crimina l trials.
a true
b false

4)

The coverage of the 1866 Civil Rights Acl and thH of the 1968 Fair
Housing law are different.
,~, true
b fa 1 se

5)

Influencing a purcnaser or seller so as to pl"Oll'Ote (re)segregation is
illegal racial steering. but Influencing 111rtles so as to promote ho..e
choices from options where their race 1s underrepresented is not .
• • true
b false

6)

An integrated housing market is assured "'1ere there is absolutely no
Illegal racial steerfng.
a true
,~ false

7)

A neighborhood that is integrated 1s a changed or changing ne1ghborhood.
a true
~ false

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

A real estate agent should refuse any listing from a seller who wants
him/her to limit showings to one race .
.._a,. true
b fa 1se
Real estate sales agents who know that other agents ore accepting
listings with an understanding that showlnqs or purchases wfll be
limited by race should report same to appropriale authorities or
else realize that they are giving tacit support to a law violation
supporting the dual housing market .
il.. true
b false
Integration dalllilges property valut>s .
~b false
a true
Afffnnathe 111ark.eting
a hes a universally accepted meaning.
, 11,. i f practiced iqiroperly can prOlllte segrt'gatfon
c means giving a prefert'nce to blacl people .
If one treats all races and comunities alike. then
one A1St still be alert for unequal results of that equal treatnoent.
b one is not going to involve oneself in fair ho11Slng violation.
c one can expect everyone to respond 1n a like 111anner.

~
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13)

knowledge and consciousness regarding racial r.atters
a should be denied.
b wt II usually get one into difficulty.
c Is essential to cnrylng out affirmative marketing

14)

Affll'lllltlve lll<lrketlng
a 1s sh~le to carry out If one only cares about his or her COl!lllJnfty.
1t fs difficult and must be regularly worked at as the dual market is
- rather fl rmly entrenched.
c requires that one occasionally tell minority group persons that
certain houses that are on the market are not a~al1ab1e to them.

15)

Affi nnat 1 ve marketing
a 1s an advertising approach .
b involves selling minorities on the benefits of choosing housing
where minorities are underrepresented.
c Involves selling whites on the benefits of choosing housing where
the Njorf ty f s undrrrepresented.
d ..Y or 1111y not Involve a discussion of race .
..eJ Al I of the above.
f Plone of the above.

The exphnatlons for the item responses have been omitted. as 1t should not be
difficult to transpose explanations froni like itel!IS In the other self-assessment device
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12) Alf1rmat1ve Adver11 s1ng and Community Image

llow and where to advertise depends upon the racial group you are trying
to reach. and the type and she of areo which you are marketing
In a municipality. neighborhood. or other small area. the outreach may be
to one racial qroup that is under-represPnted. If white denlilnd fs sought, advertise in the newspapers and other publications havlnq a large white circulation. Ii you arl' seeking to reach minority clients. select the newspapers
and publications that have a large minority circulation
In an inteqrated
corm1Unity. the outreach should be to al 1 hoireseekers. with an el!1lhas is on
the race which 1s underrepresented In the present compet Hlon for housing .
When advertising is fo1 a mucn larger area. different parts of •hat area
111ay have different target qroups. Brochures outlining tne housing services
provided by a llousrnq organization are an effective form of advertisement.
~nd they should l>e available at municipal t•uildings. libra<ies. tOl!l'1111nity
centers. etc
The brochures are intended for all racial qroups
A homesee~er counselfnQ service provides an effective w~chanlsm for
affinnat lvt'ly market inq to achieve racial di 1er-sity throughout a region. in
each of its parts
(See chapter on counseling p,.ocedurt'S.)
The content of the adver-t is Ing Is extremely i1111>0rtant. especially for areas
seeking to nainuln a racially divprse population
In such cases do not overplay the integration aspect of your area. If race becomes the main issue of
your ads. whites. especially. n>ay feel there is .. something wrong with the area
and avoid tt
t11stead, emphasizP all the positive non-racial aspects of the
co1miunl ty.
If you are advertising to attract mlno•ities throuqh minority newspapers.
you may want to ~iake mention of ·racial diversity" or even. specifically note
that minorities are welcome
Equity In advertislnQ does not mean the same advert1sfna to all racial qroups. because the r-esults of such advertising would
Eli11fnat1on of racial disparity in housing traffic and demand
not be the same
for all coaparable hnus1na options requires different approaches to different
situat 1c>ns
You most be conscious of which qroups you wish to attract and then
~e de! i11Prate 1n your efforts 111 attract ti•em.
In addition to Mw the advertising copy is worded. inferences may be
drawn by tllose reading the ad via the graphics used
Pictures l!lily be used of
both majority and mi nority homeseekers and residents. The Equal Oppartun i ty
loqo Is a cledr ~~ssage to minorities that the location advertised is open to

the<ll.
The followlna are ext,,.iles of advertis1nq used for different taraet groups
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If advertlsinq directly to 1111norily qroups. this br"<hure put out by
Chicago ared fair housing centers Is an exa1"ple of how to specifically tell
blacks they are welcome in an are•. It iflllledlately fdenttffes the desired
cl 1entele and sets a positive orood for thl'fft. The minority ho eseeker can
1deot ify with the picture
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An organization can use this type of advertisement to meet the need of a
general or white audience. l t addresses concerns of al 1 romesee~ers: schoo 1s,
property values, transporta 1on. recreational facilities. etc.

NEW IN
TOWN?

Q

FREE

aervlc•

thot con h•lp

If l/OU·re o pe1sonnel director who's expecting tronsferees to the Ch1cogolond
or 1f you·re o uonsferee to
this or~
see us. APARTmENT INFORmATION CENTERS. We"te o FREE service sponsored b!I opo~ment owners
We hove expe<ienced counselors thot
con help !/DU choose
new home .
whether Its on oportment. house. townhouse or condominium.
Come In ond see us.
we·1e open 7 do!ls o

oreo

lP"'

[@]=~~
Centers
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This ad was deslgned by an integrated neighborhood to attract i.tilte
Interest . It Jppeared In Time magazine and U.S. News &World Report.

''F~ we never knew
it was here!' ~~
w,..

--&-- .•

'We thoUg~ wt kf\eW &U the be$l odd~.SSCS ln
Chougo
"'Thlt srnd-bul ~ apa~nl~ on the Gold
Coall the plaln·bu\
hotJs<• m !ht >Ul>Ufl».
e-.oen the blq but-o..c.r.geou!ly·uptM.M>. hoU1eS on the
Nollh Sho« l h mos< 0.Cagoo"" '""' IOfllOI ~ """

"'"""""°

lif~

,.}
"f

south ol ,...,nn• Towe-rs

'"'Then on.e Sunday we 11•,.rted a friend tn &vuly H1llt
k """1<l<d W<e u.. tt1d ol lht eonh bul • wrnod ""' 10
be n-~ mmutes by e>;pr~uway tram ou<
smoU bu.\-expensf\'e Neat North eportment
And whet a pia(:e' Huge Vktonan home! ~
wooded fob that looked tM t ttt ot fc:iocbGlf ttefds Rut
Nlls-tht highest ground in Ch\c"bQO We CO\Jd Nfdty

be"°" our eyes.

•

..Mrt gr-M; us hie ledutt - our fntnd ~ ~
-""'lllc~- ... g"l'eddl<IW!~s. most of thiem ~11t !or the su~MKh beck lo the
Roonng ·~O's. N-aily wt fogultd t.hty _ . ~
1-1>.
"'We 'Were wrong there, lOO /'I fewi monthl lotc1, •
tie•utoful
rcom ~come up lor ..i. Ouo
fntnd tol<l "' ....... """ ... grobbed • ~""'~ Oak
~ flr•plo<:... the - " ' On • pl«e of land lhot would
be wonh a mitt.on dol&ai11 ~
We Ojl<ttd lo do lluo ad
Y""
loO
•~tonlsMd when son'ltbod)' bii"SP you to Bevt!rly
Hili.Ji'\019"1' P.,J(. ~
ti. ... • hurls our

°"'

"'"°'

'°

·o.u ~ ""'' cbo/loU$. Md unforWN11<iy. It
hurt ""' - · ledings • \ooJ<_ ""' • -

stUnQ him ....
giving u. • tO<\ of in<'Nloble lnformauon obcu\ ae..r1y
Hl!s •nd ll ntighboring COf'r\rnunity. Mol'OM Paik.
'Tumo OUI thoo os lht......,., al the ......,.•• lo<gdl
H~l("at O~tlld-b•ggu «Ytn tNn Winlamsburg.
l/\r9"i.\ k twos !ht hlghesl lnCOtT>t ond odUc:otlonol """''
•nd !ht hom« "' ""' O.Cogo c:ommuniy •J<Ce..
the foncy lakefronl addreues. Also the Dul 5ChOCb.
boll> publk •lld """""· whe1• t.ht <Ids on nappy lond
ul•) "11 M C"11cr buldlng conc•ns ond ~
groups. Procucatly no crtme NI those grtl!ll Chic.;)go
....ic... plus 1he Rock Island~ ond
qiad<
t1JIMPOt\luon c:SownlOw'Y\ Nld you can ...atk to •• kindt ot

_,,be

U...--.,....

~imgt •Iott!<. ~ l<mw

___

""'°'

shopping

.....

ro Tht. ComftWltet co SumP avt ~~
(Jo 8APA Olri<'l
97 30~""-'~"""-

c..-..... OOUJ

~ ~ffW' ,,...... .~ ~"llw~ lf' . . ~
1""1\llycN-W}' IJ ~ lm~
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These ads are also examples of an appeal to a general audience. Both of
these ads sell a specific area using integration as a strength. One ad dis ·
plays this pictorally. the other through its working. Both emphasize the
other strong points of the corrmunity as well.

Want to buy e hOmo for•• 111110 •• 25 or 35 lhou.."1nd
dollars 1ner1 large enooph tor a QfOw1n9 family 10 apread out?
You'll 11nd" wldespre.1d,cho~e 1n C•evetand Heights. Want
• something grander? Take a grand tour of the homet
grandeur tn rho hundred·ll'tovs,nnd price raoge.
And no m 11Uer whal pnce ren(lc you're fn. you 'rtt Jn for solld
v;,lva. Brick. tudor, 3 ·story, hanUsome bu ys Built wilh eaprirl,
old·fo~.._fonod cr,.fl~mi'lns"llp In ne1ghbortiood8 lhat 1t1e 11ablo
an<t e.stabtlsh~ Y.11\t\ tutty de1telof\ed, lmt t.<"~..,\Cc9. f\n<i
wonder lul l\Q1ghbots lnt,.Qratcd socially, mclAll'f and
economically. living ond working logethe r, addressing
themselves loward achieving a fi ne quallly o l life

or

~
.

In Cleveland He-1ohts.

Ckve~and Hdghts
1~:~
l..~ n,

Th4t H•tvh,_ H«Mnlng S.rric.• con show r ou our d tf

t'>filr~ :~..:,:o;-:; ~°: ~,: :o'!'~:J :'~:,:~-~ :!~',::!~'·
.-~lf~

,....,}I'

I

""'~''· ,,.. M1tJf1~kl Jload, C1H~h•nd Ha igt1h,
Ohio 44111 (215) 3'1 -2162.

.......

-T~
-"'""

...........,~

,,,...,.'T""'_,,,.~,........,.___,.~~--.
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1

~pn~ who live in Northeast can
cheer at a Colt game, walk to school,
picnic in the parks, shop at three
department stores, play 18 holes of golf,
visit a bird sanctuary, work out at the "Y"

No wonder the move is on to Northeast.
Ma<e

Mid""""·P<-ople areandmalm91he
moue 10 Nonheas• They come
parks.
shopping. 1ne bod

for ned>bod.,ood ochools
bal!!omes and
sanctuary
and 1he -v·. ond hundreds ol
reasons We
Collorwnielor• Or"'"''
other

brochure 1harshowsyouwhy

haw a
usallhe

Nonhe.., Real &tat< Cent~. 1664 Ramblewood Road. in the
shapprog Center on ~lkn Road,,.... above~· A,_,.,

No111ie.>St. lWI Ramblewocd Rood, &11@43Jnd1~
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The ad•ert fsea>nts for bltek 1nd Span I st. readers were taken fro Mfl~H.!rk : An Afflnnative Martetfng Supplt'l!ll!nt for the Housfn' Jndustry.
publlsed for the 1111001s kous1ng OCvelopment Authority - cN!ated and puDlished
by franklin Lett Assocfates. 35 Wacker Drive. Chicago. 1llfno1s.
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Getting use to
the suburbs
v...,,_..
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Co1T111Uni ty Image
How a conmunity i s viewed by outsiders . whether or not they have factual
information . often determines who 110ves into that conmunity. The image of a
conmun1ty or neighborhood will play a part in the overall attractiveness of
that area for future investment . The environmental, economic. and social
images are all i6'l<>rtant. One way these are prorroted is through printed
advertisement and the media.
An accurate and positive account of the collfllUnity must be presented to
citizens as well as homeseekers. By promoting an area as economically and
socially stable, both majority and minority groups will find the area appealing. The image of a conmunity is directly tied to this stability.
When working to preserve integrated living, you must not only portray

~area as a fine choice for all, but portray surroundin~1 conmunitles as

'open."

If the sourrounding corrvnunities are perceived as closed." your area
It can
become an area where minorities "should" live and where whites "should not. "
The reverse situation is alos true. There are corrmunities which are perceived
to be for "whites only." If either process continues. segregation or resegregation is the logical result. All areas are "open " under the law. but you and
your corrmunity may have to make that fact known through special advertising
and outreach efforts.

may be ta.-geted by real estate agents and others for racial steering .

Some COOITlunities have hired professional public relations agencies to
provide promotional materials and positive news stories about their c0!1111Jnities. Municipal officials have actively sought status as an All-America City
in annual competition sponsored by the National Municipal League. Photo displays have been exhibited in large corporate hea<lquarters' lobbies. Feature
stories have been developed about interesting citizens. The promotion of a
cornnunity needs to be conscious and thoughtful to effect the desired results.
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13) School Systems and Aff 1rma11ve Marketing

The racial COl!1lOSltion of a neighborhood is closely related to the racial
composition of the public schools and vice versa. Stud1es have shown that
resegregatlon of schools consistently precedes the resegregation of neighborhoods: therefore, anyone Interested In a unitary housing market cannot ignore
educational Institutions. Federal District Court Judge Duncan In March of
1977 (Penick v. Columbus. Ohio, Board of Education) found that "actions of
school authorities have had a significant 1111>act upon housing patterns (that
are segreciated)." Without school integration. it is very difficult to maintain housing Integration.
When discussing school syste~. three ter.is too often thought of as
1nterchangeable need to be further defined
An integrated school syste~ 1s
one attractive to students of all races in representative nwit>ers. that is not
only attracting minority students. but attracting and l!lillntainlng white
enrollment as well. A desegregated school system is one that was previously
all-'Mllfte or black. and •lnorlty or majority students have co111t into the
systett. This school system Is not necessarily attractive to students of all
races. Multi-racial Is a t t'rm defining an integrated or desegrated school
syste11.
Another distinction to be mad~ 1s between minority groups and lower
income groups . Too often. being black is equated with being poor Whites'
perceptions of black entry are often affected by this belief, thus the need
to appreciate the difference. How programs are i1r4>lemented. as well as the
success of the programs fn multi-racial systems are dependent upon the Issue
of class as well as race.
Why Schools RPsegregate
The segregation and resegreqation of schools has a like pattern to the
segregation and resegregation of neighborhoods: white night and dee! ining
white demand
There ire a nUl"ber of concerns ra lsed by white parents 1nd students regarding an lntegr1tlng school system that alf!Dst always grow out of living in
exclusi" COl!nUnities and the historical lll!fllication of discrflalnation and
racism
Minority people have been unjustly associated with not only being low
achievers, but btfng responsible f or the low achievement of white studenls In
an educulonal systeni that is rac ially mixed. Additionally. lack of discipline
and low iroral character are all loo often relegated to minority people . In a
comunity sdlool systeii that is receivln(!. perhaps for the first time or on a
larger scale. 111fnorfty students. these perceptions may manifest themselves In
questions regarding •quality education.• Whites ciay fear the educational
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system is "catering" to the black students. They also fear other values being
instilled in their children besides the traditional white. middle class ones.
Such fears are often unfounded. However , it has and can be the case that school
personnel ignore or accept and then intermittently over react to the behavior
by which minority youth may "test" school officials.
When what is ignored or
accepted is plainly inappropriate to the school setting. e.g., physical aggression and loud, foul language used in class, that Ignorance and acceptance may
be termed "anti-minority racism in the guise of a llberal attitude." Such
behavior is inappropriate and it violates the rights of all students. Such
behavior may be a part of "street culture" but not of the culture of black or
brown people. Misguided 1 iberal ism Is rarel y appreciated by parents of minority children any more than non-minorities. The kids themselves, minority and
non-minority. do not respect "weak-kneed" school administration and both may
take "disadvantage" of it.
As whites with school age chlldren leave and the community is left with a

nigh proportion of black to white children . problems associated with children
in general. particularly teenager s. become associated with race.
Of course. there are other reasons for whites to be leaving an area where
schools are racially-mixed. In large cities. even blacks are pulling out to
the suburbs in large nurrber for many reasons that are not racial in nature.
Actions That May Be Taken
Educational excellence is often recomnended for Integrated schools. By
keeping up the quality of education or Improving it, ~m1te flight mfght be
avoided. However. there is doubt as to whether or not educational excellence
alone will retain white students. There is some reason to believe white
students and their parents are sensitive to any apparent trrJdification or
change of discipline and/or academic standards which they might view as
"catering to blacks at the expense of whites."
Some of the following actions addrt5s perceptions whites hold when blacks
enter a school system, namel y. that the qual1ty of education w111 go dow1;.
(In reality. 1f the quality of education does decline, 1t is not due to me
black students, but the reaction of white school officials to black entry.
The expected deterioration may become a self-fulfil J 1ng prophecy . )
1. Grade reorganization and busing for racial balance which requires sending
local children to school buil di ngs that may not be nearest to home should be
advocated where necessary . By busing. integrated schools are at least stabilized even ff the area is tending to resegregate . If parents are assured of
continued integration in the schoo l system. there is less reason for white
flight . Also, by busing minority children to a previously all-white area,
that neighborhood becomes a housing option to minorities.
2. Continue firm reinforcement for a student code of conduct which is conducive to attracting parents holding predominantly middle-class values. This
means emphasizing discipline expectations that reassure white and black parents that order and standards have not suffered
3.

Achievement and competency, 1rore than creativity and recreation, need to
fmplras is on the
former should be coupled with determinedly good interpersonal and intergroup
(human) relocations, led by a staff that is racially reflective of the students to be taught.

be emphasized in an integrated/desegregated school syste111.
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4. Hore costly alternatives to pub I 1c education make publ1c schools relatively 111>re attractive. Alternative schools that are not racially inclusive
shoo 1d be 1111de to cost a great dea 1 more.
Along with the decreased white enrolllnent in public schools. another
problem with prhne schools Is the lessened coanitlllent to the public school
system by parents. Such support 1s needed for school syst~ to be effective
and the highest quality po~sible .
To make alternative schools a less viable alternative. public support
may be withdrawn, such as use of public school fa cilities. Heavier taxes
may also be levied by the St.ite .

5. Another action that may be taken is through general education of parents
and children on matters of race and Integrated school systems. Given that all
the perceptions that foster the ~egregation or resegregation of schools by
whites are negative ones. we n7JH alter these to create positive perceptions.
Not only do integrated school systl!lllS need to retain white students. but
attract new wh1te fa11ll1es as well. As families 111Jve out under nonnal clrclJ!llStances, they need to be replaced by the system to avoid resegregation.
Positive points of a school need to be publicized. especially to parents.
School offtchls should not pas s off the responsibi11ty for Integration
to inewters of the housing industry. Instead. it should be tackled head-on by
the school sys tell ltsel f. Those inaking po Hey decisions might view things In
tenas of 1n "educcttlon/housin9 rnar~et iqiact statement. " How w111 each decision made within the schools imp1ct the racial composition of the COl!l1&lnity7
The il!IPIC ~ Ny then be weighed against the policy's benefit to the school .
Gary Orfleld. who has intensively studied the problems of desegregating
schools In his book Hust We Bus?. feels desegregation lllUSt be do~ on• 111etrop<>litan basis . Many ina]or metropolitan areas have desegregation programs that
apply only to the city schools and not any suburbs
Under these circU!llStances.
Miites can easily nee the city lo the suburbs without changing Jobs, etc.
If the deseqregation plan 1s metropolitan. flight is rlOt as 1Hely. Also,
without a metropolitan plan, those suburban school systens on the fringe of
the city and 1n the path or ghetto expansion will inevitably resegregate.
Orfleld. a consultant to several states and city school systems around the
cou11try. provided the fo110>1inq advice to Illinois authorities pondering metro•
pol i tan Chicago's schools.

1.

Request local school authorities to analyze and C01!1111!nt on the lf!lll1c1tions of public and private housing proposals for school integration.

2.

Ma~e

3.

Strongly support efforts of tC)lmlllnities with well-integrated schools
to stabilize residential Integration and avoid ghettolzat1on.

4.

FonN lly request the Secretary of Housing Urban Development and the HUD
Regional office to deny funding for projects that 1ntens1fy school
segregation and to give special preference to those 1<h1ch expand Integration or stabilize and upgrade existing integrated areas .

its 01<n anal,Y\IS of the t~licatians of large dP.ve\opnmts, particularly those receiving public subsidies

" It 111kes no sense to have thl' govermnent pay high prices for the construction or leasing of housing In areas "'1ere children will be forced to attend
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seqregated schools or the govemnient wi 11 be forced to provide funds to
rove them away frOf'I the new housinq for their education . It ts about
ttlllP that federal. state. and local housing off1c1als begin to devise
plans for res1dent1al and educational integration. Minority and wh1te
fa111ilies would prefer naturally 1ntegreted schools . It 1s t1me that the
housing officials stopped being part of the problem and began to be part
of the solution. School people rerely deal with rinking housing officials.
It is ti111e for the state board to brfno this Ntter to their attention
with the greatest urgency. Better housing policies would have only a
marginal iqiact in the near future, but they might at least avoid sore
totally unnecessary problems.
A desegregation policy which is concerned with producing real integration
and maintaining ft as long as possible must be based upon an analysis of
the real urban COl!ITlunity. the city plus the suburbs
1 believe that the
state board should adopt a new policy for the Chi'-!go n~tropolitan area,
suspending the operation of the existing standards in any area school
district which has more than one-third 11inority students and is experiencinq rapid racial change (10 percent or greater growth in the proportion minority in the total district enrollment within five years.)
The eaphasls in such systems should be on stabiltz1ng extsttng integrated neighborhoods and desegregating the schools to the greatest possible extent under one of two policies.
a.

A sundard calling for approxfll4tely equal representation of
11tnor1ty and llliljority children tn as .any schools as possible.
with a guarantee from the dlstrict that integr•tion will be
11111intained. perhaps through the pol ictes appl ted tn Morgan Parle
and Gage Parl(.

b.

Desegregation of schools to represent the approxtrete 11etropol itan-wide distribution of students - schools would be approximately 25 to 45 percent 11inorlty. Any such school would be
considered integrated.

The "chicken and egg• relationship between racial fsolatton in the schools
and 1n the neighborhoods must be cracked by concerted action Involving
both parties and yet be beneficial to both .
Racial parity in all public schools within the total ''education market
areas" holds the qreatest promise for a lonq-term answer
lllile fiQhtinq for that eventuality , housinQ inteqratfonists should take
care to cultivate their local school officials. The schools should consider
favorable non-raciall.v-oriented publicity and avoid focusing unnecessarily
on racial publicity • f :.he schools. Publicizing racial concerns would JIOSt
likely co,,.iound whatever problems do exist . This l!\ilY force school authorities
to asslllll! a defensive posture or even pr~t a counter-offensive by Intimating
that "the real" 111>tives of the •so called racial stabi11zat1on program" are
racist.
A more productive approach would be to seek legitimate authority through
school sponsored study and advisory groups
Furthennore. active support of
pro-1ntegrat1on1st candidates for local school boards would prQl!IOte racial
stab ti lz•t 1on.
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Part Four Evalua11on and Feedback

14) The Aud11

"An aud1t 1s a study done to determ1ne the difference In qua11ty content, and quantity of information and service given to clients by real estate
firms and rental property managers that could only result from a difference
in the client's race . The audit Is conducted under the supervls1on of a
coord1nator and sends teams of trained volunteers to well-known real estate
agencies to pose as homeseeker<>
Each tea11 is matched according to Income,
fa11fly size, age, gener1l appearance etc., - every factor except skin color.
Each lllelnber of the tea11 Is sent to the same agency at closely spaced Intervals
presenting si111flar housing desires. Each volunteer then keeps detafled accounts of Ms uper1ence In the categories being tested. and avoids contlct
with ha audit counterpart until his report is COJ11pleted •
(Ff'Oll Racial St#erfnr The Dlkll Housing Kar~et and Hult1-rac1al Neighbors,
National Nefg~bOrs.973, p. 20) .
The audit fs accepted as a 111eans of checking upon real estate agents and
rental Nnagement to see that they are coq>lying with the 11<1tfon's fair hous1nq laws . Auditing reveals not only outright acts of discrimination, but also
racl1l steering, a 1111re subtle form of discrimination
My group can conduct an audit; fair housing councils, neighborhood
groups and ad hoc organizations. Audftfng can be carried out by residents of
the cornnunfty studied or by members of another co11111Unity . Outsiders have two
baste advantages. The first Is that they are less likely to be recognized.
The second is that 1f they are not res iden ts and not infonned about the comnamf ty, they are in:>re ready to ask questions that a real homeseeker might
think of. One source of testers are those members of the group conducting
the aud1t. Recruiting may also be done by word-of-mouth by members of the
organization . Other neighborhood groups. such as church organizations may be
willln9 to participate. Before mentioning the word "audft" to a prospective
tester\s), test the sentiment of the person or group toward the Idea of working for open housing. Do not press anybody who sounds reluctant . It must be
made clear to those that have agreed to be testers that there ts a possfbflity
of gofng to court after the audit fs c~leted When getting volunteers for
an audit. ft Is also lllll>Ortant to stress the il!lpOrtance of confidential lty
on such a proJect . Any suspicion on the part of the agents befng audited
will hurt the chances of an accurate audit.
The legality of audits has already been established . In Section 808e (3)
In the lg68 Civil Rights Act. the Secretary of HUD is required to cooperHe
and render assistance to pr1~ate and public agencies, organizations, ind institutions which are cirryfng out progr•OIS to prevent or et1•f11<1te dfscrl•
lnatory practices . The aud i t Is one of these progra11S . Court cases have
also ruled In favor of audits as proof of housing dlscriminatfon .
Before any auditing dCtually begins. supervisors and volunteers should
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11'4!et to discuss goals and procedures. Trafnfng sessions for the volunteers
should be worked out. Role playing wfth the trainees switching the roles of
the agent and tester. are a good way to get people comfortable wfth the roles
they will be playing. Be sure to tell volunteers that •fsrepresentlng oneself (playing a role) in a housing audit Is a legltl.,te lll!!ans of testing for
dfscrl11lnatlon. It is not entrapment.
Auditors must keep in mind at all times that they must act the part of
a homeseeker. Not only must they be comfortable wl th the role they are playing, they must be believable in it. Patience on the part of the tester is
important. He/she must be willing to take tfme to look at homes and go on
follow-up vis1ts. The tester should be familiar with the basics of homebuying
and renting in order to ask the proper questions. Not only should the financial aspects be looked at, but the physical as well. The tester should conment
upon closet space . decor , plaster. plurrbfng. wf rfng, heating, etc. He/she
should be sure to ask about the neighborhood. transportation routes, schools .
and shopping. Remerrber, the tester must be a convincing honeseeker. One
should not. however. a rouse suspicion during an audit by asking questions about
race or racial policy. The auditor must record. but not conment upon any
racial remarks an agent may make to the tester . If a racial conment is blatant
and the agent obviously expects a reply, the tester may respond wfth. • 1 see
lltlat you ~an.• or "Is that so . " When the audft fs COft1>lete. a thorou\jl report
should be made. (See sample report fonns and afffdavf ts at end of chapter.)
The report should include the name of the auditors. the fnfonnatfon they gave
about themselves to the agent. the address of the agent, the unfts offered
by the agent. and the dialogue that took pl1ce between the testers and the
agent. Thfs should be reduced to the "he safd/ lsafd" ro,.., While it is l11POrtant that thts report is c~leted as soon IS possible after an audit. ft
should not be done in the tester's car ff ft Is fn vfew of the rental or real
estate office.
If a remark by an agent see111S to be especially h•portant and a precisely
accurate quote Is desirable. waiting untfl after the audft to record ft may be
a problem. One technique for handl fng the situation would be for a tester to
lnmedfately ask a question on a different subject after the racial remark on,
for exa1T1>le, taxes. Then. while that question fs being answered, the tester
can write down the racial remark while It appears he is taking notes on the
tax data.
The black auditor and white auditor shoul d make the same approach. Family size . income , and housing needs must be reasonably matched when planning
the audit. If any of these factors differ considerably, an agent caught dfscrfmlnatfng can use the difference as an excuse for the d1scrfm1nat1ons .
Types of Audits
There are two basic types of audits that may be conducted . The first is
an investigative type of audit, one that Is used when a •inorfty or majority
h0«A?seeker reports a specific case of dfscrf•fnat1on. An 1udft wfll then~
run to determine 1f the rental management or real estate agent was indeed
dfscrfmtnatlng. The second type is a general. or market audit. These audits
are not set up because of a discri•lnatfon C011ipla1nt. but 1s a regular process
for checking upon all rental and real estate agents In an area.
The investigative audit s t arts with a COlliplalnt from a horneseeker. Be
sure to catalogue all the details of the COl!'f>la1nt. Ask the COf1'41lafnant how
he/she found out about the housing un1tlsl, and the exact dates and tfl!l!s
contact was made with the agent. Record lhe financial background and other
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lnformtion about the client's family . Get down all the facts about ~
lloi.sing ur1i t he/she tried to rent or buy. Dialogue should be reduted to the
'he said/! said" form .
The ffrst task of the tester fs to establish the availabilfty of the
property 1n question. This may result in the tester having to "fish" for
the property or unit. If the characteristics and housing needs of the tester
are presented as befng the same as the coq>lainant, and if the agent is not
suspicious of an audit. this should not present a problem.
Where discrimination is encountered against a minority person, a "sandwich test" may be used. A white tester shou 1d first check upon the a va fl abll i ty of the unit denied the minority person. If he finds 1t available, his
visit should be followed by a minority person who wfl 1 check on the
avaflabfl lty also. Another white tester (or the first one) should once again
test the availability
If discrimination is occurring, the black tester will
110t be offered the unft, and the white tester wfll. By delenninlng the availability before and after the minority visit , the proof of discrimination fs
strong. These visits should be made as close together as possible without
arousing the suspicion of the agent.
The market audit fs not limited to checking one agent. but Is a test of
111 rental management and real estate agents in an area. or at least a saq>l·
Ing or them. Prior to any contacts being 11\lde with an agent, audit teams are
set up consisting of two couples. one white and one black . These teams should
bin the sal!M! family characteristics. incone, and housing needs . As ~ntioned
before, tra1nlng is an lmporunt part of the audit process. Be sure everyone
1s carfortable with their assigned role . In this type or auditing, the black
couple c:an visit the agent first. the white couple following within a couple
of hours. With thfs arrangement. the agent cannot claim the black couple
111s denied housing the white couple was offered because it was sold or rented
beO<een visits. On the other hand. a white couple may be sent in first ff It
is feared that the appearance of a black couple would lead to suspicion of an
audit. In this instance. the white couple would be assured of receiving everything available on the market In their price range, and differences can easily
be checked with the black couple.
lhe nurrter of units each team audits will differ w1th the scale of the
audit being done. and the number of teams participating.
There is another distinction to be made. and that Is between the real
estate or sales audit and the rental management audit. When on a sales audit,
be sure the tester is prepared to ask the proper questions about the price,
addresses. downpayments, etc . He/she should be sure to note all of the listings given by the broker, and ask for 1 isting sheets if they are available.
Brochures and business cards are also desirable. A black auditor should request listings in an all-white area of town if none are provided, as whites
s~ould request "Integrated list1ngs~ 1f they are not offered. In asking for
~se listings, race should not be mentioned. The request should be made by
referring to place name or geography. If the agent refuses to offer the111,
t~e tester should be careful to remenber the dialogue.
If the sales person
of'ers to show the tester a house. he/she should go. A tester should feel
free to take notes while being shown a house, as any homeseeker would do.
The rental audit Is a bit different. The tester should request the sfze
apartment originally agreed upon before the audit. If there are none avafllble, he/ she should as k for a different size unit. If these are also not
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available, the tester should find out exactly what is available. If nothing
else. the tester should ask to be put on a wa1ting list and look at a model
apartment , if possible. lf vacancies do ex1st, the tester should note the
number and addresses of the units. The rent on the units. the amount of
security dePQsit and lease arrangements are necessary questions to be asked.
The tester should do what is asked of him/her, such as fill out a credit form.
When done, the tester can tell the agent that he/she wil 1 look around some
rrore before making a final decision . Testers should not leave the impression
that they are interested in an apartment. For instance:- if a white couple
leaves the impression they want an apartment, the agent can claim he was Mldlng it for them when he denied the unit to a black couple.
The publication by National Neighbors. Racial Steerinf: The Dual Housing
Market and Multi-racial Nei hborhoods, discusses a nuiiiler o options that may
e ta en when 1scr1m1nat1on occurs. The first is publication of the information gathered. This will put pressure on the housing institution to stop
discriminatory practices. and on local government to enforce fair housing
laws. The second option is legal action . A suit can be brought about by a
colllllUnity or group, or the infonnati~n can be turned over to the Justice
Department which has had good success with racial lawsuits. The third action
that can be taken is filing a complaint with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD). A complaint procedure was set up in this agency
through the 1968 Fair Housing Act. HUD will investlgate the co~lalnt and
will negotiate a resolution to the problem with the discriminating agent.
The last option is to file a Col!1llaint to a municipality or state if local
or state discriminatory ordinances exist.
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Exhibits 1-5 taken from Investigation and Auditing in Fair
Housing Cases , Leadership Council

EXHIBIT 1: United St.ates v. Youritan Construction Co.
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EXJIIBlT 2: Initial Interview Jl'onn
Date - - - Time - Interviewer - - - - Code - Source of referral - - · - - · - - - COMPLAIN A.NT

Name

·-···--···-·· Raco ··---·- Sex ---·-·

Address -··-···--··--- City ·--··- Rome pbono --·- Birthdllt.o - - ·
Marital status - - - ·· U.S. Citizen Own or rent - · - - · Present rent - - llow long - FAMILY COMPOSITION
Spo11&e
Race _ _ BirthdAto - Children
B irthdate _ _ B irthdat• - - - - Birthdate _ _ BirUtdate - Remarks ·--··--········-·----·-··-·-·--···---

EMPLOYMENT (Husband)
Organization -··--···--········-- Phone - - - Ext ·····Address ·-····--·····----·-· City - - - - ··· Position - - - - - · · · - · - Salary ·--· liow Jong - - Other income - -··--·
EMPLOYMENT (WiCe)
Organimtion - - - - - - - Phone - - - Ext City - - - - Address - - - - - Position

· - - - Salary - - How long - -

Other income ·····-··-··-·----·-- -· - · - - - CREDIT (Judgm~nt.s, liens, bankruptcy, debts, other)

·-·---··-·--·----··----··----·-UNIT IN QUESTION

Ad<hess
Apt. # - Ci ty - -- Size of nnit
Rent - - - Price - - Desired occupancy date --- - No. nnit.a in bldg. - PERTINENT FACTS (CHRONOLOGICAL):

80
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EXBIBIT 3: S&ruple Affidavits
St11le or lllinoi.a

)

County or Cook

)

)

H.

Al•'FlUAVI'I' #1
J,A IVlU~NC~ L. l'LAlti'rH'l•', 11 resident of Cook County , Jllinois, being fil'•l duly sworn on 011th, deposes and
1tntes as !ollo\Vs:
Alliant ia a citizen

l.

or tl1e United States.

2. AJllwit is lllatk.

3. On llootlny, Ap1 ii 2'J, 1974, nt approsim:itely 5 :00
p.m., alliant saw a "For Jtanl" sign on an a~rtmcnl
building al :?25 E:i l Bircl1 ,\vcoue, Chfoago, IJ.liJ:ois. Tho
1ig11 aa:d to call the telephone number 351-9222 for in!or
malion about renlala.
4-

011 April 30, 19H, 110ianl called J:il-9'222 at about

2:-00 p.n1., ~poke lo 111>enon ,,J10 i<lcoli&d himself aa John
Defendant, the r~id~nt 1114n;iger of 22.'i Ea.st Bin:h Aven11e, Cl1icai:o, Illinois, and m~d John Dcl'eodanl it Uicro
wtre any onc.lr«lroom 11pnrtmt>nls available !or rent al
the aForemenlionerl arltlrOM.

5. John Defendant tolcl nO'U1nl lhnt there were two oncbedroom apnrlmeuta a\'ailnlilc, nnd affinnl made an ap{'Oinlmt'nl with J ohn De!cndnnl lo see said nparlmcnta
nl 3 :00 p.m. on the same dny.
G. Al nlioul 2:53 p.m. on April 30, 1974, affiunt a rl'ivcd
&st Birth, Chicago, Illinois, introduced Jti.mself to
John Dnfcndnnt as tl1~ person who hnd called an hour
t'nrticr, and asl;col John Defen~nt to show affiiint lho
ftvailahlc one-bedroom apnrtme11ls in said building.
Al 225

7. J ohn Defenclnul told affinnt u..,,t there were no apartmrot1 D\'aiillblc for rtnl in l'llid building and thnt "I don't
Ui.ink you would bo hn1•111 here MJ"'t\y."

31
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8. Alliant btlievts lloal he wu refused lhe owortwlity
to see and negotiale for tbe 11mtal oC a on.-~roum aparlment al 22j ~t llirch, Chicago, lllinoia, because aJlianL

is Blacll'..

Lawrence
Subscribed and sworn lo before
me this 1st day of May, 1974.

Notary Publie
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l~

Plaint.ill

State of lliinoia

)

Coo11t7 of Cook

? ...
Al''FTDAVJT #2

.JOH!\' 'r. •n:s'I'EI:, n resident or Cook County, Illinois,
being fir~l rluly aworn on onllt, deposes and stales as rollowa :
J.

AJlianl is

2.

Alliant ie white.

;J.

Ou Tue.Ila), A11ril :io, 197-1., at about 2 :30 p.m., .Affi
aut ,.eut to I.he apnrtment building at 225 Eaat
llircli A' enuc, Chicago, llli11oia, and wed the rw.
dent manager, Jolin Uefendant, if ther~ were any
Oii~· bedroom apar lmtnUI available for rent in that
1.rullJiDS- J<1hn Oet'•nd.aot told Alliant that lheni
"er• 1-. o on beJroom apartments u-ailable, and
John DcfenJant .iioa eJ Amant two .-acant onel>fdt oom nrartm•nld in •a.id l.ruilding (apartment,;
#2-B 11n I 1#3·R). AJ!la.ol told John Defendant that
Alliant hail other apartrntnUI lo look al and that he
would return before 5 :00 p.m. if he wanted lo rent
either #2-B or f 3-B.

~.

On April 30, l!IH, al about 4:15 p.m., Afliant agrun
met John l)~fcndnut al 22j East Bircl1, Chicago,
\11\noia, 1111\l Joi\\> Ucfol\dant told Alliant \\int bol\1
npartmcnl #2-D ond upnrtmcnt #3·B in said build·
ing were •till nvnilnlJlc for renl AJ!iant told John
Dcfondnnt tho.l Affiunl would like lo rent npnrtmcnl
#3 D. Affinnl gave John Dc~endanl nn application
and n $50.00 cl1eck H 11 deposit on apartment #3-B
an1l rl'<"th··>d a receipt from John Defen.druil for
lht deposit. J11hn Dofcndanl told Alliant lhAt Alli

11

ciliicn of the United States.

33
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ant could move into apartment #3-B at any time
n.nd U1at a ycar'R lea<o starting May 1, 1974, with
a monthly rcnt:il of $195.00 would be prepared for
.A.ffiant by J ohn Defendant immediately.

---·---·--·-John T. Tester
Subscribed and sworn to
before me U1ia l sl cay of
"May, 1974.

--------···-·
Notary Public
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EXH!BlT • : SALES AUDIT :REPORT FORM

AUDJTOR'S NA~CE: · .AUDITOR'S .\DDl<~·ss:
AUJ)ITOR'S l'JIO.NB NU~rBER:

HEAL ES'l'A'l'b: l<'Ilt)l'S NAME: --··-·---·-··PJJONE NU1JUER: •. _
REAL ES'l'.A'l'E FlltWS ADl.>RESS: -·--··---..·-··
DA.TB AN.0 TlME

or

INQUIRY:

ltEAL ES'l'A'l'E AOJ.~N'l"S NAME: - - - - - - AJll)Rl!:SSk;S .tU'lD L.ll:iTlNO PRICES OF
PROPE1£TlES OJ.' F!IBED 1''0R SA.LE:
Prico

.AdJrcn
J. - - - - - - - - - · -

2.

3. - - - - - - - - - -

"·

------····--"-

ADDRESS!':S AND LISTING PRICES OF
PROPEU'l'LJo:S SEE~:
Price

Address
1. - - - - - - - · - · - - 2.

..a. -----··-·--··---\
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INl!'ORMA.'£ION GIVEN
BY THE AUDITOR:

·ro TllE A.GENT

Name: -·-···-·····--·--··--·..·-····· Phone Number: ······-············

A<ldresa : -·--·-···--------·------·-·----·----Family Size: ----·-·····-······-···························-······--·--···-·······
Income: -----···------··- Downpayment: ------

P resent Uomo Sold 01· Up For Sale7 -·················----·--·Credit Intormution (if any): - - - - - · - - - - - - - - S1'A1'E EXJ\C'.l.'LY WJl J\'.l.' YOU ASKED FOR WJIEX
YOU ENTERJ<;D TUE REAL BSTATbl OFl!'ICE:

..

-·· --·--------·---~·---··-----· ··~·-----

- - - -········--··-·····--

-----·-··········-·-····-----·-·-··-~-....

--------··--------···---···--·-·-··--·
STATE

rn

A NARRATIVE FOR~I YOUR CONVERSA-

TION WITH THE REAL ESTATE AGENT:

-·--·-··--··--···--···-....-···--------·····-··--·-··-..----······..····---···--···-·-·---------··---~---····--···---······-

----·-·-······-·························-····------····-··-····-·-············--········-·
·----·-· ·····--·----·--···--·-··-·-------·-··-··---~·-

-·--···-·---···--···...···-----··------·-·-·..--....._...·-·
-·-··•-OoOO·--·-·-·····---------··--•H·-··-----------·---········-·-

- ··-·--··----·······-·-·····-------··-·---------·---··--..----00 000 0 00000H0000 o • 0 00_0_0_0•• ••• ooo-•oOO • •••••-"'o~0000--•---··•••000-00HO•OOO•OUo0000-•• • -

-·····-····-·-·-······--··----·-·---------·---·---- -·-··-·--··
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EXHIBIT 5: RENTAL AUDIT REPORT FORM
AUDlTOR'S NAME:

- - - -- - - - - - -

AUDlTOR'S ADDRl~SS:

----···--···

AUDlTOJt'S PITON!<: NUMBER: ··-···-·--···---NA~rn 01'' Hl~N'l'Af, OFFICE: ··----····-·-·-···-·-

PHONE NUMH ~: lt: ·-······· ······-·- ----···-·-·········-···- ·····--·
RENTAL OP1"JOE ADDRESS: ····-···········-·-·······-·--··
NAM~ 01<' APAlt'nlEN'J' OWNER:---·--·---PHONE NUMm:R: ·--·-···-···----·----·---·--···APARnJENT OWNl::R'S ADDRESS: - - · -·- ON-SITE AOI::~T'b N i l l ! : : : - - - - - - - PUONB NUMBER: -- ···-- · - - - · - -- - ON-lilTE Aca:NT'S .\ODll.ESS: - - -- -- - HO\\" l.llD YOU F.INll OUT ABOUT
TllE APARTMEl\T:
Newapaper Ad : _ Name oC Paper: _ _ _ Date: - A1mrtmrnl Re(er11>.I Sen;cP.: _ _ Name:---- - Adclre11: - - - - - - - - Phone Number: - Sii;n on Apa1hnenL Building: __ Date and Timo &~: - Information on Sign: - - · - -- -- - - - - · - - - -

ADDRESSES AND APARTMENT NUMBERS m' ALL
UNlTS Ol<'l"EHED OR AVAILABLE:
Date Available Rent
Unit#
Addrea•
1. --·---··-··

2. ····-··--····

S- - · - 4. - - · - · · -

37

14-13

ADDRESSES AND APARTAIENT NUAffiEBS OF ALL
UNITS SEEN:
Address

Date Av:iilable

Unit#

Rent

L ··-·-····--

2· - - · - ·
3. --·-·--·-··
!. _._ __

rN~'OfULATION 01VEN

TO TffE RENTAL AGENT

BY 'l'llE AUDITOR:
Nnmo: ······-·--·····-·······--·-·· Phone Number: --·-···--Address : --·····--------·--·····-··--·-··-···-·-----

Family Sizo: ·······--····-····-·-- Income: -··---····Credit Information (i! any): ··-------·--·-·-·--

S'.l'.A1'E EXAC1'LY WlfA'l' YOU .ASKED FOR WDEN
YOU ENTERBJJ 'fllE RENTAL OFFICE:
--·-----~·-·--------------·-----..---· ···-

STA'l'J<: IN A NARlUT1Vl1 FORM YOUR CONVERSATION WITH TUE RENTAL AGENT:

··-···---··---·-----···············-··········---····-·--·----··-··-·------··-------_,..·----··------··--··--····~-..__....

...~---.----

o O • - - • • o o o o o o o - O • O • o o OOO••oo oOO••*ooOO O•O +oOOoOO Oo o - o o • - • • • - - o O O O • • o 0 0 o O • • oo o00.000000 • • 0ooo0••0000M

___..,,,,uo••--•••~··-·· -•-· - · -· •-••••-•.,.•-·-·-••••••--.•--•-••••••

---·-·····--···-··········- .. ··············-·····-·- ··············-·····-····--··-········~
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cc,;, rr.vL rio.:

hO~S

rr.;;

;~~·:,;

r'r<Ao..TI c~s

l -

SURVEY

SIHS AllD IT REPORT

FORM NO. 1

~;..~~~ f!'l'I ~At~: f,~,J A'.lURESS --------~---.--------
name
-,--.----r~-,-.------ Tel. _ _ __

- (number)

(street)

Tpolitical jurisdiction)

tfi JJ'.S

(ZIP Code)

;,A~IE, ~11.>RES , A',J

rt. f?HO~c ~w:·:orfl,
s~r~ as fir,.

(name) -

if not

Tel. _ _ __
(nuinber)

{street)

(political juri sdi c t ion)

(ZIP Codd

This form and the one follow!nQ (Rental Aul!it Report) were developed by the
National Co11111ittee Again~t Discrimination in Housing (NCDH) for a national

hous1ns audit. covering 40 rities.

14-15

co:mwL 110.:

!.All ~. l\Ull t f Rl VOIU
I 1

'7C-,...--=---~,...------ ·· -----

!'01·-Jfr it~ Use Only

OfJ

11

Auditor's Occupation Code

LJ

1:?

Spouse ' s Occupation Code

~

11-15

Reference Housing Price Class :

16- ?0

Broker's County Code:

21

Number of Children :

1 Under

23

Married
2 Single

2~

2 25-29
3

30-34
4 35-39

5 40-44
6 4S-49
7 S0-54
8 55- 59

=L===

9 60-64

0 1 Z3 4 5

10 65 or older

Age of Youngest Child:

25

Sex of Auditor:

1 Under 6
3

I

Age of Auditor:

1 Z34 5 67

Persons in Household:

z

B

---------

Marital Status:

Household Income Cla's

9-10

- i I

Male
2 female

1

·

6- 11

IZ-17
4 None under 18

Auditor Number;

- -- - - -------------------------'
Oate uudit begun :

year

day

month

·' J-.lll

Time phoned for appoi ntment:

.;iJ

Wds off ice locked 11hen you arrived and remained so for al least ten

AM or PM

minutes (CIRCl( 011£) :
l Yes
2 No
ll OfflC( LOCK£0 (YOU CIRCLED l), DO NOT ATTt:NPT TO COMPlHE AUDIT

Time entered broker's office:

s.l-~6

-Hr
-

---;;rr;l

Ak

or PH

Time completed audit, including
__H_r_
f.ilil
AM or PH
property inspections:
If not completed on suine date, indicate completion date here:

month da'Y

Time audit fonn c0tnpleted:

Census 1 rac t :

(j,I

:J

for ] r(ke Use Q.nli -- - - Oid other auditor see th<' same agenl (CIRCLE Ollf) :
l Ye\
2 No
:I Don't Know
14-16

l

----- ---- --

-1 -
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RlPO'll

)hi [S AllDlT

, I

COlllllCJI llO.:

!_OM fll _l _l_fl I~~ _C l MCL ~ _ll!l
l.

- _1 -

J.l!lS.flt!l.Jl:llq1__r_~ ~IO )l_

Al'P~_QJ>l'Jfdl

\./hen you entered the· office, werr ;ou (CrnLL L ONl):
1

Gree t 1:J by srt rt•l ,1ry ur rccc•ption l ~t anti referred to salesprrson

2 Greett>u by se cret~ry or receptionist a nd refrrred to s011l'or.l' che
3 Greeted by Stl lrs JJe r son and intervi e1·1ed by sa111e sa Jes per.,.. 11
4 Greeted by ~a1espc•rson a11d r eferr ed to someone else
5 Greeted by person identifying se lf CIS manager or head of firm
and referred to s omeone else
6 Greeted by person ide nli fyinq self as manager or tlead of firm
and interviewed by same
7 Required to make the first approach. then greeted
8 Ignored, even arter I made approach
9 Other ( s pec ify) _ _ __ _

2.

~ro:n the time you entered the office, how long did you •tail to be
i"tcrvi~wed (CIRCLE ONE):

l

Lesl. thofl !> r.nnutc>
five minutes or more but less than 10 minutes
3 Ten n11nutrs or more, but l es s lhan 15 minutes
4 fiftec11 minutes or more, but lt>ss lhan 20 minutes
~ h1~11ty minutes or more, but less than 30 minutes
6 Asked lo re t urn at a more convenient tinw
7 A~ked to leave 11i thout being invited lo return
8 Left office af tt>r waiting for 30 minutes without being interviewed
9 Other (specify) _ _

2

-·------ --·
J,

l
ti .

- -- - .--- ---

"'"' n1Jr11 <'nll'l11yC'PS 1·1erc visiblr in office (CIRCLE ONE):

?

On·

M t 1·io cmp \ oyees
T~ree t o five emp l oyees

3 Six to nine employees
4 Ten or more e111;> 1oyees

I:<· ·• niauy ru;toniers (exc l us i ve of yourself) were visible in office
(Cl RCLE ON[) ·
lw olher customt•rs

7
5.

3 Three to fivr c ustomers
4 Si x or more c ustomer s

Onr or t1·10 c11s tumers

llid anyo ne in ll1<' office clo dny or the foll owing for you (CIRCLE I FOR
YL', uri ,,.rox r.o r_Qn ~Arn sull-ITlM):
No

Yr"
-r
2l

7

7

a (lff.-r you Sl'lff<'lh i 11q t o drfnl. ,
ti

r11tr1 .\ Clll
UCllf'r Jl

ri9.1rrttc ~ . r cadinci m.1tlcr, elt .

l1lr1 .. ttll{' on home•:. ~v~i l ahlc

A· 1. y . .1 tu " " ··•·d Lc• tf

~

'd

7

'1

e

tir h1•1 •" t of tnu 1 l~•,y (,prc if v )

11

l ll :11 }" t11 1

1111"'111a I ly \>1~11 lf•
14-1 7

\-111i l 1 nq

or on home buying

Ill

&.

'·

II ro'1111 •11 lh ont· or oorc drsk~ ' a..i: no separa l e rOOtlt\ or pdrli t 1ons
2 A rnv1 w1lh Ollf' or rorc desls \eparated by pdrt1l1011s
3
4

I-

I

II'

I

"'f:.'
,.

II p1 ivalc office
Other (specify)_

---·-----

Old lhc ,19v11l 1·1hc1 interviewed you do any of the rollowioi9 (CIRCLE YES
Oil NO !:_OR [!\Cnl :
Yes

HU

110
7

2

2

I

2

I

I

2
2

I

2

a . Introduce self to you by name

b. Offer you a busi ness card
c. Mk your name

d . Address you by a courtesy title during lnterv ll'W (Mr.,Hrs .• etc . )
e. Shake your hand

r.

Asl.. you to be seated

g . Offer other a cts of courtesy (spec ify)

- -- -- fl

I

lfl

,,,

. I .

Hh1ch o f the fol IO'-<i n9 l11·~l •li•·.c ril•t ' the ~lnct• " ' '''' ' ' yuu 111•1 1'
11\lt·rv, N..-tl ( r UICI l or:r> .
I

7.

rm •

tONrr.01

Siil I~ llllill l RI l'Clr< I
I I

___

_.__

llid thr agent !_l'<.J~es t. (either verbJlly or in written form) any of the
follo.,,J ng lnfonn.ili on ahout your hous ing needs (CIRCLE YES OR ~O FOR EACH):
Yr'>
I
I
I
I

!lo

I

2

f

2
?
2

a . Price or price range
b . Size

c. locati on by neighborhood or jurisdiction
d. \ tyle or ty pe of housing
e. !>pec ial feature s or. a"1e nities of house (e .g., garage.
base"~nt . ydrd s pa ce) (spcciry)

f . Speci·a·l tcatu-;.~s or amenities in neighboMi'OOCJ (specify)_
?
2
2

·I

:11•

9.

:1;

10.

'rio~npayment able to make
h. Type of fin,1ncing desired
o. Olher ( s pecify) _ _ _· _ _

y.

Oid the ~!J!' nt n-q1wsl any infonnalion about your incOlll' (CIRCL[ ONE):

2 Ho

Yes

Old thl· agent reques t any information

~bout

your spouse's income

(CIRCLr ON[) :

2 Ho

Yes

1'1-18

-3-

SAii ~. Al 11111 RI PORT
f I

11 .

COrHl!OI tlCI. :

Dul l hP ~gent ~s~ 1ho11t 0-o'lllcrship of anoth"r hou ;r which you plan lo
s~ll

(r.IRCl(

O.~~) ·

1

12.

2 No

Yes

01d thr agent rc11urst any info'"lllation about debts or other obliyation·,
(for t>X~mple , child s up por t ) (C IRCLE ONE) :

2 No

1 Yes

13.

- I

Did thr dge nt request any of the following information about your
emp loyment (C IRCLE YES OR NO FOR CACll) :
Yes

llo

1

7

1

Z

-i- 2- a.
I

14 .

2

Occupation
b. llame or present ec1ployrr or where you work
c llow lony 1<i Lh present e1111>loyer
d. Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Did th• dgenl request 1ny infonnation abo.ut
(CIRCLI ON£) :

1

15

spouse's erployinent

2 Ho

Yr~

Did lhe a~rnl request dny information about referPnces (for exa•ple.
pieserit lar1dlord, binIt. charge accounts) (ClRCLC ONE) :

2 No

1 Yes
16.

I!!!!!.

lhd the agent rcqu<.>sl dny of the fol10•1in9 i nfonnal1on about how you
rout<! It• rrrlrhPcJ (CIPCIC YCS OR NO FOR EACH) :

Yt•s
1
I

J

17 .

l~o

r

7

z

1e1 rphoM munbrr
b . Addr·rsr.
t. Other (sperlfy)

d .

If thr dgrnt rr4ur\ll'J any llf the above infonnation ( Items 8 through lG).
d1d (sJhr r 1•cord any of this infornation or a sk you to rc.>cord it

(C IRCU ONF):
Yl's, on >.'hat dp11cur.·d to ti(' a s lclndard printed or dupl icalrd fo1111,
f 1 lr c.1-d, a 109 hool • ttc.

J

2 Yt •, . lilt not on a Slnnddrd printed or duplicated fonn, f i lP card.
J

lt>Q boo~ . rll.
Nn. did 11nt 11·to1J t·w•n th ou~h agent requested inform.ition
~
llo . Jt1Pnt dlcl nnl 11·14ut''.l any information

14-19

-1

sr.u s r.uo 11

l!C roll r

(()IH~!ll

NO .

f 1
//{I

111

WMt did thP •.,,... , "~Y ubout lllOl"t'jage f1111nciny (CIRtlC ()'IF) :

I

'l

111

19.

- I -

ThH (s)he HOulJ obtai n findnClng for you
That (s)l1t! •iould assist you in obtJininy financing
3 Thal you 1o.o uld have lo obuin financing on your own
4 No mention or financing
S Other (spPcify)

Did the agc11t Hate at any lime that mortgage frndncing 11ould be
difficult to obtain (C IRCLE ONE):
1

Yes

2

No

na- 111.

20 .

Whal did th~ agent say Lhe going interest
rate "as'
Give l o"est amount cl ted:

/JIJ

'll.

When you inquired about housing avail ab II I ty of the specified price .
"ih'. 3n<l neighborhood, what did the agent tell you (CIRCLE ONE):

2

11

?2

Thal one or more suitable houses were available for i11111Pdiate
in~plction (i e., day of audit or with in day or two)
Th~t one or i::ore suitable houses would be available for inspection
at ~ll:l!e tinR later. but not right away
T!l.tt <m" or more house" were available in the 'peclfied
neighb'lrhoo~ . but not of the request~ price or size
4 That ~othing ~as available in the specif1pd neighborhood , but
one or rnre houses in other neigl1borhoods were oallable
5 That (slnC' did not have !!!>' houses which (s)he could sho\1 you
6 She or he did not ansuer the question
7 Other (specify) __ · · - - - - - - · - - - -- - - - - -

Old the agrnt offer you a multiple listing book or similar directory

of hom«~ (CIRCU. ONE):

Yes

2

No

Jr YLS (YOU C!RCLfD 1) , ANSWER 22a
118

2?c1.

If the agpnt showed you a multiple 1islln9 book or similar
directory of homes, did (s)he (CIRCLE ONE) ·

I

~u99i'~I

onr or more

hou~es

to you

2 Suggr>t soil>!' housPs and urye you to pie~ others
3 Urge you t o pick out one or 110re houses
4 Other (specify)

-------------------------Ir NO (YOU CIRCLED 2). MSllfR 2211

O~I MGE 6

14-20
- 5-

SALi ~ AUOIT Ill 1'00!.
# 1

LOllTHOL NO. :

- I -

11 l111• ••\J••11t did not show you a n<ul liple liHin9 llook or
,.,111;1,11 direr t11ry of h(111:'2'~ . did (s)hP (CIRCLI 0111 ) :

721.i

Trl 1 you ~bo1 1l 011c or n•orp houses. and offer to let you see
thl•·•
i' lt· l 1 ym1 ahout one n1· •~t•re houses, but you had to ask to
sec lhM11
:1 S119~csl you d1 Ive a r!Jund the neighborhood and l ook for
hou•rs for sale which rni ght interest you
4 Other (specify) __ _

23

ll<M llJny houses in i111 11ere volunteered to you as serious possibilities
by the ~gen l ( c I RCLl OtlE l

I

hou~cs

No

2 On" hnuse
J Two hou'e'
4 Thn·~ ho use~

s

~ Oil"

or fi Vl' ht>uSe\
'\ix or morl' h1111 ~ 11 \

Ii
:.: .

11,11 MJ1 J ''

J ,cs we re you invited by the agent to inspect on the
i11,,ide (CIR(U ON[) :

I

No 11<1~,,,.~
2 Oflf· hou~t·
J l UU l.l'IUSl'~
r, 1 hrt-\:' hous.c·.
~

( ,1(11

6

<:>

f

(t'.

~11 01

1 '• l' H(HtSC!S

more houfics.

llr.. •·•·111 ha11>'' c..id you aq,ually inspect on the inside (CIRCLE ONE) :
I

l!o ho1'"'

2 One
3
4

h~o

!:>

6

If

vou

hou ~!'

hoi:.C'-.

1hr.!c •, 1.1s~·,
I 01.1 or ( IVC
~;y

Cir

h O••SI'<

HUit* h01J\pf',

lllO Ml! lil\Pf·.T Al Lff\\1 TWO llOllS(S,

rxPLAIN

~JHY

14-21
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S/\l l~ llUlll I
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CO.'ifkOI 110 .:

ncrO~l

- l -

l'Mh or thr t 11:.l thn-1.' h1111·.1·~ sug•/l'\tc•I ~~ ~"11ous possibilities
by Lhr ayent 1_n h_i~, olf1l!'.· <PY!' lh1: iol luu1n~ 1nlonnatlo11·

26 . l!lr

0

HOUSE ti

a. Location:
\numtiCi·)

(street

\ilolit1cal "'jurisdictToii'j _ _ _(zip code)
1!'11- J,U

b . Census Trac t

7J1- /.l9

c. Asking

J

ti . Number of bedroom~ (CIRCLE ONE):

(l

price (exact amount given) :

S

,

__ _

1 One or two bedrOOlll\
2 Three bedrooms
3 rour bedroOl"s
4 Five bedf'OOllls
5 Six or 100re bedrOOlllS
e. What would be the least amount of down payment required?
Iodicdte exdc l dollar amount:

1.; 1- ,..,

S __ , __ _

OR
Percent or asking price:

I I C 1.;7

f.

..

\l~al

__

S

type or financing did the 1gcnt s•y would probably

be available (CIRCL~ Y£S OR NO FOR [A~):

Yes Ho
-c
r

I
1
J

2
2
2

I

2

a,
b.
c.
d.
e.

FHll/Vll financing avdilablr
Conventional financing available
/\s sumptlon of existing mortgage possible
Old not say what type
Other (sprcify)

forOtffcP-llse .Q_nly
I

Lrss than SI0.000
14,99~
2 sio.ooo
3 $15,00U - 19,99~
4 SZO,OClO - 24 , 999
5 $25,000 - 29,999
6 $30 ,000 - 34 ,999
7 S35,000 - 39,999

8
9

S40,000 - 44,999
$45,000 - 49,999
10 S!>0,000 - 59,999
11 $60,000 - 69,999
12 $70,000 - 79,999
13 SBO .000 - 119 ,999
14 $90,000 or 1110re

Othl'o .111d1tor told ab<•ul this hOO\«• (CIRCLC ONE) :
/~1-lr.~

I

I

Yes

2

No

3

Not sure

~- C.od~: Qr-11 !QlJ ---- ....---14-a

- 7.

~/Ill'•

cormo1

/lllOI T REPOP.T

NO. :

- l -

t 1
76.

:.

(Continucct)

110\JSl f2

a. Lo;:H 1on.

( n-uln1le"r ,-- - - ·

-("St'rCell - - -

fpol; fiC.ilJurf s<fTctfooT
'I

b . Census Tr,H.t

'I

c. Ask ing price (rxa c t amount given):

,

__ _

d . Number of lledrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

l

two bedrooms

One or

2 ThreP bedrooms
3 Four bedroonts

4

Five bedrooms

5 Six or more bedrooms

e. Wh,1t would Le the least amount of down pilyment required?

1.1

Jndi cate rxact dollar amcunt :
o~
as~ing

Percent of

price:

__ S

f. wt.at type of findncing did the agent sa¥ would probably
he available (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR !.'.\Cll):

Yes

No

1

i

I

2

I

2
2

l
l

2

a. fllA/Vll financing avijilable
h. Convi>ntional financing available
c. Assumption of existing mortgage possible
ct. Uid not say what type
e. Other ( s p e c i f y ) - - - - - - - - - - -

"'for Olfil:eUseOn_ly

I

8 $40.000 - 44,999
9 $45,000 - 49,999
JO $50,000 - 59,999
11 $60,000 - 69,999
12 $70,000 - 79.999
13 $80,000 - 89,999

LPss than Sln.000

2 S10.ooo
3

U~.OOll

14.9~9

- 19, 999

4 $20,001 - 24,999
s $25.000 - 29,999
6 $30,000 - 34,999
7 $35,000 - 39,9~9

14 $90,000 or more

Othrr -uditor told about th Vi hou<c (CIRCLf ONl):

2 Ho

VP \

3

Not sun•

______

,

County CotfP:

OULJUU
14-23
-fl .

CONTROL NO. :

SALLS Alllll T Hi 1•o:n
~

•

1

26.

- 1 -

{Conti nucol)
HOUSE

~3

a. Location :

1 nliiitic···T ·-----Tstree ti
(zip code)

:in:-?.0!1

b.

Censu~

Trac t

c. Asking price (cxdcl amount given) :

S _ _ _ , __ _

d . Uumber of bedrooms (CIRCLE ONE):

2JG

One or two bedrooms

I

2 Three bedrooms
3 Four bedrooms
4 Five bedrooms
5 Six or more bedrooms

c. Hhat •·10u ld be the least amount of down payment required?
lndi cate ex.ict dollar amount:

; , "/ :·'.J
P.t'~·

OR
Perrnnt of asking price:

.......

$_ _ ,

_ _ t

f. Whdt typt· of financing rlid the agent

be avdildble (CIRClf YES OR NO
Yes

No

·1
1
l

2

l
l

?
2

2
?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

sa:t would probably

FOR~):

fllA/Vf\ financing availabl e

Conventional financing avai hbl e
Assumption of existing mortgage possible
Uid not say i<ha t type
Other (specify)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

rm· ocflTrus~Q:~ii ·
8 $49,000 - 44,999
9 $45,000 - 49,999
10 $50,000 - 59,999
3 $15,000 - 19,9qq
11 $60,000 - i 9,999
4 S?0,000 - 24 ,999
12 S70,000 - 79, 9~9
5 ~?5 .00(1 - 29. 999
13 $C0,000 - 89,999
6 $30 . 0'1[1 - 34. 999
14 $90.000 or more
7 SJ",ooo · 39,g99
Ollirr audilor told about lhis house (CIRCL[ ONE) :
1 leH l h>n $10, 0Vi)
2 $10,000 - l~.999

Yt·S

?

3

No

llot sure

14-24
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CON!llOL 110 .•

I I

27.

- I -

Dirl nac11l r.1enliun Lh.1L b l,rcks dn not no1< livr. io thC' neighborhood o ~
arc 11ot moving into i L (CrnCLC Oil[):
Yes

2B. Did dgC'nl mention

2

lfo

th~l blacks are now li ving in the neighborhood or

are nl(lving into it (CIRCLI: ON():

1 YE!s
79.

2 Ho

Did the agent make any reference about blacks, including use of •code
words" (Clf<CLE ONE):
I

Yes
2 tin
3 Not sure

IF YE~ OR NOT SURE (YOU CIRCLED I OR 3), EXACTLY WHAT DID (S)HE SAY?

- - - --------------3G. IHd

~gent

11. lihat

w~s

invite you to ca 11 back (CIRC\.£ Oil£):
Yes

I

2 No

the racr of the agent (CIRCLF ON() :
Whi tP

I

2 Black

3 Other (specify)_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

It

J2. What

wa ~

!hr sex of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

1 Male
2

female

JJ. What was tl1c probable age of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):

I Under 35 years
2 3!>-119 ye,1rs
3 Fifty years or more

111 l OUT AN!l /ITTACll fOQM lA FOR ~ HOUSE ACTUALLY INSPECTCO

14-25
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CO:Hll'lt NO. :

Slit t \ /\UO t 1 Rt P11rn

- I -

I l

IH fOUK O!m ;i()R!l~ . Pl (AS( OfSCfUBf BHOlf /\!fY cxrrnrE~CES UlllCll YOU

Wlll( NOl ABL( TO RECORD AOEQUAllLY (LS(HHERE ON THIS AUDIT FORM.
US( Oriti II S10£ OF SHCCT If llECESSARY.

-------------------------------------------------- - --------------------------

----- --------- -.. -----------------------

------- ----·----- ---------------------·--- -- ---· ·· ------ ----------

·- - - - - - - - 14-26

SAL<.~
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AUDIT REPOl!o

NO. :

- I -

.! l

{IQ_ Of. rt LUO OUT Oli( WfEK AF1ER SIJ..LY..!fil)
2;1

34. Did the .iycnt contact you by mail or tele:>hone following you,. visit
( C!RCL( Oi'IE) :
I

2 No

Yes

IF YE!> (YOU CIRCLED 1) , ANSWER 34a
z1~

34a.

When was fi rs t contac t made (C IRCLE ONE) :
I

In less than one day
2 One Lo th ree days
3 More> than three days, but no more than seven
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Ol d tn~ ft~;l'\t " t~ l'.: th• h ou s~ do.m" (r!~CLF 0'1f ) :

Z No
AS .

01<! •r· · .1~ •11 t ~P~~ ~ ~0:1 tivcly at>ll::t t.h: ,,·,,~ r 'lcrl;ood ?
did (s)hP m•ntion (1. fQCl.E YLS 0~ !i!l £.9S. ~):

Yes
-,l
l
l

No

{

::

2
7

a. Good sc•.•1oh

b. G.... .;.! tr. ' )01r11 rt ! t fon
G?c·J r ·i ;iM'"'~
d . ~1 ,1 ·~ • r •. 1 ,1i~:1 i11~ . c ~ lt~rol

c.
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CONTROL NO . :

- -- - -

HOUSING MARKET PRACTICES SURVEY

RENTAL AUDIT REPORT
FORM NO. 2

REFERENCE COMPLEX OR BUILDING -------..--~-------

name

--~-~--~--~---- Tel.._ _ _ __ _ __

(number)

(street)

(political Jurisdiction )

AGENT'S NAME, ADDRESS, AND
-rtft'ilHONE NUMBER

(ZIP Code)

name

~~-.,--~--.,..--~----~Tel.~-----(number)
(street)
(political jurisdiction)

AUDITOR 'S NAME

(ZIP

Code)

AUDITOR NO . - - --

14-30

-~-

CONTROL NO. :

RENTAL AUDIT REPORT

2

I

' Fo,. Othce Use n :t

I

I Audito,. •s

Karital Status:

OD

Household lntOllle Class
Occupation Code

Spouse's Occupation Code

0
0

0 0
DODOO

Reference Housing Price Class:
Refe,.ence County Code :
Number of Children:

1 Ka,.ded
2 Single

Age of Auditor :
1 Under 25

I 234 567

Pe,.sons In Household :

8

O I 2 3 4 5

Age of Youngest Child:
1 Under 6
2 6 - 11
3 12 - 17
4 None under 18

2 25-29
3 30-34
4 35-39
5 40-44
6 45- 49
7 50-54
8 55-59
9 60-64
10 65 or older
·Sex of Audi tor:
1 Male
2 F-le

as

Audi tor Himber:

%1-%7

Date audit begun : ____...,....._ __

inonth

day

year

AH

or

PH

AH or

PH
day

AM or PH

~or

ur nee Use Only

Did other tuditor see the same agent (CIRCLE ONE} :
l

Yes

2 No

3 Don• t know

Does the agent appear to live In the apartment building or complex
(CIRCLE ONE):
I

Yes

2 No

14-31

3 Don't know

-1-

RWTAL AUDIT REPIJRT

corffROL ilO. ;

- l -

' 2

fOR All ITEMS. CIRCLE THE ANSWER \.IHICll IS 'IOST APPROPRIATE
64

1.

Nhen you entered the office, were you (CIRCL[ ONE):
1 C.reeted by secretary or receptioni s t and referred to rental agent
2 r.reeted by secretary or receptionist and referreJ to SOC11eone else
3 r.r eete<l by renta l aqent and interviewe<l by same agent
4 r.rccted by rental agent and referred to someone else
5 r.rceted hy person identifying self as manager or head of firm
and referred to someone else
6 Greeted by person identifying self as manager or head of firm
and intervi ewed by same
7 Required to make the first approach, then greeted
8 Ignored, even after I made approach
g Other (specify)-- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

65

2.

from the time ycu entered the office, how 1on9 did you wait to be
interviewed {CIRCLE ONE):
J Less than 5 minutes
2 5 minutes or more , but less than 10 minutes
3 10 minutes or more, bul less than 15 minutes
4 15 minutes or more, but less than 20 minutP.s
5 20 minutes or more, but less than 30 minutes
6 Asked to return at a more convenient time
7 Asked to leave without being invited to return
8 left office after waiting for 30 minutes without being intervl
9 Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

66

3.

67

68

C9
70
71
72
7iS

How many employees 1•ere visible in office {CIRCLE ONE):
l One or t1·10 employees
3 Six to nine employees
2 Three to five employees
4 Ten or more empl oyees
4. How many customers (exclusive of yourself) were visible in office tIRCLE
1 No other customers
3 Three to five cus t omers
2 One or two customers
4 Six or more cus tomers
5. About how many units do you estimate there are in the building or conplt
(if more than one building) ~ONE):
1 four units or less
4 One hundred or m6re units
l five to nineteen units
5 Cannot estimate number
3 Twenty to ninety-nine units
6. Oid ~ in the office do any of the following for you {CIRCLE l FOR
YES O'R 2 FOR NO fQ.!!. EACH SUB- ITEM) :
Yes No
1 2 a. l)ffer you somethin9 to drink, cigarettes, r eading 111atter, I
b. Offer you literature on available apartments or renting in
1
2
c. Ask you to he seated
1 2
d.
Chat with you informally while waiting
l
2
e. Other act of courtesy (specify)
1
2

14-32
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l..Ol'llKUL

nu.:

-

L

-

' 2

7. Which of the follow1n9 best describes the place where you were interviewed
before being shown any apartments (CIRCLE OllE}:
I An apart.lent in whi ch the agent resides
2 A "ll!Odel aparlalent" 1n which no one regularly resides
3 A room with one or
rP desks and no separate rooms or partitions
4 A r00111 with one or 1110re desks separated by partitions
5 A suite of privatr of f ices with a reception area (e .g., apartment
converted t o off ice use)
6 Other (specify)
8. Did the agent who interviewed you do any of the following ( CIRCLE YES OR
NO FOR ffil.) :
Yes tlo
-,- r- a. Introduce self to you by name
1
2
b. Offer you a business card
1
2
c. Ask your name
1
2
d. Address you by a courtesy title during interview (Mr. ,Mrs . •etc.)
1
2
e. Shake your hand
1
2
f. Ask you to be sealed
I 2 g. Offer other acts of courtesy (specify) _ _ _ _ __ _ __
g.

Did the agent request (either verbally or in written form) any lnfor111atlon
about your housing needs (CIRCLE OllE}:
Z No
1 Yes
ga :

IF YES, ~peclfy - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -

10.

Did the agent request any infonnatfon about your income (CIRCLC ONE}:
2 No
Yes
lOa . IF YES . specify

11.

Did the agen t request any Information about your assets other than
income (CIRCLE ONE)·
2 No
1 Yes

12 . Did the agent requpst any infonnation about debts or other obligations
(for e~a111ple, chi Id support) (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Yes
Z No

13. Old the agent request any fnfonll<ltfon about your emplo.)'lllent (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Yes

14.

Z Ho

Did the agent request any references (e.g., your present landlord, bank,
creditors, or lriends) (CIRCLE O~E):
2 No
1 Yes
14-33
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15.

- 2 -

Did the agent r equ!!st any of th~ fol lo>iing information atiout how yo;i
cou 1d lie reacheu (CI RCL( YES OP '1 0 FOil EACH):
Yes

sg

T

1
1

89

90
91

CC1'. ITP.OL !ID. :

~~QIT ~fp~qT

RENTAL
# 2

16.

a . Te 1ephone nu1~ber
h. Address
c. OthEr (spedfy) _ _ _ _ _ ______ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _..

If the aoent requested any of th" ahove information (I t!!lns 9 throuqh
15),did (s)he rrc<ir.1 any of this information or ask you to record it

(CIRCL[ O~E):
1 Yes, on w~at appeared to he a standard printed or duplicated fonn, a
f11e card. 109 took , etc.

92

17.

i!3

lB •

2 Yes, but not on a standard printed or duplicated fonn. f ile card,
loo book. etc.
3 llo, did not recor d even thou<Jh agent requested information
4 /lo , a9ent did uot request an:• lnfor·11ation
Did the ager.t state a t any t1me that you mi9ht Ile unnualifi ed to rent
an apartment (CIRCLE OU():
1

s.

{

~

Yes

2

'Jo

When you inquired about apart.ir.ent availability. what did the agent tell
you (Cir.CLE O;J[):
1 That something was available now
2 That somethln~ would be available within the next nonth
3 Thal son1ething would be availahle , but only after a. month
4 Thal ( s)he was not sure whether something was available
5 That nothinq 1~as available
c Jid not answer the Qu£stion
7 Other (specify) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IF YES (YOU CIRCLED I OR 2), ANSWER 18.a
l8a .

94

1

95

19.

If something was available, was it either your first or second
choice (CIRCLE ONE):

Yes
2 llo
\ihat did the a11ent say about lease requirCl'lerts (CIRCLE OliE) :
·1

!16

20.

97

21.

No lease required
2 '·lust sign lease for up to one year
3 Must sign lease for more than onc year
4 Said he d1d not know about lease
5 No apartment wa s available; therefore , no discuss ion about lease
~fa s lease infor'llation volunteered by the aqent (CIRCLE O~f):
l Yes
2 tlo
What did the a~e11t say about security deposit (Cl!lCLE 011£):
1 No security deposit required
2 Security deposit required--less than one month's rent
3 Security deposit requlrcd--one month's rent
4 Security deposit required--rnore than one month ' s rent
5 Said he did not know about security deposit
f' tlo apartment wa s available, therP.fore, no discussion about
security deposit
14-34
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Uas security depos i t lnforirat1on volunteered by the anent (CIP.CLE O~E):

23.

1 res
2 tlo
For eac'i of the first three aparb,,ents suqgested as serious pciH1bt11t1es
bf th~ aqcnt !." h.1.! ofnCe'7 nfve the followfnq fnfom1tlon :

a . Location : - . - - . . - . . - - - - -- - --.-.,---...-----

102

.(number)
b. Apartritnt number: _ __

108

c. Census Tract

. /::3

P.

(Lowest ff9ure only)

a

4 Sl50-199
S S20?-249

Z SI00-124
l S125-1C9

9

~250-299

§

1

SJ0?-349

Other auditor told about ~ apartinent:

-147
-157

Other auditor told •bout apartroent In
this bulldln!) !!!. complex:
County Code :

1 Yes
Yes

iJSIJ-399
S4'l'l-143
M S4S,,-'\99
11 S~')I) or 110re

2

l

"O

Not sure
"lot sure

2 ilo

0 0 000

APARTHfNT I Z • · location : ~~~,..-----.......
.,,..,==~----{nuMber)
{street)
b. Aparbtlent number: _ _ __
c. Census Tract
d . Monthly ren tal (eX'act a;oount):
to $
(If ranQe 9iven)
~
e. Number of bedroonos (CIRCLE ONF.):

s

1

~lo bedrooms
2 One bedroom

)

Two bedro<>1ns

4 Three or more bedrOOflls

For Office Use Only
(lowest figure only)
4 S150- 199
1 Under SIQO
S S2Q0-249
2 $1()1)-124
6 $251)-299
3 SJZS-149
7 $300-349
Other auditor told about ~ aparbrlent: 1 Yes
Other auditor told about apartr1ent in
this buildln~ !!!'._ coooplex :
!-JGG

S
to~

Uumber of bedrooms (CIRCLr O'IE):
3 Two bedrooms
1 :10 be1rooms
4 T~ree or more bedrooms
2 One bedroom

1 Under SlOO

-H2

(street)

d. tlonthly rent11l (exac t amount) :
(1fran9e 91ven) $ _ __ • __

.J/3

-1 3ti

z. - _ __ - _

Z2.

APARTl1EUT' 1

-132

:Kl.: __ _ -

County Codi! :

les

8

SlSIJ- 399

9

5400-449
10 S4S0-499
ll SS()() or 110re
2 No
3 !lot sure

I

2

I

'io

l

:lot sure

I

OOuCJO
14-35
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' 2
APARTllE"IT , l

a. Location :-r:(iiiiibe
=~r'"')--·---....,..,
(s""tr
,.,..,.ff...,l,...)-----

161-1?0

b. Apartment number : _ __

1?1-116

c. Census Tr1ct

J 77-181

d. Monthly rent1l (e>11ct .-iount) :

18%-1'1

(ff range given)

18'

2

or
19J

ce

3

One bedroOll

4 $150-199
5 $200-249
6 $250-299
7 $300-349

8 SJS0-399
9 $400-449
10

11

$450-499
$500 or more

Other 1udltor told about thts apartment:
Yes
2 No
3 Not sure.
Other 1udttor told about apartment tn
this bu11dtng !!.!: ~:
Yes
3 riot sure
2
County Code:
ow 1111ny 1p1r n
n a
were vo unteer
o you as ser ous
possfbtllttes (CIRCU ONE):

"°

00000

1 No 1part.e°nts
2 One 1part:nent
3 Two 1parbAents
ZOI

Two bedro0"1s
4 Three or ll'llre bedrooms

se n y

(Lowest figure only)
l Under $100
2 SlOIJ-124

3 $125-149

196-ZOO
Z01

to S

e . Humber of bedrooms (CIRCLE OHE) :

1 No bedroaa.s

296

S

S

25 .

4

Three 1p1rt.ents
5 Four or ftve 1parblents
6 Sb or 110re 1p1rments

How UflY 1p1rta1ents were you tnvited by the 1gent to tnspect on the

fnstde (CIRCLE OllE) :

203

26.

1 Ho 1partments
4 Three 1partinents
2 One apartment
5 Four or five 1partlllents
3 Two apnbnents
6 Six or 110re ap1rtments
How Nny 1partments did you actually Inspect (CIRCLE ONE):
1 tlo apartments
2 One apartment
3 Two apartments

4 Three apartments
5 Four or ftve apartments
6 S1x or more apartments

IF YOU 010 NOT INSPECT AT LEAST ONE APARTMENT (YOU CIRCLED 1), EXPLAIN WHY

z~

27 .

Did the agent offer to put you on a w1ltl119 ltst (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Yes, voluntlrily
2 Yes, but only after you asked ht• 1bout 1 witting list
3 Ho, because no waiting list kept, refused, etc.
4 No, becluse unf t was 1v1ll1ble or would be 1t 1 given d1te
5 Other (specify) - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- 14-36
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, 2
27.

i ~-

28.

(continued)

CONTROL NO . :

-! -

If YES (YOU CIRCLED 1 OR 2), ANSWER 27a AND 27b

27a. What type of fol"ll did agent use to put your name on a waiting
list (CIRCLE ONE):
1 A printed or duplicated "standardized" form
2 A "standard" file card
l A •non-standard" fol'ftl (e.g. back of envelope, scratch
pad)
4 Agent did not write your name down
27b. How long would you have to wait for an apartment (CIRCLE ONE):
1 One month or less
2 Two or three months
3 More than three months
4 Agent would not say how long
Did the agent i nvite you to file an application (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Yes
2 No
IF YES (YOU CIRCLED 1}, ANSWER 2Ba AND 28b
2Ba. Would an application fee be required to accompany the
app11cat1on (CIRCLE ONE):
Z No
1 Yes

IJ

29.

..
30.

31.
:

.

2Bb. How 111Uth would the application fee be? Give
euct ilJllOunt:
$
Did the agent say that a credit check was required (CIRCLE ONE):
2 No
1 Yes
IF YES (YOU CIRCLED 1), ANSWER 29a
29a.

How long wo~ld the credit check take (CIRCLE OHE) :
1 Up to one week
2 More than one week but less than one month
3 One month or 1onger
4 Old not say how long it would take

Did agent mention that blacks do not now live in the building or
c01QPlex or are not moving into 1t\CIRCLE ONE) :
Z No
1 Yes
Did the agent mention that blacks are now living in the building or
CCJlllPlex or are moving Into it (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Yes
2 Ito

14-37
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• 218

32.

CONTROL NO. :

- 2 -

Did the agent make any reference about blacks, including use of "code
(CIRCLE ONE):

wor~"

l

Yes
2 No
3

riot sure

IF YES OR NOT SURE (YOU CIRCLED l OR 3), EXACTLY WHAT DID HE SAY

219

33.

Old you observe any blacks who appeared to be tenants in the apartment
building or complex (ClRClE ONE}:
1 Yes
2 No
3

220

Saw blacks, but not sure they were tenants

34 . Did agent invite you to call back (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Yes
2

221

No

35. What was the race of the agent (ClRClE ONE) :
White
Z B?acli:
3 Other (specify)--------

1

222

36.

What was the sex of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):
1

Hale

2 Female
223

37 . What was the probable age of the agent (CIRCLE ONE):
Under 35 years
2 35-49 years
3 50 years or more

J

FILL OUT AND ATTACH FORM 2A FOR EACH APARTMENT ACTUALLY INSPECTED

14-38
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RENTAL AUDIT REPORT

CONTROL NO .

• 2

Ill YOUR OWN WORDS,

PUA~[ DE~CMIBE

-2- ___

-

BELOW ANY EXPERf[',(.[ll W'llCll YOO

WEPl HOl ABLE 10 RlCORO AO(QUATELY ELSO.'HERE
OTHER SID( or SllECT er NECESSARY.

14 -39

0~

THI S AUDIT FOP.H. USE

-9·

SUPPLEMEtHARY RENTAL
AUDIT REPORT # 2A

J-12

Al.

CONTROL NO. :

A2.

a

Address
(Apt. No.)

(Name of Building or Complex!

(number)

(street)

(political jurisdiction)
13

- f. -

(zip code)

How is this apartment identified in Form No. 2 (CIRCLE ONE):
1 Apartment #1
2 Apar tment 42
3 Apar tment #3
4 Not identified, is "model apartment"
5 Not identified, said to be similar to available apartment
6 Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A3.

i

Ooes monthly rental include any of the following utilities, features
or services (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH):
Yes
-11
1
1
1
1
1

u
15
1~

17
le
13
20

2

A4.

24
25
26

27
!8
29

JO
Jl
J2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

21
22

23

No

2

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Electricity
Heat
Air conditioning
Telephone answering service
Laundry facilities on premises
Paning
Recreational facilities (e.g., swimming pool, tennis
cour ts, activities o r party r oom)
h. Security guard , closed circuit television, alarms, etc.
i . Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Did the agent play up good points about the apartment? Specifically, did
(;)he cite one or more of the following (CIRCLE YES OR 110 FOR EACH):
Yes
-11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

a . Privacy or quiet location
b. Apartment has been redecorated recently
c . Construction of building is good
d. Utility cos ts wi 11 be 1 ow
e . Appliances are new or nearly new
f. Layout of rooms is good
g. Apartment is spacious
h. Convenient parking
i. Good quality of other occupants
j. Other positive remarks (specify)
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SUPPLEMENTARY RENTAL

AS.

CONTROL NO. :

- ~

Did the agent "talk the apartment down" (CIRCLE ONE):
Yes

Z No

A6. Old the agent speak positively about the complex or neighborhood?
Specifically, did he or she ~ntion (c1qcLE lES OR NO~ EACH):
Yes No
I
r a. Good transportation
1 2 b. Good neighbors
l Z c. Close to shopping , cultural activities, near "center of
things,• etc.
2 d. Close to places of employment
2 e . Convenient parking
Z f. Quiet location
Z g. Pleasant surroundings , trees, parks
2 h. Well-maintained buildings and homes
2 i. Safety
2 j. Other positive remarks (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A7 .

Old the agent speak negatively about the complex or neighborhood (CIRCL E
ONE):

Yes
A8.

2

i10

When you visited t r.e apartment, did you notice (CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR~) :
Yes

I

No

r
2

2

A9 .

a. Poor condi t ion on outs i de, such as peeling paint , poorly
maintai ned lawn or yard, cracked or broken siding or steps
b. Poor ccndf tion on inside, such as scuffed or soiled paint,
cra cked plas ter , leaks in ceiling, etc .
c. Other ev idence of poor condition (specify) _ _ _ _ _ __

When you vis ited the neighborhood, was the apartment (CIRCLE YES OR tlO
FOR~) :

Yes

I

No

z
2
2

a. In a no isy area (e.g., near busy street or hfgh'#ay , airport,
ra ilroad, or heavy 1ndustry)
b. In a deteriorating area (e .g., surrounded by poorly
maintained houses and yards )
c. Other nega t ive features (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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15) Eva lua t ing the A ff1rma11ve M arketi ng Prog ram

It Is a neces sity thal affirmative marketi ng pr ogra ms are eval ua t ed on a
regul a r bas t s. No t onl y wtll measurabl e progress j ust1 fy t he or ganizat i on 's
existence. but evaluation shows where poli c ies and programs need change.
In order to measure I ts Impact . the organiza tion wants to ftnd how the
world has changed due to Its efforts. The di rection and significance of these
changes. both objective and subjective. need to be doc~nted. At all tfllll!s.
the stated goals and objectives of the organi zat ion 11111st be kept in llrind for
measuretnent of progress.
It 111.1st also be clear on W!lat criteria the eva luations are being based.
Somet1
, the •istake 1s made of using an all -white to all-black contlnuUlll
tor evaluating a C<ll'mlnfty. Where the co11111.111ity falls on such a continu1J11,
is often ~ed to chart integration. Instead, the continuUlll should be one
having 1ntegration on one end and segregation (either all-black or all-white)
on the other. Th fs h 1 measure of progress in integration, rether than
racial transition.
Objective Eva 1uatlon
Using quantifiable 111easures for evaluatioo 1s dependent upon co~rehen
slve and up-to-date data (see section on data collection) . There are a nU!Tber
of measurements that rnay be made. as discussed bel ow.
An organiza t ion counseling homeseekers shoul d prepare mont hly counseli ng reports. Such reports should Include t otal nurrber counseled br oken down
by race, es we 11 es nurrbers and per cent ages placed by Nice. Those p1aced
should then be divided into pro-integration (non- trad itional) end traditional
moves . by race. (See attached sa~le r eports.)
A breakdown by race of the residents for' e ach comunity. preferably by
block. Ny be derived through census 111aterial
Racial demand for housing is
n>re difficult to detel"llline
If afffrl'liltive l"llrketfng agret!f!l!nts have been
set up with local realtors. developers. and rental rnanagPt1ent. the 110nthly
reports they submit may bP used to detennfne der.and. Trends may also be
detennined by C01!1P4ring special c~nsus data and school data over tillll! .
The three 111!asures covered above. counseled homeseekers 1114~fng prointegration 1110ves, the percMtage of •inorities residing In a coonunfty,
and racial deNnd for housing may be used in a nuatier of ways. When coq>aring
data over time, all three lle4Sures can show progress lllilde in integration and
the decreasing rate of segregation. llot onl;' is such data useful for this
t ype of evaluation. but in showing what areas are underrepresented in hOusing
detllilnd by race. While pro-integration maves by non-profit agency counseled
cl fents eay not bP large in nU!Tber, they are representat1ve of a trend; In
1!>-1

some ttses they may show where 11inorit1es have broken Into prevlou<;ly al1wn1te areas or that whi t es are P10ving into an area that was thought to be
resegregatlng.
In a report by Chicago's Home Investments Fund. thn!l! ways to ~asure and
rank integrat1on In connunities are discussed wlllch 111y prove useful for
evaluation. Data used in this r anking (which was gathered by survey) Involved the nuat>ers and percentages of whites and 1111noritfes by cOll!!IUnfty. as
well as a breakdown by block within each conmm1ty
The block data was further
divided into the following categories: nuni>er of all-white blocks, nuneer of
all-minority blocks. blocks having 1- 4 minority population, 5-141 minority
population, 15-251 minority population. and 51-99 minority population.
The first i ndex is th e total percent of bl ocks wi t hi n each cor1111Unity that
Are e1ther all - white or a ll-bl a ck. The lowest total of all-black and all-white
blocks within a cOIT'ITluni ty ranks highest in degree of racial integration . Integration index number two is the total percent of residential blocks that ar e
between one and 25l minor ity population The highest ranking goes to the
colll!lmity with the highest per cent fn this range . The thlr'd index is a sir.iple
percent deviation from the overall survey total of percent minority households.
el ther plui or minus. The rost integrated ComlUnity on this lnde• is the one
with the least deviation.
Subjective Evaluation
Wlllle objective tDeasures are illlPOrtant. 1111ny programs cannot be llll!a~ured
thfs way; a mre subjective evalua tion is called for . What needs to be exa1t1lned here is how municipalities . residents. and the private housing ciarket
have accepted affinnative marketing actions . ~hlle their total cooperation is
not needed for afflnMtive marketin9 to work, their perceptions of what affin:>atlve .. rketing Is about and their reactions are lllll)ortant. Triose not accepting afflnnative inarketing, e ven after educattonal efforts. will generally inake
their feelings known to organizations advocating affil"llliltlve 1111rketfng. How
perceptions are expressed JaJst be noted; 1f residents and the housing Industry
fear the area w111 "go black . " it may become a self-fulfilling prophecy. If
the negative prophecy does exist. it needs to be replaced with a positive view
of the cOl!lllUni ty.
Another variable t o be watched is the fmaqe of conmunit1es practicing
affirmative ma r keting. How has t he med i a been projecting t he con1nun1ty? As
"victims" of racial s t eeri ng? As a racially diverse corrrnunlty only? Or as a
racially diverse cOIT'ITlunity "that works." Generally. the racial angle should
be downp hyed.
One way of finding out how residents and the housing Industry feel about
fair housing progralQS is exertl>llfied in the Oelphf Process as used In Oak Park,
1111nols. lhe Delphi Process has been called a • seminar bt mall.• and was designed as a ireans of 1q>roving the results of srou~ decisions
Tne Oak Park
project was managed by Lawrence Christmas. analtarlt resident and erecuthe
director or the Hetropolitan housing and Planning Council ( PC) . ~JIPC staffed
and guided the process in cooperation with V111age offlcfals.

A total of 140 persons were selectl'd to participate 1n the process: 130
residents selected by the Village Board. and ten non-resident •experts• Including banters, real estate experts, professors and attorneys. Although the participants were not fully representative of all eleme"ts Of the Village, they
included a broad enough cross-section to obtain diversity In the responses.
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A series of questionnaires was sent to the participants. with each successive set of Questions based upon responses to the preceding set. Briefly.
the questionnaires asked·
- wllat objectives concerning Integration the ~illage should pursue
- Mlat actions and techniques should be taken to achieve the objectives
- on Miat areas should the Village resources be spent.
Analysis of the responses indicates that the residents and the "ex~rts"
were In general a reement on all questions. Participants chose dfspers~ as
~eferred ob ect ve or the Vflla e, cou led wf th middle-class dominance.
Re~ part c pents a so e orse
spersa as an o ect ve, ut ac now e ged
that some concentration Is li kely to occur. The majority of the loca l and core
group participants also indicated that stable racial diversity will be Ideally
achieved when there If ectual opportunity and equal demand for housing in all
parts of the Village rom meiiibers of al races.
With respect to proQram prlorftfes. participants failed to single out any
particular PrQ9rl~ for special attention. Among the potential programs presented for CQl!Tlent. several received a hi!tt ranking Including: crime prevention, schools, economic nilntenance and developnent, and good practices by
building owners and 1111nagers. Lower ranking program areas Included 1111naglng
occupancy, rt41 estate practices. and finance and Insurance .
Delphi parttctpants supported all of the programs currently tn progress
In the Village. such as counseling, and also endorsed a nuirber of relatively
untried techniques for achieving racial diVerslty. Some of these techniques
Include:
- A test case by the Vfllage in order to obtain Interpretation of the
f Pderal Fair Housing law to allow discrimination as ' llll!ans of preventing resegregat Ion.
- Vll,age legal assfstante to building owners prosecuted for discriminating to maintain diversity.
- Purchase and rehab fl ftatlon of substandard apartment buildings by lhe
Vlllaqe and lhe provhfon or management wf\1cl\ maintains stabl e diversity.
Of course, surveys in genera I are not to be overlooked. A survey of attitudes toward integraled living can help an organization assess their progress.
local universities' social science departments can often provide an Independent
assessment.
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South Suburban Housing Center
850 EXCllANGF AV•: NUt.

17700 lllXIE HIGHWAY

PAR K FOREST SOUTtl, IWNOIS 60466
(31~) 534-0818

HOMEWOOO, ILLINOIS 60430
(3 1'2) 799. 5)30

1978

Ban . 1978 to
Aug . 1978

Number of Counseled Clients

41

322

1. of Whi tes

32%.

33%

% of Minorities

68%

64%

'7. to Rent

100'7.

897.

COUNSELING REPORT FOR AUGUST, 1978

.lugust

% to Buy

0

111.

Total Placements

5

177.

Total NT" Placements

4

25

% of NT Pl acements

80'4

467.

Total T Placements

1

29

% of T

Placement~

Income over $15,000
Income be l ow $15,000

Unknown

*

20'4

·

(W)

8
4

(B)

20

(W)

7

(B)

2

non- traditional
T - traditional

llT -

Definitions for NT and T can be found i n Chapter 10. counseling.
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16) Opposing Views and Re101nders

Since affirmative marketing is at the frontier of the effort to end the
dual housing market. there have been questions and criticisms , which deserve
consideration and a thoughtful response. Fair housing organizations should be
aware of the opposing views in order to direct educational efforts and to defend
goals and objectives.
Criticism l
Affirmative programs to achieve integration are based on assump tions of
white superiority and black inferiority. Specifically, such programs assume
that all, or mostly, black co11111unities are inferior.
~:

Affirmative marketing for integration assumes a preference for
integrated co11111unities over segregated co11111unities. black or white for two
bas fc reasons:
First . integrated corrmunities exemplify the ideal of healthy
enriching interaction among people of different backgrounds
which is at the heart of the religious and political values of
our society.
Second . on a practical level. a conmmity which continues to
attract from all segments of the available population will be
ltllre likely to retain and renew the financial investment and
human resources every conrnunity needs to remain vital .
Far from assuming white superio rity. such programs assume equality and try to
give that assumption practical express ion.
Criticism 2
Aff1nnative marketing programs attempt to i111>ose quotas on the nU11Der of
blacks and/or to restrict the rights of individuals.
~:
Each municipal program ls based on a fa ir housing ordinance prohibitfog discrimination In housi ng. The federal fai r housing laws remain valid and
enforceable in these corrmunities. Counseling programs include reminders of the
individual's right to the housing he or she chooses. The effect of these programs is to expand the housing choices of individuals. The programs dre necessary because the prevailing market practices limit choices on a racial basis.

The c011111unities instituting these programs are those which have taken the
lead to become open, inclusive corrmunities. These programs include no mechanisms to restrict individual choice . The black population in these corrmunities
continues to grow.
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These programs do not have the intenr, the means, nor the effect of imposlng quotas.
Criticism 3
Affirmative marketing programs are intended to scatter black population so
as to dilute or diminish black political power.
Resp?nse: In this metropolitan area, the black Population is growing and w111
cont1nue to grow more rapidly than the white population. The real question is
whether this growing population will be housed in expanded or new ghettos, in
the traditional pattern, or on the bnis of free choice throughout the market
area. Examples of Integrated cOllJl)unities which endure beyond a brief "transition" period can be important to the success of defeating the dual housing
market. They can also represent the expansion of black political lnnuence into
new areas. Some observers feel that a significant minority vote in a number of
constituencies may add trr:1re to minority influence on regional, state and national issues than minority dominance in a few additional areas.
Criticism 4
Affinnative marketing programs are a "redefinition" of the original intent
of affinnative marketing. which was to expand opportunity for minorities.
~:

While expanding opportunities for minorities was clearly one intent

of tffeHUD affinnative marketing regulations. 1t was not the only purpose.

Those regulations provided for outreach to majority homeseekers in housing situations where the minority predominated. So too, did the voluntary agreement
between HUD and the National Association of Real Estate Brokers, the association
of minoirty real estate brokers. Only the National Association of Realtors/HUD
voluntary agreement limits affirmative marketing to outreach to minorities, and
some HUD officials interpret that ta mean whichever group ls in the minority
in a particular market situation.
Cr1ticism 5
The counseling done in affirmative marketing programs is an example in
reverse of the racial steering of which brokers 4re accused.
Resp0nse: There is a crucial difference. Counseling in affinnative marketing programs expands the choices of horneseekers by informing them of possibilities which have been traditionally foreclosed. in the pursuit of the national goal of fair housing. Illegal racial steering tries to limit choice to
those traditional for that racial group, with the intent and effect of pel"petuating segregation.
Expanded opportunity, with the final choice left to the individual is the
goal of affirmative marketing.
Criticism 6
Affirmative marketing programs place an undue burden on minol"ity real estat«
professionals, limiting their access to the very areas where there is most poten·
tial for them to expand.
f~sponse:

Some corrmunities have acted to regulate or limit solicitation of
1stings by real estate brokers. This protiibition applies equally to white or
black brokers. However, to the extent that white brokers are better established
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1n the local inarket, black brokers are disadvantaged. The continuing exclusion
of minority real estate professionals from nost of the metropolitan real estate
ir.arket is a scanda 1.
A solution to this probll!lll Is 111>st urgently needed. so that black brokers
and salesinen could serve the total 1!8rket ayct not be limited, as they now are,
to black or transition or Integrated areas.
Criticisms of affirmative marketing programs may occur in various forms e.g., lawsuits. adlll1nlstratlve COl!lllal nts, challenges to funding sources and
personal attacks at public meetings. Attacks can also take place In the media
via letters to the editor, news releases and news conferences.
The responses to critici sms should generally be designed to allow adjustments In your adversaries' pos1t1on without their loss of face. Criticisms,
whether from wh1 te racists or from respected minority supporters, should not
freeze your organization Into Inaction. Advocates of affirmative marketing do
reflect a certain point of view which requires no apology. Offer verbal defenses only when needed. Thoe defenses. however. do not deserve a great percentage of the advocates' tiae and energy.

A special note of thanks to Kale Williams, Executive Director of the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Comiunities In Chicago for his help In
drafting lh1s chapter.
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